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Abstract

We introduce a new approach to universal quantum knot invariants that emphasizes
generating functions instead of generators and relations. All the relevant generating func-
tions are shown to be perturbed Gaussians of the form PeG, where G is quadratic and
P is a suitably restricted expression. After developing a calculus for such Gaussians in
general we focus on the rank one invariant ZD in detail. We discuss how it dominates
the sl2-colored Jones polynomials and relates to knot genus and Whitehead doubling. In
addition to being a strong knot invariant that behaves well under natural operations on
tangles ZD is also computable in polynomial time in the complexity of the knot. We
provide a full implementation of the invariant and provide a table in the appendix.
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1 Introduction

The key idea of this paper is to replace algebra generators by generating functions. This
approach is especially effective in quantum groups and the universal knot invariants that
come with them. With some simple modifications the generating functions for all impor-
tant operations and elements take the form of perturbed Gaussians PeG. We will see that
manipulating Gaussians is conceptually and practically simpler than working in terms of
generators.

To illustrate what we mean by replacing generators by generating functions consider
the universal enveloping algebra H of the Heisenberg algebra. It is an algebra generated
by p,x subject to the relation px−xp = 1. Instead of computing in this algebra directly
we precompute all the multiplications of all the monomials pk1xn1pk2xn2 once and for all
and record the results in the following generating function:

m =
∞∑

k1,k2,n1,n2=0

pk1xn1pk2xn2
πk1ξn1πk2ξn2

k1!k2!n1!n2!

As so often, the generating function is less complicated than the sequence of data it
encodes. In this case m has the shape of a Gaussian:

m = e(π1+π2)pe(ξ1+ξ2)x−ξ1π2

The generating function technique works especially well for computing universal knot
invariants because there one has to multiply many terms of a similar exponential form
R = ep⊗x−1⊗px. Roughly speaking the rule is to assign a copy of R to each crossing in the
knot diagram with the first factor on the overpass and the second on the underpass. The
universal knot invariant Z is then the product of all terms taken in order of appearance
as one walks along the knot. Using a quantum field theory inspired calculus of perturbed
Gaussian generating functions we are able to compute the invariant Z without writing
down a single generator.

Our Gaussian generating function techniques should apply to computations in many
algebras including the universal invariants corresponding to any of the Drinfeld-Jimbo
quantum groups Uℏ(g) [14]. For concreteness however we focus on the rank one case in
this paper. We show how to build a version D of quantum sl2 and express all structural
operations and elements in terms of perturbed Gaussian generating functions.

Expanding our invariant ZD as a series in an auxiliary parameter ϵ we obtain the
Alexander polynomial at the 0-th order and increasingly strong invariants as one computes
higher orders in ϵ. Unlike usual quantum knot invariants computations of ZD(K) can be
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done in polynomial time in the complexity of the knot K, see Theorem 50. Furthermore,
we relate ZD to the knot genus, the Alexander polynomial and Whitehead doubling, see
Theorems 51, 54 and 55. In Theorem 52 we show ZD determines all the sl2 colored Jones
polynomials. We also expect ZD is equivalent to Rozansky’s loop expansion of the colored
Jones polynomial [17]. The present work is a continuation of [2] in which a simplified
version of ZD appears to first order in ϵ.

In summary ZD is a strong yet computable knot invariant whose topological interpre-
tation is tractable due to its good behaviour under tangles, strand doubling and reversal.
As such we hope it may play a role in addressing questions of topological interest.

The plan of the paper is as follows. First we will introduce Gaussian generating
functions in the context of linear maps between polynomial rings. In this setting we
develop the key contraction theorem that allows us to compose linear maps by contracting
their Gaussian generating functions. Next we illustrate the main techniques in a section on
the Heisenberg algebra and the universal knot invariants related to it. As a preparation
for later sections we introduce a notion of tangle appropriate for our invariants. The
calculation of the Heisenberg tangle invariants is fully implemented in Mathematica.

Only in Section 5 we set out to construct our main example of a ribbon Hopf algebra
D using the Drinfeld double construction. We show in detail how to compute in D using
Gaussian generating functions in the next section. After setting up the algebra we extend
our notion of tangles to account for rotation numbers and introduce the universal tangle
invariant ZD. In Section 8 we prove our main theorems using a combination of the
Gaussian calculus and a Hopf algebraic interpretation of Seifert surfaces. We end the
work with a discussion of the computer demonstration. In the appendices we list the full
implementation of our algorithms and tabulate our invariant for all prime knots up to ten
crossings.

2 Generating functions for maps between poly-

nomial rings

In this section we describe linear maps between polynomial algebras using generating
functions. The polynomials we will work with1 are in Q[zJ ] where J is a finite set and
the multi-index zJ means (zj)j∈J . Our goal is to investigate the linear maps between two
such vector spaces. Denote the space of linear maps by Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zK ]).

In later sections many such linear maps come from choosing a basis in a non-commutative
algebra and describing multiplication in terms of the ordered monomials. Some more el-
ementary examples are the following:

1. The identity idQ[zJ ] ∈ Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zJ ])

2. The shift map sh : Q[z] → Q[z] defined by sh(p)(z) = p(z + 1)

3. Partial differentiation ∂
∂z : Q[z, w] → Q[z, w].

4. Definite integration
∫
: Q[z] → Q[z] defined by

∫
p =

∫ z
0 p(t)dt.

The monomials form a basis for Q[zJ ] and so any linear map φ ∈ Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zK ])
is determined by its values on all monomials. For example the partial derivative can be
characterized by just knowing ∂

∂z z
kwℓ = kzk−1wℓ. In general then our linear map φ is

determined by a sequence of polynomials φ(znJ ) ∈ Q[zK ] for every multi-index n ∈ NJ .
This is where the generating functions come into play. Whenever there is a sequence

of numbers or other algebraic objects one can try to understand its collective behaviour
by placing them into a generating function. To encode each of the basis vectors we use
an auxiliary variable ζj corresponding to each variable zj .

1For concreteness we prefer to work over the rationals although much of what say applies to more general
fields of characteristic 0.
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Definition 1. (Generating function of a linear map)
Define G : Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zK ]) → Q[zK ][[ζJ ]] by

G(φ) =
∑
n∈NJ

ζnJ
n!
φ(znJ )

Here n is a multi-index n = (nj)j∈J and n! =
∏

j∈J nj ! and z
n
J =

∏
j∈J z

nj

j .

Notice that in some sense we are just inserting an exponential into φ in the above
definition. More formally, extending φ to a map Q[zJ ][[ζJ ]] → Q[zK ][[ζK ]] by treating the
ζJ as scalars, the exponential generating function may also be expressed as

G(φ) = φ(ezJζJ ) = φ(G(idQ[zJ ])) (1)

This explains why we are using exponential generating functions.
In our partial differentiation example we take ω to be the variable corresponding to w

and ζ corresponding to z and find:

G( ∂
∂z

) =
∑
k,ℓ

∂

∂z
(zkwℓ)

ζkωℓ

k!ℓ!
=

∑
k,ℓ

kzk−1wℓ ζ
kωℓ

k!ℓ!
= eωw

∑
k

zk−1wℓ ζk

(k − 1)!
= ζeωw+ζz

The generating functions for the other examples can be found similarly using properties
of the exponential function and perhaps Equation (1):

1. G(idQ[zJ ]) = ezJζJ , where zJζJ =
∑

j∈J zjζj .

2. G(sh) = e(z+1)ζ

3. G( ∂
∂z ) = ζeωw+ζz.

4. G(
∫
) = eζz−1

ζ .

The polynomial ring is a Hopf algebra and this provides us with a few more examples
of linear maps. Many of the generating functions we will use later to describe more general
Hopf algebras have features similar to the simple ones presented here. The Hopf algebra
maps and their generating functions are listed below:

1. Multiplication m : Q[z1, z2] → Q[z], m(zk1z
ℓ
2) = zk1z

ℓ
2, G(m) = e(ζ1+ζ2)z.

2. Co-Multiplication ∆ : Q[z] → Q[z1, z2], ∆(zk) = (z1 + z2)
k, G(∆) = eζ(z1+z2)

3. Antipode S : Q[z] → Q[z], S(zk) = (−1)kzk, G(S) = e−ζz

4. Unit η : Q → Q[z], η(1) = 1, G(η) = 1

5. co-unit ε : Q[z] → Q, ε(zk) = δk,0, G(ε) = 1

The generating function contains all information about the linear map and so we can
move back and forth between the two descriptions.

Lemma 2. (The generating function determines the linear map)
G : Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zK ]) → Q[zK ][[ζJ ]] is a bijection. The inverse is given by

G−1(f)(p) = p(∂ζJ )f(ζJ , zK)|ζJ=0 = f(∂zJ , zK)p(zJ)|zJ=0

where p ∈ Q[zJ ] and f ∈ Q[zK ][[ζJ ]].

Proof. Notice that p(zJ) = p(∂ζJ )e
ζJ ·zJ |ζJ=0. Therefore

(G−1G(φ))(p) = p(∂ζJ )φ(e
ζJ ·zJ )|ζJ=0 = φ(p(∂ζJ )e

ζJ ·zJ |ζJ=0) = φ(p)

Likewise for f(ζJ , zK) we find

G(G−1(f)) = (G−1f)(eζJ ·zJ ) = f(∂zJ , zK)eζJ ·zJ |zJ=0 = f(ζJ , zK)

�
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The advantage of the generating function approach is in describing composition of
linear maps. Composition2 translates into the following operation on the corresponding
generating functions.

Lemma 3. (Composition of generating functions)
Suppose J,K,L are finite sets and φ ∈ Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zK ]) and ψ ∈ Hom(Q[zK ],Q[zL]).
We have

G(φ//ψ) =
(
G(φ)|zK 7→∂ζK

G(ψ)
)
|ζK=0

Proof. Set α = G(φ) and β = G(ψ) then

G(φ//ψ) = eζK ·zK//φ//ψ = α//ψ = α//G−1(β) =
(
α|zK 7→∂ζK

β
)
|ζK=0

using Lemma 2 in the final equality. �

In categorical terms we can summarize what we found so far by introducing two
categories P̃ and C̃ whose objects are finite sets and whose morphisms are HomP̃(J,K) =

Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zK ]) and HomC̃(J,K) = Q[zK ][[zJ ]]. Composition in C̃ is defined as in the
previous Lemma:

f//g =
(
f |zK 7→∂ζK

g
)
|ζK=0 f ∈ HomC̃(J,K), g ∈ HomC̃(K,L)

Then the functor G : P̃ → C̃ is an isomorphism of categories. In fact G is a monoidal
functor if we take J ⊗K to be the disjoint union and f ⊗ g = fg in C̃.

The composition formula involves differentiating with respect to many variables at
the same time, as many as the size of K. We view each of the |K| differentiations as
a contraction, just like one contracts indices in a tensor. The benefit is that a single
contraction operation (defined precisely below) is simpler to deal with and serves as the
fundamental building block for our computations.

Definition 4. (Contraction)
We say f is the contraction of g(r, s) =

∑
k,ℓ ck,ℓr

ksℓ along the pair of variables (r, s) if

f =
∑
k

ck,kk! =
∑
k,ℓ

ck,ℓ∂
k
s s

ℓ|s=0

Our notation will be f = ⟨g(r, s)⟩r,s or simply f = ⟨g⟩r when it is clear which vari-
ables s correspond to the r. We also allow r and s to be vectors of variables of equal
size in which case ri is understood to be contracted with si, so ⟨g⟩((r1,r2,r3),(s1,s2,s3)) =
⟨⟨⟨g⟩(r1,s1)⟩(r2,s2)⟩(r3,s3).

So far the variables we used for contractions were r = ζ, s = z. For example f = 42 is
the contraction of g(r, s) = 7ζ1ζ

3
2z1z

3
2 + 3ζ1ζ

2
2z

3
1z

2
2 with r = (ζ1, ζ2), s = (z1, z2):

⟨g(r, s)⟩r,s = ⟨7ζ1ζ32z1z32 + 3ζ1ζ
2
2z

3
1z

2
2⟩(ζ1,ζ2),(z1,z2) = 42

A more subtle example that is central to our theory is about the Gaussian exponential
g(r, s) = eℏrs ∈ Q[r, s][[ℏ]]. Summing the geometric series shows f = 1

1−ℏ ∈ Q[[ℏ]] is the
contraction of g along the pair (r, s):

⟨g⟩r,s =
∞∑
n=0

∂ns s
nℏn

n!
=

∞∑
n=0

ℏn = f

This example also suggests contractions are not always well defined. For example if we
instead take g = ers ∈ Q[r][[s]] then the same calculation yields ⟨g(r, s)⟩r,s =

∑∞
n=0 1.

2In what follows we will often write composition as f ◦ g = g//f .
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Coming back to our discussion of composition of linear maps by contraction of their
generating functions we arrive at the following. If φ ∈ Q[zK ][[ζJ ]] and ψ ∈ Q[zL][[ζK ]] then

φ//ψ = ⟨φψ⟩ζK ,zK

where φψ means ordinary multipliciation of the power series in Q[zL, zK ][[ζK , ζJ ]].
Looking at the above examples we notice they all involve exponentials of quadratic

forms, also known as Gaussians, possibly with some kind of perturbation. Perturbed
Gaussians not only appear in all our examples, there is also a concrete formula for com-
posing and contracting them!

Lemma 5. (Contraction Lemma)
For any n ∈ N consider the ring Rn = Q[rj , gj ][[sj , Wij , fj |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n]]. We have the
following equality in Rn:

⟨egs+rf+rWs⟩r,s = det(W̃ )egW̃f W̃ = (1−W )−1

here r = (ri), s = (si), g = (gi), f = (fi) are thought of as vectors of size n and W = (Wij)
is an n× n matrix.

Proof. Since we are in a power series ring W̃ is to be taken as an infinite series W̃ab =∑∞
k=0W

k
ab, where W

k
ab =

∑
i1,...ik−1

Wai1Wi1i2 . . .Wik−1b.

We start by proving the special case f = g = 0. Set Z(λ) = ⟨erλWs⟩(r,s) and A(λ) =
1

det 1−λW . The result Z(λ) = A(λ) follows once we show both sides are solutions to the

initial value problem ∂λF (λ) = (trW (1− λW )−1)F and F (0) = 1.
For A(λ) this is verified using det eX = etrX so

∂λA(λ) = ∂λ
1

det 1− λW
= ∂λe

−tr log(1−λW ) = (trW (1− λW )−1)
1

det 1− λW

For Z(λ) we use the shorthand ⟨φ⟩ = ⟨φ⟩(r,s) and claim that for any matrix M of size n
with entries in Rn we have

⟨rMserλWs⟩ = tr(M)Z(λ) + ⟨λrMWserλWs⟩ (2)

Using Formula (2) repeatedly, we find a geometric series:

∂λZ(λ) = ⟨rWserλWs⟩ = (trW )Z(λ) + ⟨rλW 2serλWs⟩ =

(trW )Z(λ) + (trλW 2)Z(λ) + ⟨rλ2W 3serλWs⟩ = · · · = (trW (1− λW )−1)Z(λ)

the error term vanishes because the powers of W converge to 0 in the topology of Rn.
Finally, formula (2) is verified explicitly by expanding both sides as power series in r, s
and carrying out the contraction in terms of monomials. This proves A(λ) = Z(λ) and
hence the special case f = g = 0.

For the general case we follow a similar strategy. Introduce

X(λ) = ⟨erWs+λ(gs+rf)⟩, B(λ) = det(1−W )−1eλ
2g(1−W )−1f

and show that ∂λB(λ) = ∂λX(λ). This is enough since equality at λ = 0 is precisely the
special case f = g = 0 above. The key is the following equation for any vectors F,G of
length n in Rn (proven in the same way as Equation (2)):

⟨(Gs+ rF )erWs+λ(gs+rf)⟩ = 2λGFX(λ) + ⟨(GWs+ rWF )erWs+λ(gs+rf)⟩ (3)

Applying this equation repeatedly and using the geometric series finishes the proof:

∂λX(λ) = ⟨(gs+ rf)erWs+λ(gs+rf)⟩ = 2λgfX(λ) + ⟨(gWs+ rWf)erWs+λ(gs+rf)⟩ =

2λ(gf+gWf)X(λ)+⟨(gW 2s+rW 2f)erWs+λ(gs+rf)⟩ = · · · = 2λg(1−W )−1fX(λ) = ∂λB(λ)

�
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For later use we note that we may allow more general perturbations:

Theorem 6. (Contraction Theorem)
With the same notation as in Lemma 5 and P ∈ Rn that only depends on r, s. We have
the following equality:

⟨P (r, s)egs+rf+rWs⟩r,s = det(W̃ )egW̃f ⟨P (r + gW̃ , W̃ (s+ f))⟩r,s W̃ = (1−W )−1

Proof. To derive the theorem from Lemma 5 above we introduce auxiliary variables m,µ
and write

⟨P (r, s)egs+rf+rWs⟩ = P (∂m, ∂µ)⟨e(g+µ)s+r(f+m)+rWs⟩|m=µ=0

since these differentiations commute with contraction. Replacing f by f +m and g by
f + µ Lemma 5 says

⟨P (r, s)egs+rf+rWs⟩ = det(W̃ )P (∂m, ∂µ)e
(g+µ)W̃ (f+m)|m=µ=0 =

det(W̃ )P (∂m, W̃ (f +m))egW̃ (f+m)|m=0 = det(W̃ )egW̃f ⟨P (r + gW̃ , W̃ (f + s))⟩

�

Often one can just contract one variable at the time and for that the following simplified
version of Theorem 6 is useful:

⟨P (r, s)ec+rf+gs+Wrs⟩r,s = ⟨P
(
r +

g

1−W
,
(s+ f)

1−W

)
⟩r,s

ec+
gf

1−W

1−W
(4)

However if one needs to bound the degree of the denominators appearing after contraction
it is better to use the full power of the theorem instead of repeatedly using the one variable
case.

Finally we remark that contraction may also be phrased more symmetrically as

⟨g(r, s)⟩r,s = e∂r∂sg(r, s)|r=s=0

This helps seeing the close relationship with formal Gaussian integration, especially as it
is used in physics [15, 1]. In perturbation theory, without paying attention to convergence
issues, there is another form for the contraction:

⟨g(r, s)⟩r,s ∝
∫
e−rsg(r, s)drds

Many of the computations in this paper may be recast in terms of the above formula and
Gaussian integration, yet we prefer to use this fact only for inspiration. There is simply
nothing to gain: everything one can do with integration we can also do directly with (4).
The perspective of integration does sometimes make it clearer perturbed Gaussians are
closed under contraction.

3 Turning algebra into linear algebra

In this section we lay the foundation for our application of generating function techniques
to computations in algebra. For the sake of argument we will set up our construction for
algebras A over Q but later the same ideas will be applied slightly more generally.

In analogy with the common notation for polynomial rings Q[zJ ] for a set J we notation
we will use something similar for tensor products of more general algebras. In this notation
the factors in the tensor product are indexed by the elements of J . The subscript indicates
the tensor factor an element is in.
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Definition 7. (Labelled tensor products)
For any finite set J and any algebra A with unit we set A⊗J to be the free algebra on
elements {aj |a ∈ A, j ∈ J} quotiented out by the relations aja

′
j = (aa′)j for a, a′ ∈ A and

aia
′
j = a′iaj for all i ̸= j. Any factors 1j will be ommitted. We identify A⊗{1,2,...n} with

A⊗n sending ai to 1⊗ 1⊗ . . . a⊗ 1 · · · ⊗ 1 with a in the i-th position.

For example we would write 1⊗ x+ x⊗ 1 + x⊗ y = x2 + x1 + x1y2 ∈ A⊗{1,2}.
We say A is a PBW3 algebra if there exists a vector space isomorphism O : Q[z] → A.

The variable z is allowed to be a vector of variables. For example the associative algebra
A = U(h) generated p,x, subject to the relation [p,x] = 1 is PBW. We will use the
isomorphism O : Q[p, x] → A that sends the commutative monomials to lexicographically
ordered monomial in the generators z = (p, x). More precisely we will use the vector space
isomorphism O : Q[p, x] → U(h) sending pkxℓ to pkxℓ.

In a PBW algebra A we will use the same notation O also for its extensions to tensor
powers, so O : Q[zJ ] → A⊗J . With these definitions in place we can use O to transfer any
structures on A and its tensor powers to a linear map between polynomial rings. Recall
we introduced a category P̃ for such linear maps. If we define a similar category H̃ for
morphisms between tensor powers of A then O gives us an equivalence of categories.

Lemma 8. Define a category H̃ whose objects are finite sets and whose morphisms are lin-
ear maps Hom(A⊗J , A⊗K). The isomorphism O gives rise to an isomorphism of monoidal
categories O : H̃ → P̃ defined by O(f) = O−1//f//O.

Combining with the generating function functor G gives us a way to describe many
structures on A using generating functions:

H̃ O−→ P̃ G−→ C̃

where we recall all three categories have finite sets as objects and HomC̃(J,K) = Q[zK ][[ζJ ]]
and HomP̃(J,K) = Hom(Q[zJ ],Q[zJ ]).

The prime example of the type of map we would like to describe from the point of
view of the polynomial ring is the multiplication itself. In our notation it makes sense to
expand the algebra multiplication map m : A⊗A→ A to a family of maps

mij
k : A⊗{i,j} → A⊗{k}

where mij
k multiplies from the i-th tensor factor with the j-th tensor factor and places

the result in tensor factor indexed k.

A⊗{i,j} A⊗{k}

Q[zi, zj ] Q[zk]

mij
k

mij
k

O O

As a notational convention we write elements and maps from the original algebra
in boldface, polynomial ring objects in regular script and generating functions either as
G(f) or as a smaller pre-superscript. For example mij

k , m
ij
k and generating function

Gmij
k = G(mij

k ). In the next subsection we will see some concrete instances of this process.

3.1 Heisenberg algebra case

To further illustrate our technique of turning algebra into linear algebra and then into
generating functions we focus on the Heisenberg algebra. Recall this is A = U(h) with

3The name refers to the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem in Lie theory that says that the universal enveloping
algebra is PBW in the above sense.
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generators p,x and relation [p,x] = 1. We ordered the generators in each monomial
alphabetically to obtain a vector space isomorphism O : Q[p, x] → A. In this example we
take z = (p, x).

The way we will apply our generating function techniques to carry out computations
in algebras is by choosing a basis. Throughout this section we will assume we have an
algebra A together with a vector space isomorphism O : Q[z] → A. For example we can
consider the associative algebra A = h generated p,x, subject to the relation [p,x] = 1.
Like in all universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras the PBW theorem tells us there
is a vector space isomorphism O : Q[p, x] → A sending a monomial to an ordered one. So
in this case z = (p, x) and we choose to use alphabetic ordering of the monomials. More
precisely we will use the vector space isomorphism O : Q[p, x] → U(h) sending pkxℓ to
pkxℓ.

Lemma 9. (Generating function for multiplication)

Gmij
k = G(mij

k ) = e(πi+πj)pk+(ξi+ξj)xk−ξiπj ∈ Q[pk, xk][[πi, πj , ξi, ξj ]] = C̃({i, j}, {k})

Proof. The generating function G(mij
k ) is found by using Weyl’s canonical commutation

relation eξxeπp = e−πξeπpeξx as follows.

Gmij
k = mij

k (e
πp+ξx) = eπp+ξx//O⊗{i,j}//mij

k =

eπipeξixeπjpeξjx//(O⊗{k})−1 = e(πi+πj)pe−ξiπje(ξi+ξj)x//(O⊗{k})−1

= e(πi+πj)pk+(ξi+ξj)xk−ξiπj

�

Of course we already know that multiplication in U(h) is associative but it is instructive
to also check it using generating functions. So instead of checking associativity directly
in the form

m12
k //m

k3
ℓ = m23

k //m
1k
ℓ

we check the same equation after applying the functors O,G:

Gm12
k //

Gmk3
ℓ = Gm23

k //
Gm1k

ℓ

The left hand side is computed using ⟨f(s)erλ⟩r,s = f(λ) twice:

Gm12
k //

Gmk3
ℓ = ⟨e(π1+π2)pk+(πk+π3)pℓ+(ξ1+ξ2)xk+(ξk+ξ3)xℓ−ξ1π2−ξkπ3⟩(πk,pk),(ξk,xk) =

e(π1+π2+π3)pℓ+(ξ1+ξ2+ξ3)xℓ−ξ1π2−(ξ1+ξ2)π3

Notice that the generating function for multiplication is Gaussian, it is the exponential
of a quadratic. The composition of the generating functions was rather easy because of
the absence of terms pixj in the exponent. In fact such terms epx cannot even occur in
the ring Q[p, x][[π, ξ]]. On the other hand, in the next section we will be interested in
multiplying precisely such expressions. In knot theory they are known as R-matrices and
they are the elementary building blocks of the computation, representing the crossings in
the knot diagram. In this case the form of the R-matrix and its inverse is

Rij = et(pi−pj)xj R−1
ij = e−t(pi−pj)xj

Later we will see how these formulas naturally come out of the Drinfeld double construc-
tion, see Section 5.3. The point of these elements is that they provide solutions to the
Yang-Baxter equation

R12R13R23 = R23R13R12

9



that is central to both knot theory and integrable systems [4]. We will verify this equation
in the next section.

To accommodate the R-matrices we extend our algebra to an algebra over Q[[t]]. This
can be done by simply tensoring all the constructions we carried out so far with Q[[t]]
and completing with respect to the t-adic topology. We call this completion U(h) and
its elements are power series in t with coefficients non-commutative polynomials in p and

x. As such we have an isomorphism of topological Q[[t]] modules Q[p, x][[t]]
O−→ U(h) that

we call still O. Provided we take Hom to refer to Q[[t]] module maps there still is an
isomorphism

HomQ[[t]](Q[pJ , xJ ][[t]],Q[pK , xK ][[t]]) ∼= Q[pK , xK ][[t, πJ , ξJ ]]

Everything we said so far about generating functions continues to be true in this setting.
For a more thorough account of the infinite dimensional intricacies involving topological
Q[[t]] modules we refer to Section 5.1. Here we will mostly gloss over the details of
topological algebra and move on to algebraic topology in the next section instead.

To compute with the R-matrices using the generating function Gmij
k we need to map it

Rij into an element Rij = O−1(Rij) ∈ Q[pi, pj , xi, xj ][[t]].

Lemma 10. R±1
ij = (O−1)⊗{i,j}(R±1

ij ) = e(T
±1−1)(pi−pj)xj where T = e−t.

Proof. We will only prove the formula for Rij , leaving the similar proof for R−1
ij to the

reader. Set Φ1 = Rij and Φ2 = O(e(T−1)(pi−pj)xj ) We will show Φ1 = Φ2 by proving both

satisfy the same ODE in U(h)⊗{i,j}
given by Φ|t=0 = 1 and ∂tΦ = (pi − pj)xjΦ.

The only non-trivial part to check is that Φ2 satisfies this ODE. Set Ψ = O−1(Φ2) =
e(T−1)(pi−pj)xj and compute

∂tΦ2 = O(∂te
(T−1)(pi−pj)xj ) = O(T (pi − pj)xjΨ) = (pi − pj)O(xjΨ+ (T − 1)xjΨ)

(pi − pj)O(xjΨ− ∂pjΨ) = (pi − pj)xjO(Ψ) = (pi − pj)xjΦ2

The first equality sign comes from the formula xf(p) = f(p)x − ∂pf(p) for any power
series f in p. �

As a first test let us multiply two R-matrices: F = Ra1Rb2//m
ab
i ∈ U(h)

⊗{i,1,2}
. For

the knot theoretical interpretation of this computation see the next section. In computa-
tions we prefer to work with F = O−1(F) and use generating functions:

F = Ra1Rb2//
Gmab

i (5)

First, Lemmas 10 and 9 Gmij
k tell us that

F = ⟨e(T−1)
(
(pa−p1)x1+(pb−p2)x2

)
−ξaπb+(ξa+ξb)x0+(πa+πb)p0⟩a,b = ⟨ec+rWs+gs+rf ⟩a,b

Here we abbreviated the contraction notation to just state that all the pairs pu, πu
and xu, ξu should be contracted for u ∈ {a, b}. Also in the final formula we have
r = (pa, pb, ξa, ξb), s = (πa, πb, xa, xb), c = (1− T )(p1x1 + p2x2) and W = −E3

2 , where E
i
j

denotes the elementary matrix with 1 at the (i, j)-th entry and zero elsewhere. Finally
f = ((T −1)x1, (T −1)x2, x0, x0) and g = (p0, p0, 0, 0). Since W̃ = I−E3

2 the Contraction
lemma implies that

F = det(W̃ )ec+gW̃f = e(T−1)
(
(pi−p1)x1+(pi−p2)x2

)
Calculations such as the above may be simplified by dealing with uncomplicated contrac-
tions using an easy case of formula (4):

10



Lemma 11. If G = uxi + vpj and u, v do not depend on either of pj or xi then

eG//mij
k = eG−uv|i,j 7→k (6)

Proof. By definition

euxi+vpj//mij
k = ⟨euxi+vpj+(πi+πj)pk+(ξi+ξj)xk−ξiπj ⟩i,j

To contract this formula we repeatedly use ⟨f(r)eλs⟩r,s = f(λ). Contracting the pairs
πi, pi and ξj , xj yields

⟨euxi+vpj+πjpk+ξixk−ξiπj ⟩xi,pj |xj 7→xk,pi 7→pk

Next, contracting ξi, xi replaces xi 7→ xk − πj and deletes the ξi terms:

⟨eu(xk−πj)+vpj+πjpk⟩pj |xj 7→xk,pi 7→pk

Finally we replace pj by pk − u to obtain

euxk+vpk−uv|xj 7→xk,pi 7→pk

�

Applying formula (6) to eG with G = (T − 1)
(
(p1 − pi)xi + (p2 − pj)xj

)
we see that

eG//m12
0 = eG|1,27→0 = e(T−1)

(
(p0−pi)xi+(p0−pj)xj

)
since our G does not even depend on x1.

We close this section with an example where a denominator does arise:

R12//m
21
0 = ⟨e(T−1)(p1−p2)x2+(π1+π2)p0+(ξ1+ξ2)x0−ξ2π1⟩1,2

Choosing r = (p1, p2, ξ1, ξ2) and s = (π1, π2, x1, x2) we may write the exponent as rWs+
rf + gs with

1−W =


1 0 0 1− T
0 1 0 T − 1
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1

 f = (0, 0, x0, x0) g = (p0, p0, 0, 0)

By the contraction Lemma 5 we find R12//m
21
0 = 1

T . In the next section we will see what
this has to do with the Reidemeister I move in knot theory.

4 From algebras to tangle invariants 1

4.1 Tangle diagrams 1

This section is intended to showcase the application of generating functions to knot and
tangle invariants in a simplified and less technical case. We simplified matters in two
ways: first the algebra used is just the completed Heisenberg algebra U(h) introduced
in the previous section. Second, the notion of tangle diagram used here is more or less
standard. It does not take into account rotation numbers as Morse diagrams would. This
section may be skipped without loss of continuity in the rest of the paper. We nevertheless
hope that studying this simplified case will help understanding our way of thinking.
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Figure 1: Left: A tangle diagram with three underlying disks (in grey) and eight strands. Right: a
tangle diagram with one strand and one underlying disk that respresents the knot 817.

Definition 12. (Tangle diagrams)
A tangle diagram D consists of a finite union of disjoint closed topological disks in
the plane, called the underlying disks, notation: |D|. In each disk at least one closed
interval is properly immersed. The immersed intervals (also known as strands) intersect
transversally in what we refer to as crossings. Each crossing comes with a sign ± that is
indicated as in Figure 2 (left). Finally our strands are labelled with distinct elements of
some set, oriented and have distinct endpoints on the boundary of the disk.

In Figure 1 a typical tangle diagram D is shown on the left with |D| consisting of
three disks and 8 strands. We often think about tangles as pieces of a knot and in this
example the relevant knot is 817 shown in the same figure as a long knot (one strand
tangle). The reader is warned that our tangle diagrams are slightly non-standard in that
like string links they do not have closed components however unlike string links they are
not embedded in a single disk and their endpoints can be anywhere on the boundary. As
we will see this type of tangles is well suited for the universal knot invariants we are about
to introduce.

The simplest tangle diagrams are the crossingless diagrams and the two crossings, see
Figure 2. A single strand in a single disk without crossings is called 1i. The positive
and negative crossings where the two strands are labeled i and j and we always list the
over-passing strand label first are called Xij and X−1

ij . When convenient we also use the

alternative notation X−1
ij = X̄ij .

Figure 2: The simplest oriented tangles. Left: the positive and negative crossing. Middle: some
crossingless tangles. Right: the three strand tangle F .

We often think of tangle diagrams as being assembled from crossings using two oper-
ations called merging and disjoint union.

Definition 13. (Disjoint union and merging of tangle diagrams)
Given two tangle diagrams D,E we define their disjoint union (notation: DE) to be their
union after applying a planar isotopy to make sure their underlying disks |D| and |E| are
disjoint.

12



The merge E = D//mij
k of diagram D connects the endpoint of strand i with the

beginning of strand j ̸= i by an embedded interval c in the plane disjoint from the disks
of D. |E| is obtained from |D| by taking the union with a tubular neighborhood B of c
that does not intersect more of |E| and its strands than necessary4 as shown in Figure 3
below. In case an annulus is created by attaching B the operation is only allowed if one
of the boundary components of the annulus does not contain any ends of strands. In that
case a disk will be attached to turn |E| into a union of disks once more.

Figure 3: Merging a pair of strands in tangle diagram D (3rd picture). Either two underlying disks
become one (Right) or an annulus is created (2nd picture) that is then capped off (Left).

Even though the merging operation mij
k may not always be defined, it does allow us

to construct any tangle diagram from a disjoint union of crossings5. Just start with the
desired diagram, cut the crossings loose and then merge them back. A concrete example
of this process is shown in 5. Alternatively we could write this trefoil diagram as

T = X12X34X56//m
14
a //m

23
b //m

a5
i //m

b6
j //m

ij
0

Tangle diagrams are meant to represent tangles. Concretely, a diagram D with un-
derlying disks |D| is to be interpreted as intervals properly embedded into |D| × [−1, 1]
with |D| the underlying disks of our diagram and the endpoints all distinct on |D| × {0}.
Such embeddings are to be taken up to isotopy fixing the endpoints. By a straightforward
extension of the classical Reidemeister theorem this gives rise to the following notion of
equivalence of tangle diagrams.

Definition 14. (Equivalence of diagrams)
Generate an equivalence relation ” = ” on tangle diagrams by the following rules, where
D,E, F are tangle diagrams:

1. D = E if D,E are planar isotopic respecting the orientation and labels on the
strands.

2. If D = E then DF = EF .

3. If D = E then D//mij
k = E//mij

k , provided both make sense.

4. D = E if D and E appear in one of the Reidemeister equalities shown in Figure 4.

In using the notation = for the equivalence relation between tangle diagrams we abuse
our notation slightly in that strict equality is not expressible anymore but this will not
cause any problems in the sequel.

As hinted at above we assert that isotopy classes of tangles in a disjoint union of
cylinders are in bijection with equivalence classes of diagrams. Also tangles with a single
strand coincide with long knots which are well known to be equivalent to round knots6,
see for example a diagram of the knot 817 on the right of Figure 1 and a long trefoil in
Figure 5 below.

4this means B is a band two of whose opposite sides are attached to sufficiently small intervals in the
boundary of the disk(s) containing the endpoint of i and the start point of j that does not meet any other
strands.

5Technically the crossingless diagrams cannot be constructed this way.
6embeddings of the circle
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Figure 4: The oriented Reidemeister moves, together with their algebraic description.

As shown in Figure 4 the Reidemeister equivalences can be written algebraically as
follows.

X12//m
21
i = 1i = X12//m

12
i (7)

X−1
12 X34//m

13
i //m

24
j = 1ij X−1

12 X34//m
13
i //m

42
j = 1ij̄ (8)

Fi12X34//m
13
j //m

24
k = Fi12X34//m

32
j //m

41
k Fi12 = Xa1Xb2//m

ab
i (9)

4.2 Universal tangle invariants 1

The tangle invariants we are about to introduce are defined by specifying their value on
the crossings and giving rules for how they behave under disjoint union and merging. In
this section we use the algebra developed so far to provide invariants Z̃A of knots and
tangles. This invariant is a simplified version of the so called universal knot invariant
first introduced by Lawrence [10], see also [14]. This is a simplified version of the full-
fledged universal invariant Z treated in Section 7. We also use a simplified model of tangle
diagrams here as described in the previous subsection.

Definition 15. Suppose A is an associative algebra A with unit 1 and multiplication
mij

k : A⊗{i,j} → A⊗{k} and we have chosen elements R±1
ij ∈ A⊗{i,j}. For a tangle diagram

D whose strands are labeled by set L define Z̃A(D) ∈ A⊗L by the following rules.

1. If D does not have crossings, Z̃A(D) = 1⊗L. (crossingless diagrams don’t count).

2. Z̃A(X
±1
ij ) = R±1

ij (value of the crossings).

3. If diagram E is labelled by set M then Z̃A(DE) = Z̃A(D)⊗ Z̃A(E) ∈ A⊗L⊔M

(disjoint union is tensor product).

4. Z̃A(D//m
ij
k ) = Z̃A(D)//mij

k (merging is multiplication).

We will often use the notation Z̃ = O−1(Z̃).

In the literature the universal invariants are usually presented more informally as
follows. Place a copy of R on each positive crossing of the diagram and a copy of R−1

on each negative crossing so that the first tensor factor is assigned to the over-strand and
the second tensor factor to the under strand. For every strand we multiply the elements
of A in order of appearance and finally we tensor over all strand labels. This description
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matches ours as can be seen by induction on the number of crossings and merges necessary
to construct the tangle diagram.

Associativity of the algebra will make sure the above rules do in fact define a value
Z̃A(D) on each of our tangle diagrams. However without further assumptions equivalent
diagrams may be assigned completely different values. To ensure Z̃A(D) is a true tangle
invariant it suffices to ensure that Z̃A takes the same value on each of the Reidemeister
tangle equalities (7). Applying the defining rules for Z̃A to each side transforms these
equations into equations for the algebra A and the chosen R±1

ij (traditionally known as
R-matrices).

R12//m
21
i = 1i = R12//m

12
i (10)

R−1
12 R34//m

13
1 //m

24
2 = 112 R−1

12 R34//m
13
1 //m

42
2 = 112̄ (11)

Z̃A(Fi12)R34//m
13
j //m

24
k = Z̃A(Fi12)R34//m

32
j //m

41
k Z̃A(Fi12) = Ra1Rb2//m

ab
i (12)

In what folllows we will illustrate the invariant concretely by working with the Heisen-
berg algebra. So throughtout the section we will assume A = U(h) and will abbreviate
Z̃ = Z̃

U(h)
and Z̃ = O−1Z̃. In this case we can illustrate the power of the Contrac-

tion Lemma 6. For convenience we work with generating functions throughout and recall
(Lemma 10) the R-matrices of U(h) are

R±1
ij = e(T

±1−1)(pi−pj)xj = O−1(R±
ij)

We are now in a position to verify the Reidemeister moves explicitly in the form (10).
This will show that Z̃ is well-defined up to multiplication by a power of ±T where T = et.
The ambiguity in powers of T comes from the fact that the Reidemeister I move is only
satisfied up to such powers. Indeed at the end of the previous section we already checked
that R12//m

21
0 = T−1. We leave Reidemeister II to the reader and spend the remainder

of this section verifying Reidemeister III and computing the value of the trefoil knot in
Figure 5.

We already computed the invariant of the three strand tangle Fi12 shown to the right
in Figure 2. We read Reidemeister III as the act of sliding a crossing through F and so it
is useful to recall that we computed in the previous section (see Equation (5)) that

Fi12 = e(T−1)
(
(pi−p1)x1+(pi−p2)x2

)
The left hand side of Reidemeister III (Equation (12)) after applying our functors O and
G becomes

LHS = Fi12R34//
Gm13

j //
Gm24

k

We compute this step by step using eG//mij
k = eG−uv|i,j 7→k where G = uxi + vpj is a

quadratic with no factor xipj , see Lemma 11:

LHS = eG//Gm13
j //

Gm24
k = eG

′
//Gm24

k = e(T−1)
(
(pi−pj)xj+(pj−pk)xk−(T−1)(pi−pj)xk+T (pi−pk)xk

)
Here we set G = (T − 1)

(
(pi − p1)x1 + (pi − p2)x2 + (p3 − p4)x4

)
and in the first step we

subtract (T −1)2(pi−p1)x4 and substitute 1, 3 7→ j to get G′ = (T −1)
(
(pi−pj)xj+(pi−

p2)x2+(pj−p4)x4−(T −1)(pi−pj)x4
)
. In the final step we subtract −(T −1)2(pi−p2)x4

and substitute 2, 4 7→ k to obtain the formula for LHS shown above.
Similarly the right hand side RHS = Fi12R34//

Gm32
j //

Gm41
k is computed in two steps as

RHS = eG//Gm32
j //

Gm41
k = eG

′′
//Gm41

k = e(T−1)
(
(pi−pk)xk+(pi−pj)xj+(pj−pk)xk+(T−1)(pj−pk)xk

)
where G is as above and not depend on x3 so that we get G′′ by simply renaming 3, 2 7→ j:

G′′ = e(T−1)
(
(pi−p1)x1+(pi−pj)xj+(pj−p4)x4

)
. In the final step we subtract −(T − 1)2(pj −

p4)x1 and substitute 4, 1 7→ k to get the formula shown. This verifies Reidemeister III.
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Figure 5: Left to right: Building up a diagram of a long trefoil knot by merging the disjoint union
of three crossings.

As another example let us compute the invariant on the (long, positive) trefoil knot
shown in Figure 5 (right). Denote by Dn then 2-strand braid diagram with n positive
crossings and strands named i, j, where i is the final overpass. Notice that D1 = Xij

and D2 = X12X34//m
23
i //m

14
j and D3 = D2X12//m

1i
i //m

2j
j as shown in Figure 5. After

computing the invariant on these diagrams we compute the invariant of the trefoil using
T = D3//m

ij
0 .

Using Lemma 11 as in the Reidemeister III example above we compute

Z̃(D2) = R12R34//m
14
j //m

23
i = e(T−1)(pi−pj)(xi−Txj)

Next, to find D3 we merge another crossing: Z̃(D3) = Z̃(D2)R12//m
1i
i //m

2j
j =

e(T−1)
(
(pi−pj)(xi−Txj)+(p1−p2)x2

)
//m1i

i //m
2j
j = e(T−1)(pi−pj)

(
−Txi+(1+T 2)xj

)
To complete the trefoil computation we need the full power of the contraction Lemma 5
Z̃(T ) = Z̃(D3)//m

ij
0 =

e(T−1)(pi−pj)
(
−Txi+(1+T 2)xj

)
+(πi+πj)p0+(ξi+ξj)x0−ξiπj//mij

0 = ⟨erf+gs+rWs⟩i,j =
1

1− T + T 2

using r = (pi, pj , ξi, ξj), s = (πi, πj , xi, xj) and with W̃ = (1−W )−1:

W =


0 0 −(T − 1)T −(1− T )

(
T 2 + 1

)
0 0 −(1− T )T −(T − 1)

(
T 2 + 1

)
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0


and f = (0, 0, x0, x0) and g = (p0, p0, 0, 0). Recall W̃ = (1 −W )−1 and that according

to the contraction lemma the contraction should be egW̃f det W̃ = 1
1−T+T 2 because the

exponent gW̃f is zero.
Our conclusion then is that

Z̃(T ) =
1

1− T + T 2

This concludes our warmup on the Heisenberg algebra invariant. We will leave it to the
reader to prove one always finds the reciprocal of the Alexander polynomial of a knot. A
similar result will be proven as the ϵ = 0 part of Theorem 51.

4.3 Computer practicum 1

The reader has noticed that although not particularly hard, the computation of Z̃ takes
some effort to do by hand even for simple tangles. Using the more general Mathematica
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program explained in Appendix B, the invariant Z̃ can be computed quickly as follows.
First we set the parameters $k and ℏ that do not play a role now will be important in
later sections.

The notation used in the program is similar to the one in the main text except for the
following details. We use y and η instead of p and π. Also A morphism in C̃(J,K) of the
form PeG is denoted by EJ→K [G,P ], where G is supposed to be a quadratic in x, y, ξ, η
with coefficients in Q(T ) and P is also a rational function of T = e−t. When P = 1 it is
omitted from the E notation. The program also uses hmi,j→k for our mij

k and hRij for
Rij . As a final touch there is a command for replacing e−t by T and this is called by
appending /. l2U. With this notation in place we can easily recompute the results we
just did by hand and many more. Our convention is to write the input in boldface and
the output right below it. Sometimes we string together several input lines in a single
list. This has the advantage that the output will also be a single list of outputs.

First we investigate invariance under the Reidemeister moves. We see that Reidemeis-
ter 1 fails as expected and Reidemeister 2 holds. Reidemeister 3 is checked as in the main
text by first computing the value of the tangle F. We then checked equality (using ≡)
between the two sides of the Reidemeister move obtaining the reassuring output True

(hR1,2 // hm2,10) /. l2U, (*Reidemeister 1*)

R1,2 R3,4 // dm1,3j // dm2,4i, (*Reidemeister 2*)

F = (hRa,1 hRb,2 // hma,bi) /. l2U // Simplify; (*Reidemeister 3*)

F hR3,4 // hm1,3j // hm2,4k ≡

F hR3,4 // hm3,2j // hm4,1k

{}{0}0,
1

T
, {}{i,j}0, 1 + O[ϵ]1, True

Notice how after applying the Simplify and l2U command we do indeed find the same
expression for the three strand tangle F as we did before.

Next we check again the computation for D2, D3 leading up to the value of the trefoil:

D2 = hR1,2 hR3,4 // hm2,3i // hm1,4j

D3 = D2 hR1,2 // hm1,ii // hm2,jj

D3 // hmi,j0 /. l2U // CF (*The trefoil*)

{}{i,j}
-2 t

-
t xi yi + 

2 t xi yi + xj yi - 
t xj yi + 

t xi yj - 
2 t xi yj - xj yj + 

t xj yj, 1

{}{i,j}
-3 t

-
t xi yi + 

2 t xi yi + xj yi - 
t xj yi + 

2 t xj yi - 
3 t xj yi

+ 
t xi yj - 

2 t xi yj - xj yj + 
t xj yj - 

2 t xj yj + 
3 t xj yj, 1

{}{0}0,
1

1 - T + T2


As a bonus we compute the universal invariant for the knot 817 using a Do loop:

Z817 = hR12,1 hR2,7 hR8,3 hR4,11 hR16,5 hR6,13 hR14,9 hR10,15; (*Z of 817*)

Do[Z817 = Z817 // hm1,i1, {i, 2, 16}]; (Z817 // b2t1) /. l2U // CF

{}{1}0, -
T3

1 - 4 T + 8 T2 - 11 T3 + 8 T4 - 4 T5 + T6
+ O[ϵ]1

The above description of the knot as a merging of eight crossings can be read off
directly from Figure 1. One just enumerates the over- and underpasses as one walks along
the strand and uses these labels for the eight crossings involved.
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5 Main example

We introduce a Hopf algebra B that forms the basis for our main example D. The algebra
B is based on the two-dimensional non-commutative Lie algebra so in some sense the
simplest possible algebra of its sort. Next we construct the Drinfeld double D of our
algebra B. The point of the double construction is that D automatically comes with a
solution to the Yang-Baxter equation called the (universal) R-matrix. Roughly speaking
D = B⊗B∗ as a co-algebra but with a twisted product explained below. The product on D
is designed so that D becomes a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. Even better, the R-matrix
is just the identity idB! (viewed as an element in B⊗ B∗). In our case we are even more
lucky and D contains a ribbon element. All these notions are crucial to constructing the
universal knot and tangle invariants in Section 7 refining the invariants Z̃ from Section 4.

5.1 Two-dimensional algebra and two-step Gaussians

The foundation for our main example is the algebra B for beginning or Borel. The latter
refers to the close connection to the Borel part of Uℏ(sl2). The reader is warned in advance
that our variable ϵ is not playing the role of the usual ℏ in quantized enveloping algebras
of Drinfeld-Jimbo type [5]. One key difference is that ϵ does not appear in the co-product
of Definition 17 below.

As the dimension of our algebras is infinite we need to take some care to define a
topology to make sense of infinite series such as ebℏ. We generally use formal power series
in ℏ and the ℏ-adic topology as recalled below.

Definition 16. (ℏ-adic topology)

1. Define Qℏ[z] = Q[z][[ℏ]] and set K = Qℏ[ϵ].

2. Recall the ℏ-adic norm on Qℏ[z] is defined by |f | = 2−k if ℏk is the highest power of
ℏ dividing f (and |0| = 0 by convention).

3. We say a topological K-module M is topologically generated by generators z
if all m ∈ M can be written as a (convergent) series in ℏ whose coefficients are
non-commutative polynomials in z with coefficients in Q[ϵ].

4. Finally M is of PBW-type if there exists an isomorphism of topological K-modules
O : Qℏ[ϵ, z] →M .

In what follows, tensor products will always be taken over K and it is understood
that the tensor product will be completed. For the PBW-type modules we work with
the completion process is relatively straightforward in that if the modules are isomorphic
to Qℏ[a] and Qℏ[b] then the completed tensor product will be isomorphic to Qℏ[a, b]. A
relevant example of why this is necessary is to deal with expressions like ea1a2ℏ ∈ Qℏ[a]

⊗2.
Notice that K-module maps between topologically generated K modules are automat-

ically continuous with respect to the chosen topologies. As such they are completely
determined by the images of the finite monomials. For a more complete exposition on
topological algebras in the context of quantum groups we refer to [8] chapter XVI. The
casual reader can mostly ignore the topological subtleties.

Definition 17. (The Hopf algebra B)
The topological K-module B is topologically generated by y and b subject to the relation

[y,b] = ϵy

Also define O : Qℏ[ϵ, y, b] → B by

O
(∑

ℓ

∑
i,j

fijy
jbiℏℓ

)
=

∑
ℓ

∑
i,j

fijy
jbiℏℓ
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Setting B = e−ℏb and q = eϵℏ we define a (topological) Hopf algebra structure by

∆(y) = y2 + y1B2 ∆(b) = b1 + b2 S(y) = −yB−1 S(b) = −b

Finally the co-unit7 ε sends both y,b to 0.

It should be clear that O makes B of PBW type where we ordered the monomials anti-
alphabetically y, b in honor of Yang-Baxter. The reader is invited to verify that extending
the co-unit and co-product multiplicatively and the antipode anti-multiplicatively this
does indeed define a Hopf algebra. We remark that B is the simplest instance of at least
two constructions of Hopf algebras. For example B can be understood as the bosonisation
of the braided line of Majid (Thm 16.4 [13]). B may also be viewed as a quantization of the
two-dimensional Lie bi-algebra with generators y, b and bracket as shown and ”standard”
co-bracket δ(b) = 0, δ(y) = y ∧ b (see sec 6.4 of [4]). The form of the co-product is in fact
dual to that of the product making, B self-dual in some sense. In the next section we will
give a precise meaning to this statement.

Before moving on to the main example in the next section we briefly explore what gen-
erating functions for the Hopf algebra operations of B look like. Many of the complications
we will meet later find their origin here.

Each of the operations will be viewed as a K module map f : B⊗J → B⊗K . Using
the notation introduced in Section 2 but working over K instead of Q, the corresponding
K-module map is:

O(f) = O//f//O−1 = f ∈ Hom(Qℏ[ϵ, yJ , bJ ],Qℏ[ϵ, yK , bK ])

We then compute the generating function G(f) ∈ Q[ϵ, yK , bK ][[ℏ, ηJ , βJ ]] by the formula
G(f) = f(eβJbJ+ηJyJ ). Recall that G(idJ) = eβJbJ+ηJyJ and this is just a fast way to write
the usual exponential generating function.

Lemma 18. (Generating multiplication in B)

G(mij
k ) = e(βi+βj)bk+(e−ϵβiηi+ηj)yk

Proof. Since eβby = yeβ(b−ϵ) we have

eβbeηy = eβb
∑
k

ηk

k!
yk =

∑
k

ηk

k!
yke−kϵβeβb = ee

−ϵβηyeβb

It follows that G(mij
k ) = eβibi+βjbj+ηiyi+ηjyj//O//mij

k //O
−1 =

eηiykeβibkeηjykeβjbk//O−1 = eηiyk+e−ϵβiηjykeβibk+βjbk//O−1 = e(βi+βj)bk+(e−ϵβiηi+ηj)yk

�

When ϵ = 0 this generating function is of the same Gaussian form as the one we
found in Section 2 for the commutative multiplication of polynomials Q[y, b]. This is
correct because the commutation relation is [y,b] = ϵy. However, once ϵ is non-zero the
generating function G(mij

k ) is no longer of the Gaussian type that we can compose directly
using the Contraction Theorem 6.

Fortunately it is a perturbed Gaussian in two different senses: 1) as seen from the
point of view of y or 2) from the perspective of b. Indeed if we regard y, η as constants

then G(mij
k ) is a perturbed Gaussian in β, b with perturbation e(e

−ϵβj ηi+ηj)yk . Conversely,

if we fix β, b then G(mij
k ) is a Gaussian in η, y with constant perturbation. The upshot is

that we can still multiply in B using the contraction theorem but we have to do carry out

7Not to be confused with our deformation parameter ϵ.
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the multiplication in two steps: first contract β, b and then y, η (or the other way around).
We call perturbed Gaussian expressions of this type two-step Gaussians.

The generating function for the co-product is more challenging and this is one reason
why we introduced ϵ. The generating function is

G(∆i
jk) = O−1∆i

jk(e
ηiyieβibi) = O−1

(
∆(eηiyi)∆(eβibi)

)
and the problem is that the factor depending on y does not seem to have a Gaus-

sian expression. Such co-products are often expanded in terms of q-binomial coefficients[
n
k

]
= [n]!

[n−k]![k]! , where [k] =
1−qk

1−q and [k]! = [1][2] . . . [k]. The q-numbers appear because

B and y may not commute but they q-commute in the sense that By = qyB. Using the

q-binomial theorem in the form (y +B)n =
∑n

k=0

[
n
k

]
ykBn−k we find

∆(eηy) =

∞∑
n=0

ηn

n!
(y2 + y1B2)

n =

∞∑
n=0

ηn

n!

n∑
k=0

[
n
k

]
yk
2B

n−k
2 yn−k

1

Except for the special case ϵ = 0 we do not know how to sum this series to make a
Gaussian expression. Instead we will expand in ϵ around ϵ = 0. That way G(∆i

jk) will be
a perturbed two-step Gaussian where now the perturbation is a series in ϵ. For example
to the first order in ϵ we find

G(∆i
jk) = eβi(bj+bk)+ηi(Bkyj+yk)(1 +

1

2
Bkη

2
i yjykϵ+O(ϵ2))

In Section 6 we will show how to compute higher order terms in ϵ, for now we will end
this section by listing a similar perturbed two-step Gaussian expression for the generating
function of the antipode:

G(Si) = e−βibi−B−1
i ηiyi(1− (B−1

i βiηiyi +
1

2
B−2

i η2i y
2
i )ϵ+O(ϵ2))

The above discussion of the co-product illustrates an important point that we will return
to often. Instead of computing with q-special functions such as q-factorials, q-binomials
and q-exponentials and so on we instead expand q = eϵ = 1 + ϵ + . . . as series in ϵ.
For simple formulas expanding q like this seems wasteful in that we sacrifice nice closed
form expressions for infinite series in ϵ. However as the expressions one computes with
get more complicated the decisive advantage of expanding in ϵ is that this way all the
formulas are in a well understood space of perturbed two-step Gaussians that we will
formalize in Section 6.

5.2 Generalities on quasi-triangular Hopf algebras

Before getting to our main example we give some details on quasi-triangularity and the
Drinfeld double construction. This material is standard [5] but for convenience we write
it in our notation. Recall the multiplication mij

k acts on tensor factors i and j and
placing the result in (previously unused) factor k. In the same way we denote by ∆i

jk the
co-product applied to factor i, placing the result in factors j and k.

Definition 19. (quasi-triangular Hopf algebra)
A Hopf algebra H is quasi-triangular if it contains an invertible element R ∈ H⊗2 that
satisfies the following axioms:

1. R13//∆
1
12 = R13R24//m

34
3

2. R13//∆
3
23 = R13R42//m

14
1

3. ∆i
kjR12//m

j1
1 mk2

2 = ∆i
jkR12//m

1j
1 m2k

2
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As hinted at above an important consequence of quasi-triangularity is that R solves
the Yang-Baxter equation:

F//maj
1 //m

bi
2 = F//mia

1 //m
jb
2 , F = Rab(R1iR2j//m

12
0 )

Another useful consequence is that the antipode inverts the R-matrix and applying it on
both sides has no effect:

R−1
ij = Rij//Si, Rij//Si//Sj = Rij

Applying the antipode to the ’wrong’ side of the R-matrix gives rise to the Drinfeld
element u defined by

ui = R12//S2//m
21
i

Definition 20. (ribbon Hopf algebra)
A ribbon element in a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra is a central element v satisfying:

v2 = uS(u) ∆i
r,l(vi) = v5v6R

−1
21 R

−1
43 //m

145
l //m236

r S(v) = v ε(v) = 1

where τ(a⊗ b) = b⊗ a. A quasi-triangular Hopf algebra together with a choice of a ribbon
element is called a ribbon Hopf algebra.

Ribbon elements do not always exist and if they do then they may not be unique.
Fortunately in the case we are interested in there does exist a canonical choice of a ribbon
element.

Lemma 21. (Spinner)
A spinner in a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra H is an element C ∈ H satisfying:

C−1u = S(u)C, ε(C) = 1, ∆(C) = C⊗C, S(C) = C−1, CxC−1 = S2(x)

A ribbon Hopf algebra always comes with a choice of spinner given by C = uv−1. Con-
versely the existence of a spinner in H implies H is ribbon with ribbon element v = C−1u.

In the literature the spinner C is known as the distinguished group-like element but
for reasons becoming clear in Section 7 prefer the name spinner. In that section we also
learn how to use the universal invariant as a graphical calculus to manipulate the quasi-
triangular Hopf algebra axioms in terms of tangle diagrams together with a sense of planar
rotation, a spinner. In this context all of the formulas given here make intuitive sense.

5.3 Generalities on the Drinfeld double

In this section we briefly review the Drinfeld double construction. It is a procedure for
turning any Hopf algebra H into a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra D(H). For the sake of
argument we will assume throughout this subsection that H is finite dimensional over Q.
Analogues of this construction also work for infinite dimensional topological algebras such
as B from Section 5.1, see [5] Chapter 12.2, but here we will not go into this technical
aspect in full generality.

Our form of the double construction will involve Hcop the co-opposite of Hopf algebra
H which is just H with ∆ replaced by ∆op = ∆//τ where τ(a⊗ b) = b⊗a and S replaced
by S−1.

Theorem 22. (Drinfeld double construction)
For any Hopf algebra H there exists a unique Hopf algebra structure D(H) on the vector
space H⊗H∗ such that H⊗1 and 1⊗(H∗)cop are sub-Hopf algebras and R = idH ∈ H⊗H∗

makes D(H) quasi-triangular.
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To write down the Hopf algebra structure of D(H) in terms of that of H explicitly
we pause to introduce some additional notation. First define π : H∗ ⊗H → Q to be the
evaluation pairing, so π(f ⊗ x) = f(x). In working with tensor products we will also use
the notation πij to mean we are pairing the i-th with the j-th tensor factors.

Since D(H) = H ⊗ H∗ is a tensor product itself so we refine our index notation for
tensor factors in D(H)⊗J a little. If j ∈ J then we denote by j1 and j2 the H and the
H∗ parts of the tensor factor indexed by j. For example h11k21f12 = h ⊗ f ⊗ k ⊗ 1 ∈
D(H)⊗D(H). Also denote by ∆(2) = ∆//(id⊗∆).

Lemma 23. (Explicit Hopf algebra structure in the double)
As a co-algebra D(H) = H ⊗ (H∗)cop meaning ∆D(H) = ∆H ⊗ ∆op

H∗. The antipode is

given by SD(H)(r ⊗ s) = S−1
H∗(s)SH(r) and the co-unit is εD(H) = εH ⊗ εH∗.

Finally the product is given by

(mD(H))
ij
k = (∆

(2)
H )i2

1̄2̄3̄
(∆

(2)
H∗)

j1
123//(S

−1
H∗)3//π

3,1̄//π1,3̄//(mH)i1,2̄k1
//(mH∗)2,j2k2

(13)

5.4 The construction of the ribbon Hopf algebra D
In this section we explore an appropriate dual to B and combine it with B to construct
our main example D. In our context of topological K-modules the dual of K-module M
is Hom(M,K) where Hom means K-module maps.

Definition 24. (The dual algebra A)
Define B̃ ⊂ B to be the sub algebra topologically generated by ỹ = ℏy and b̃ = ℏb. Also
define A = B̃∗ with the strong topology coming from the norm |f | = supz ̸=0

|f(z)|
|z| .

On A there is a multiplicationmA dual to the coproduct ∆B. In terms of the evaluation
pairing

π : A⊗ B → K

this means π(uu′, v) = π(u ⊗ u′,∆(v)) for all u, u′ ∈ A and all v ∈ B. With respect to
this multiplication we would like to find topological algebra generators for A. Elements of
A = Hom(B,K) are continuous so they are uniquely defined by their values on the anti-
alphabetically ordered monomials ymbn. Introduce a,x ∈ A by π(a,ymbn) = δm,0δn,1,
where δ is the Kronecker delta. So a vanishes of on all anti-alphabetically ordered mono-
mials except for b. Likewise define x by π(x,ymbn) = δm,1δn,0.

Lemma 25. (The dual algebra A)
If π : A⊗ B̃ → K is the evaluation pairing, introduce a,x ∈ A by π(a, ỹmb̃n) = δm,0δn,1
and π(x, ỹmb̃n) = δm,1δn,0. A is topologically generated over K by a,x. The evaluation
pairing π satisfies

π(akxℓ, ỹmb̃n) = δk,nδm,n[m]!n!

Moreover the generators satisfy the commutation relation

[a,x] = x

A is of PBW-type using O : Qℏ[ϵ, a, x] → A sending monomials to alphabetically ordered
monomials.

Proof. (Sketch, see [4] section 8.3B for the full account).
As an illustration of the general argument, let us find out what linear map is represented
by x2. We have to pair it with all ordered monomials ynbm. By definition

π(x2,ynbm) = π(x1x2,∆(ynbm)) = π(x1x2,∆(y)n∆(b)m)

In the previous section we learnt that ∆(y)n =
∑n

k=0

[
n
k

]
yk
2B

n−k
2 yn−k

1 and similarly

∆(b)m = (b1 + b2)
m . In the pairing π(x2,ynbm) we are supposed to pair the variables
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with common indices and so the pairing can only be non-zero when m = 0 because
each term in ∆(b)m contains at least one of b1 and b2. By definition xi only has a
non-zero pairing with yi so the only contribution comes from k = 1 = n − k giving
π(x2,ynbm) = [2].

The appearance of the q-factorial can be understood by viewing [n]! as the generating
function of the numbers permutations with a fixed number of inversions. By an inversion
of σ we mean a pair i < j such that σ(i) > σ(j) and denote the number of inversions of
σ by inv(σ). The result is [n]! =

∑
σ∈Sn

qinv(σ).

In π(xn,yn) = π(x1x2 . . .xn,∆
(n−1)(y)n) this will come up because (writing ∆(s) for

the repeated application of the coproduct):

∆(n−1)(y)n = (
∑
k=1

yk

n∏
j=1+k

Bj)
n

Pairing this with x1x2 . . .xn we get precisely one term for each permutation σ ∈ Sn
because we need to select each of the terms in ∆(n−1)(y) precisely once. Each term needs
to be brought into anti-alphabetic order before pairing and the number of commutations
necessary is precisely qinv(σ).

Similarly one checks the commutation relation between a,x by computing the pairing
of xa with all monomials ynbm to find that the only non-zero pairings are π(xa,yb) = 1
and

π(xa,y) = π(x1a2,∆(y)) = π(x1a2,y2 + y1B2)) = π(x1a2,−y1b2)) = −1

�

Lemma 26. (The Hopf algebra A)
The following determines a Hopf algebra structure on A that makes π a pairing of Hopf
algebras. ε(a) = ε(x) = 0 and [a,x] = x and setting A = e−ϵℏa we have

∆(a) = a1 + a2 S(a) = −a ∆(x) = x1 +A1x2 S(x) = −A−1x

Proof. All these relations can be established by patiently pairing with the monomial basis,
see [4] section 8.3B for details. �

With the Drinfeld double construction in mind we define our main example D:

Definition 27. (The K-module D)
As K-modules define D = B ⊗ A and D̃ = B̃ ⊗ A. On D̃ define a Hopf algebra structure
using the formulas for D(B̃) from Subsection 5.3.

Lemma 28. (The Hopf algebra D)
The Hopf algebra structure of D̃ extends to D making it ℏ-adically generated by y,b,a,x
with relations

xy = qyx+
1−AB

ℏ
[a,x] = x [b,x] = ϵx [a,y] = −y [b,y] = −ϵy [a,b] = 0

The coproduct is determined by ∆D = ∆B⊗∆op
A , where ∆op = ∆//τ and τ(r⊗s) = s⊗r.

The antipode is given by SD(r ⊗ s) = S−1
A (s)SB(r) and the co-unit εD just sends all four

generators to 0.

Proof. (sketch, see [4] Section 8.3B for details).
The commutation relations between the generators can be derived from formula (13).

The most interesting one is

xỹ = xiỹj//(mD̃)
ij
k = qỹx+ 1−AB
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To derive this we first compute

∆
(2)
A (x)//(S−1

A )3 = x1 +A1x2 − q−1A1A2A
−1
3 x3 (14)

∆(2)(ỹ) = ỹ3 +B3ỹ2 +B3B2ỹ1 (15)

The formula says that we need to pair the 1st and 3rd factor of the top three monomials
with the 3rd and the 1st tensor factor of the bottom three monomials. When we get a
non-zero answer we should multiply it with whatever is present in the 2nd tensor factors.
Since x only pairs non-zero with ỹ each monomial can only get a non-zero pairing with
the one right below it in Equation (14). Using π(A,B) = q the three terms contribute
qỹx, 1 and −AB respectively. Adding these up gives the promised commutation relation
in D̃. Dividing through by ℏ we get the corresponding relation in D because 1 − AB is
divisible by ℏ. In a similar way we find the remaining commutation relations and so the
algebra structure of D. �

The main point of the Drinfeld double construction is to produce quasi-triangular Hopf
algebras. We will show below that the above defined relations on D are in fact obtained
by the double construction. Hence we gain an R-matrix and in this case even a ribbon
element.

Theorem 29. (D is a ribbon Hopf algebra)
D is a ribbon Hopf algebra with respect to R,C defined below

R =

∞∑
m,n=0

ℏm+n

[m]!n!
ymbn ⊗ anxm

and
C = (AB)

1
2

where we take the positive square root in the sense of power series in ℏ.

Proof. The first part follows from the topological version of the double construction, see
[5] Section 12.2 and [4] Section 8.3B. We verified above that the algebra structure for D
comes from the double construction. That way the formula for the universal R-matrix
is automatic as we already decided ỹmb̃n is a basis for B̃ with dual basis 1

[m]!n!a
nxm for

A. Finally the formula for C follows from the fact that u = AB S(u) which is proven in
Appendix A. �

We end this section with a comment on the relation to one of the most common
quantum groups: Uℏ(sl2). Recall this is a quantization of the universal enveloping algebra
of sl2, [4]. It has (topological) generators H,E, F over Q[[ℏ]] with relations

[H,E] = 2E [H,F ] = −2F [E,F ] =
q

H
2 − q−

H
2

q
1
2 − q−

1
2

q = eℏ

In fact we have the following isomorphism:

Lemma 30. Set ϵ = 1 and define ϕ : D → Uℏ(sl2) by ϕ(a) =
1
2H and ϕ(x) = q

1
2−q−

1
2

qℏ Eq−H/2

and ϕ(y) = F and ϕ(t) = 0 provides a ribbon Hopf algebra isomorphism between Uℏ(sl2)
and the quotient of D by the two sided ideal generated by the central element t = b− ϵa.

Proof. Instead of proving the isomorphism formally we remark that the construction of
Uℏ(sl2) as carried out in e.g. Chapter 8 of [4] takes precisely the same steps we took
to construct D. The only difference is that to obtain Uℏ(sl2) one assumes ϵ = 1 and,
quotients by t and makes a slight change of variables at the very end. The lemma is thus
true by construction. �
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6 Gaussian generating functions for D
In this section we apply the generating function ideas developed in Section 2 to our main
example D. Ordering the generators y,b,a,x we get an isomorphism of topological K-
modules O : Qℏ[ϵ, y, b, a, x] → D. More precisely O is defined on monomials as follows and
is extended K-linearly.

O(ykbℓamxn) = ykbℓamxn

In the terminology of Definition 16 the algebra D is of PBW type. We use the same
notation also for the extension of this map to tensor products indexed by a finite set J to
get an isomorphism

O : Qℏ[ϵ, yJ , bJ , aJ , xJ ] → D⊗J

Extending the categories introduced in Section 2 to K we get categories D,H, C to describe
K-linear maps between tensor powers of D. These categories all have the same objects,
i.e. finite sets and their morphisms are defined as follows:

1. HomD(J,K) = Hom(D⊗J ,D⊗K),

2. HomH(J,K) = Hom(Qℏ[ϵ, yJ , bJ , aJ , xJ ],Qℏ[ϵ, yK , bK , aK , xK ]),

3. HomC(J,K) = Qℏ[ϵ, yK , bK , aK , xK ][[ηJ , βJ , αJ , ξJ ]].

We then have two functors both of which are equivalences of categories. The first functor
O : D → H expresses the given map in terms of the basis and is the identity on objects.
So it maps f : D⊗J → D⊗K to f where f(z) = (O⊗K)−1(f(O⊗J(z))). The second functor
G : H → C is takes the generating function as in Section 2. It is the exponential generating
function of all values of the morphism f ∈ HomH(J,K) on the monomials. More precisely

G(f) = f(eηJyK+τJbK+αJaK+ξJxK )

Composition in the categories H, C is designed so as to make sure O,G are really
functors. So by definition f//g = O−1(O(f)//O(g)) describes composition in H. More
importantly composition in C comes out as

ψ//ϕ = ψϕ|ζK 7→∂zK
|zK=0 = ⟨ψϕ⟩zK

Here z is short-hand for all generators zK = (yK , tK , aK , xK) and ζK = (ηK , τK , αK , ξK).
The generating functions for the tangle invariants and Hopf operations in D that we

will be interested in turn out to belong to a very special and small subcategory of C. This
category is the category PG of perturbed Gaussian generating functions. The definition
of PG may at first seem rather technical but the fact that its morphisms are given by
concrete formulas makes them much more tractable in practice. When one tries to do
similar computations in a regular quantum group the q-hypergeometric expressions often
become hard to manage rather quickly. Unlike in PG there seems to be no notion of
closure, no useful specific form that all expressions must take in usual the quantum group
setting.

Definition 31. (Perturbed Gaussians PG)
Define two weights wt,wh on the monomials in C by wt(uv) = wt(u) + wt(v) and

wh(uv) = wh(u) + wh(v) and the following values on the generators:

y η b β a α x ξ ϵ ℏ
wh 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 −1
wt 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 1 −4 0

Also define A = eα. For finite sets J,K define PG(J,K) to be the elements PeG ∈ C(J,K)
satisfying:

1. wh is zero on all monomials in P and G.
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2. wt(G) = 2 and for all monomials in P we have wt ≤ 0.

3. G = (βJ , aK)G(1)
(
bK
αJ

)
+(yK , ξJ)G

(2)
(
ηJ
xK

)
with G

(1)
jk ∈ Q[ℏ] and G(2)

jk ∈ Q(AJ , B
1
2
K)[ℏ].

4. P =
∑∞

k=0 Pkϵ
k with Pk ∈ Q(AJ , B

1
2
K)[zK , ζJ , ℏ].

Here we abbreviated z = (y, b, a, x) and ζ = (η, β, α, ξ).

The formula for G above should be read as matrix and vector multiplication, e.g.

(βJ , aK) represents a row vector and G(1) = (G
(1)
jk ) is a matrix of size |J | + |K|. More

precisely we have

(βJ , aK)G(1)

(
bK
αJ

)
=

∑
i,j∈J

βiG
(1)
i,j αj+

∑
j∈J,k∈K

βjG
(1)
j,kbk+

∑
j∈J,k∈K

akG
(1)
k,jαj+

∑
j∈J,k∈K

akG
(1)
k,ℓbℓ

The above definition is motivated by looking closely at the expansion of the R-matrix and
the multiplication in D. Parts of it can already be observed in the two-step Gaussians
from Section 5.1. Notice that the ℏ-dependence of P and G is completely determined by
the condition wh = 0. For example the Gaussian exponent G is at most linear in ℏ.

For technical reasons we introduce two more flavours of the PG. These will be impor-
tant when dealing with the double construction and controlling the denominators of the
knot invariant in later sections.

Definition 32. (Perturbed Gaussians PG±,PG+)
For finite sets J,K define C±(J,K) = Q[ϵ, zK , ℏ±1][[ζJ ]] and extend wt by wt(ℏ−1) =
1. We define PG±(J,K) to be the set of elements PeG ∈ C±(J,K) satisfying points

1,2,3,4 of Definition 31 with the modifications that G
(2)
jk ∈ Q[A±1

J , B
± 1

2
K , ℏ±1] and Pk ∈

Q[A±1
J , B

± 1
2

K , zK , ζJ , ℏ±1].
Finally PG+(J,K) is the set of elements of PG± that do not have negative powers of ℏ.

For example eα1β2ℏ−1 ∈ PG±({1, 2}, ∅) but not in PG+. Also note that ebiajℏ is not in
PG± since it is not a power series in the Greek variables, it is not in C±. On the other
hand we do know that PG+(J,K) ⊂ PG(J,K).

The reader is warned that it is not always possible to compose a morphism of PG with
a morphism from PG±. For example eaibjℏ//eαiβjℏ−1

would be infinite. The contraction
lemma does show that PG±,PG+ and PG are categories:

Lemma 33. (Closure under composition in the PGs)
1. Taking the same composition law for PG±,PG+ as the one in PG, all three are closed

under composition.

2. Suppose f ∈ PG(J,K) and g ∈ PG±(K,L). If f |ϵ=0//g|ϵ=0 ∈ PG±(J, L) is well-
defined then f//g ∈ PG±(J, L) too.

Proof. We will show that for I, J,K disjoint and ϕ ∈ PG(I, J) and ψ ∈ PG(J,K) we
have ϕ//ψ = ⟨ϕψ⟩zJ ,ζJ ∈ PG(I,K). We already know that the composition of ϕ and ψ
is well-defined as a morphism of C. Since ϕψ ∈ PG(I ∪ J, J ∪K) it suffices to show that
whenever u = ⟨v⟩zj ,ζj exists for some v ∈ PG(I∪{j},K∪{j}) we must have u ∈ PG(I,K).
The four contractions to get from v to u may be carried one at a time and for each of the
contractions it is easy to see that the conditions on P and G are preserved using the one
variable version of the contraction theorem Equation (4).

In PG±,PG+ we must have G̃ = 1 in Equation (4) by assumption. For the rest the
proof is the same as the previous case.

Part 2) Is proven by again looking at the contraction formula and noting that the only
way the contraction can be undefined is for the determinant to vanish. If that happens it
will already have happened at ϵ = 0.

�
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With the definitions in place we now set out to prove that all structural maps of D are
in PG.

Theorem 34. (Main PG theorem)
All structural elements and maps of D are in PG. More precisely:

1. R±1
ij ∈ PG(∅, {i, j}) and O−1(v±

i ),O−1(C±1
i ) ∈ PG(∅, {i}).

2. The generating functions G∆D,
GmD,

GSD for the Hopf algebra operations of D are mor-
phisms of PG+.

3. Gπij ∈ PG±({i, j}, ∅).

The remainder of this section is dedicated to the proof of the main PG theorem. We
break it down in a lemma for each of the operations, starting with the R-matrix.

Lemma 35. (Faddeev [19])
Recall q = eℏϵ and ezq =

∑∞
n=0

zn

[n]! . We have

ezq = ez exp

∞∑
n=2

(1− q)nzn

(1− qn)n

and Rij = O(ebiajℏe
yixjℏ
q ) ∈ PG(∅, {i, j}).

Proof. Following Zagier [19], we recall the q-derivative of a function f(z) is f(qz)−f(z)
qz−z .

From the series formula of the q-exponential is easily checked that it equals its q-derivative
so

ezq =
eqzq − ezq
qz − z

or rearranging eqzq = ezq(1 + (q − 1)z)

Taking the logarithm on both sides yields log eqzq = log ezq + log(1 − (1 − q)z). If we
set log ezq =

∑
n cnz

n and compare powers of zn in the previous equation then we find

qncn = cn − (1−q)n

n . It follows that cn = (1−q)nzn

(1−qn)n and exponentiating proves the first
assertion of the lemma.

To show that Rij = O−1(Rij) ∈ PG(∅, {i, j}) we note that it is of the form Rij = PeG

with G = ℏ(biaj + yixj). Clearly wh(G) = 0 and wt(G) = 2, the coefficients are in Q[ℏ].
The perturbation part of Rij is

P = exp
∞∑
n=2

(1− q)n(yixjℏ)n

(1− qn)n
= 1 +

∞∑
k=1

Pkϵ
k

from which it is already clear that wh(Pk) = 0. We should also check that wt(Pk) ≤ 4k
and that its coefficients do not depend on B,A and are polynomial in the other variables.
This follows by studying the expansion of (1−q)nzn

n(1−qn) in ϵ, recalling that q = eϵℏ. For n ≥ 2

this rational function has an (n − 1)-fold zero at ϵ = 0 and so the highest power of z in
the coefficient of ϵk of ezq is 2k, coming from the taking the exp of the n = 2 terms. �

Next is the inverse of the R-matrix, for which we also need the generating functions
of multiplication in B and A.

Lemma 36. (Multiplication in A,B and R−1)

1. The generating functions for multiplication in A and B are in PG+({i, j}, {k}):

(GmA)
ij
k = e(αi+αj)ak+(A−1

j ξi+ξj)xk (GmB)
ij
k = e(βi+βj)bk+(e−ϵβiηi+ηj)yk

2. There is a series P = 1 +
∑∞

k=1 Pkϵ
k such that R−1

ij = PeG ∈ PG(∅, {i, j}) with

G = −biaj −B−1
i yixj.
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Proof. Part 1) already appeared as Lemma 18 in the case of B. The proof for the A case
is analogous.

For part 2) we look for P,G as above such that R−1
ij = PeG satisfies the defining

equation
R12R

−1
ij //(

GmB)
1i
i (

GmA)
2j
j = 1i1j = 1

First we check that when ϵ = 0 the above is true with R−1
ij = eG. Note the multiplication

in B becomes commutative so we compute (using ⟨eszjf(ζj)⟩j = f(s)):

R12e
Gij//(GmB)

1i
i (

GmA)
2j
j = ⟨ebia2−biaj+yix2−B−1

i yixj+(α2+αj)ak+(A−1
j ξ2+ξj)xk⟩2,j =

⟨e−B−1
i yixj+(B−1

i yi+ξj)xk⟩j = 1

Next we compute the perturbation Pk order by order, starting with P0 = 1. Let us assume
that we found Pk for all k < n satisfying

R12(
n−1∑
k=0

Pkϵ
keG)ij//(

GmB)
1i
i (

GmA)
2j
j = 1i1j + ϵnEij

For some error Eij = E[0]ij +O(ϵ). We are looking for Pn that satisfies

R12(
n∑

k=0

Pkϵ
keG)ij//(

GmB)
1i
i (

GmA)
2j
j = R12(Pnϵ

neG)IJ//(
GmB)

1I
i (GmA)

2J
j +1i1j+ϵ

nEij = 0 mod ϵn+1

Taking the coefficient of ϵk on both sides yields using Rij = R[0]ij +O(ϵ):

R[0]12(Pne
G)IJ//(

GmB)
1I
i (GmA)

2J
j + E[0]ij = 0

Therefore left-multiplying with eG yields Pne
G and multiplying by e−G in the commutative

sense yield Pn:

(Pn)ij = e−Gij (eG)34R[0]12(Pne
G)IJ//(

GmB)
31I
i (GmA)

42J
j = −e−Gij (eG)34E[0]IJ//(

GmB)
3I
i (GmA)

4J
j

By induction on n we then see that Pn satisfies the criteria for R−1
ij to be in PG. �

The pairing π : A ⊗ B̃ → K can be extended to a K-module map π : A ⊗ B →
Q[ϵ]((ℏ)) by the formula π(anxm, ym

′
bn

′
) = δn,n′δm,m′

n![m]!
ℏm+n . Its generating function Gπij =

π(eαiai+ξixi+ηjyj+βjyj ) is an element of Q[ϵ, ℏ±1][[αi, ξi, ηj , βj ]] that can be computed as
follows.

Lemma 37. (Generating function for the pairing)
Gπjk = PeG ∈ Q[ϵ, ℏ±1][[αj , ξj , βk, ηk]], for G =

αjβk

ℏ +
ξjηk
ℏ and some P = 1+

∑∞
ℓ=1 Pℓϵ

ℓ.
Moreover Gπjk ∈ PG−({j, k}, ∅).

Proof. The pairing satisfies the equation

Rij//
Gπjk = eℏ(βkbi+ηkyi)

We first check that

Rij//e
αjβk

ℏ +
ξjηk

ℏ = eℏ(βkbi+ηkyi) +O(ϵ)

but this follows directly from Rij = ebiajℏ+yixjℏ+O(ϵ). Since wh(ℏ) = 1 we see wh(G) = 0
and its coefficients are in Q[ℏ±] viewed as a quadratic in the Greek variables.

Next, assume that we computed Pℓ for all ℓ < n such that for some Eik independent
of ϵ we have

Rij//(

n−1∑
ℓ=0

Pℓϵ
ℓ)e

αjβk
ℏ +

ξjηk
ℏ = eℏ(βkbi+ηkyi) + ϵnEik +O(ϵn+1)
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To find Pn we write the same equation, truncating the series for Gπ at n:

Rij//(
n∑

ℓ=0

Pℓϵ
ℓ)e

αjβk
ℏ +

ξjηk
ℏ = eℏ(βkbi+ηkyi) +Rij//Pnϵ

ne
αjβk

ℏ +
ξjηk

ℏ + ϵnEik +O(ϵn+1)

Taking the coefficient of ϵn should give

0 = R[0]ij//Pne
αjβk

ℏ +
ξjηk

ℏ + Eik

Therefore composing with e
αsβi

ℏ +
ξsηi
ℏ on both sides moves the R[0]ij away:

(Pn)ske
αsβk

ℏ +
ξsηk

ℏ = −Eik//e
αsβi

ℏ +
ξsηi
ℏ

So finally Pn = −(Eik//e
αsβi

ℏ +
ξsηi
ℏ )e−

αsβk
ℏ − ξsηk

ℏ . By induction on n we see that Gπij ∈
PG−({i, j}, ∅). �

Lemma 38. (Generating functions for co-product and the antipodes)

1. (G∆A)
i
jk, (

G∆B)
i
jk ∈ PG+({i}, {j, k}).

2. We have (GSA)i, (
GSB)i, (

ḠSA)i, (
ḠSB)i ∈ PG+({i}, {i})

Proof. Since π is a Hopf pairing we have

(G∆A)
i
jk = R1kR2j//(

GmB)
12
3 //

Gπi3

By Lemma ?? (part 2) it suffices to check that the right-hand side at ϵ = 0 can be
composed and the result is in PG±. We have

R1k|ϵ=0R2j |ϵ=0//(
GmB)

12
3 |ϵ=0//

Gπi3|ϵ=0 = ⟨eℏ(b1ak+y1xk+b2aj+y2xj)+(β1+β2)b3+(η1+η2)y3+
αiβ3+ξiη3

ℏ ⟩1,2,3

= eβi(bj+bk)+ηi(yj+yk)

As this is in PG± so is G∆A. In fact G∆A is in PG because computing using the defini-
tion in terms of generators shows that negative powers of ℏ do not enter in (G∆A)

i
jk =

O−1∆A(Oeαiai+ξixi). The co-product on B is checked similarly.
From the quasi-triangular axioms it follows that (GSB)

i
j = R−1

j1 //
Gπ1i. By Lemma ??

(part 2) it follows that GSB is in PG±. For this we should check that at ϵ = 0 the
composition R−1

j1 //
Gπ1i is well-defined. We get

R−1
j1 |ϵ=0//

Gπ1i|ϵ=0 = ⟨e−bja1−B−1
j yjx1+

α1βi
ℏ +

ξ1ηi
ℏ ⟩1 = e−bjβi−B−1

j yjηi

However SB was already defined on the generators in the previous section and its definition
does not involve negative powers of ℏ. Therefore the formula (GSB)

i
j = SB(e

βibj+ηiyj ) shows

that in fact (GSB)
i
j ∈ PG+({i}, {j}). Precisely the same argument works for GSA.

In the case of ḠSB,
ḠSA we apply the next lemma. �

Lemma 39. (Inverting in PG+)
Suppose f, g ∈ PG+(J,K) are such that f//g = g//f = id mod ϵ and g independent of ϵ.
Then there exists a unique f̄ ∈ PG+(K,J) such that f̄ = g mod ϵ and f̄//f = f//f̄ = id.

Proof. Uniqueness is a general property of the compositional inverse so we focus on exis-
tence, proving it order by order as usual. We are looking for f̄ = (1+

∑∞
k=0 Pkϵ

k)eG such
that f̄//g = id and we have already found G by assumption. Suppose we found Pk for all
k < n such that (1 +

∑n−1
k=0 Pkϵ

k)eG//f = id + ϵnE for some error E. Then we can find
Pn by adding ϵnPne

G//f to both sides, composing with g and taking the coefficient of ϵn:
(id+E′ϵn+1)//g = (1+

∑n
k=0 Pkϵ

k)eG//f//g = ϵnPne
G+g+ϵnE//g to get 0 = Pne

G+E//g
and so Pn = eG(E//g). �
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Turning to the double D recall D is a tensor product itself so we refined our notation
D⊗J a little. If j ∈ J then we denote by j1 and j2 the B and the A parts of the tensor
factor indexed by j. We are now ready for the

Proof. (of the main PG Theorem 34)
Equation (13) defines the multiplication in D and applying the functors O,G turns that
equation into an expression for the generating function (GmD)

ij
k ∈ PG({i, j}, {k}). We find

(GmD)
ij
k = (G∆

(2)
B )i2

1̄2̄3̄
(G∆

(2)
A )j1123//(

GS−1
A )3//

Gπ3,1̄//
Gπ1,3̄//(

GmB)
i1,2̄
k1
//(GmA)

2,j2
k2

By Lemmas 37 and 38 all the building blocks are in PG±. PG± is closed under composition
by Lemma 33 so GmD is also in PG±. Looking at the definition in terms of generators and
relations it is clear that in fact it is in PG+.

The coproduct, co-unit and antipode of D automatically also become morphisms of
PG+ because they can be expressed as a composition of morphisms in PG+. More precisely
we can write their generating series respectively as

(G∆D)
i
jk = (G∆B)

i1
j1k1

(G∆A)
i2
j2k2

//(GmD)
j1k2
k (GmD)

j2k1
k

(εD)i = (εB)i1(εA)i2

(GSD)
i
j = (GSB)

i1
j1
(GS−1

A )i2j2//(
GmD)

j2j1
j

Finally the grouplike element Ci = (AB)−
1
2 clearly is mapped into PG. From this the

ribbon element and its inverse are easily computed to be in PG using the formula

v−1
i = R13C2//m

123
i (16)

The fact that we land in PG follows from the simple nature of the formula what is already
in canonical order up to powers of A. �

7 From algebra to tangle invariants 2

7.1 Rotational tangle diagrams

In this section we introduce a variant of the Morse diagrams of tangles that are often used
in discussing quantum invariants. Such diagrams serve to keep track of the rotation num-
ber of the strands of the diagram. Normally this is done by marking the local minima and
maxima (cups and caps). See for example the oriented sliced tangle diagrams in section
3.1 of [14] and the discussion in [18]. We prefer to stick to the rotation numbers themselves
and propose the following definition of rotational tangle diagrams. Our rotational tangle
diagrams are in some ways similar to the rotational virtual knots of [9].

Definition 40. (Rotational tangle diagrams)
The edges of a tangle diagram D are the connected components of the strands after deleting
a small open disk centered at each crossing. The rotation number rot(e) ∈ Z of edge e is
the rotation number of its tangent vector relative to the vertical8 vector field. A rotational
tangle diagram D is a tangle diagram in the sense of Definition 12 such that the tangent
vector at the endpoints of all the edges is vertical and it is transversal to the boundary at
the end points.

It should be clear that any tangle diagram can be turned into a rotational tangle
diagram by applying local planar isotopies. More specifically one rotates the crossings
and the end-points to make them point upwards as shown in Figure 6.

A more elaborate example of a rotational tangle is the right hand side of Figure 7.

8i.e. in the positive y direction of the plane.
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Figure 6: Rotating crossings and endpoints to turn a tangle diagram into a rotational tangle diagram.

Figure 7: Turning the 817 tangle diagram from Figure 1 into a rotational tangle diagram.

As with tangle diagrams we record the simplest rotational tangle diagrams. Apart
from the crossings Xij , X̄ij we now also recognize two important diagrams that look like
a C. More precisely, Ci represents a crossingless strand labelled i that rotates counter-
clockwise. Likewise C̄i rotates clockwise as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The simplest rotational tangle diagrams. From left to right: Xij , X̄ij , Ci, C̄i, 1i, 1ij and
(1c)ij .

Using the above simple diagrams we can build more complicated ones by taking disjoint
unions and merging strands. The operations disjoint union and merging mostly carry over
to the rotational setting with some minor restrictions in the case of merging to take into
account the rotation numbers.

Definition 41. (Disjoint union and merging of rotational tangle diagrams)
The disjoint union DE of two rotational tangle diagrams is their disjoint union as tangle
diagrams.

Merging mij
k is defined as for tangle diagrams with the restriction that the rotation

number of the arc c that connects the end of strand i to the start of strand j has rotation
number 0, see Figure 9
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Figure 9: Merging strands i, j in rotational tangle diagram D.

Definition 42. (Equivalence of rotational tangle diagrams)
Generate an equivalence relation ” = ” on rotational tangle diagrams by the following
rules, where D,E, F are rotational tangle diagrams:

1. D = E if D,E are planar isotopic respecting the orientation, labels on the strands
and rotation numbers of the edges.

2. If D = E then DF = EF .

3. If D = E then D//mij
k = E//mij

k , provided both make sense.

4. D = E if D and E appear in one of the rotational Reidemeister equalities shown in
Figure 10.

Lemma 43. (Tangles inject into rotational tangles)
For any tangle diagram D there exists a rotational tangle diagram D′ is planar isotopic
to it.

Moreover if two tangle diagrams D,E are equivalent then any of the corresponding
rotational tangle diagrams D′, E′ are equivalent (as rotational tangles) up to change of
framing and rotation number at the end points.

Proof. Given tangle diagram D a rotational tangle diagram planar isotopic to it is ob-
tained by locally rotating the crossings and endpoints so they point upwards.

Any of the equivalences generating equivalence of tangle diagrams can be rotated
similarly to yield a rotational equivalence. The exceptions are the planar isotopies where
one needs the swirls and the Reidemeister 1. The latter means we should ignore the
framing. The rotation number at the endpoints is also arbitrary. �

An important reason for keeping track of the framing of our strands is that doubling a
strand is a well-defined operation. Likewise an important reason for keeping track of the
rotation numbers is to make sure strand reversal is well-defined and has good properties
that reflect the properties of Hopf algebras as we will see in the next subsection.

Definition 44. (Strand doubling, reversal and deletion)
Define the operations ε,∆, S, S̄ on rotational tangle diagrams as follows. Suppose D is a
rotational tangle diagram that has a strand labelled i and there are no strands labeled r, ℓ.

1. Define D//εi to be the diagram obtained from D by deleting strand i.

2. Define D//∆i
r,ℓ to be the diagram obtained from D by choosing a small tubular neigh-

borhood N of strand i and replacing strand i by the two sides of N that run parallel
to i. The new strand to the left of i is called ℓ and the other is called r. The
newly created crossings involving strands r, ℓ should all have the same sign as the
corresponding crossing on strand i.

3. Define D//Si to be the diagram obtained from D by rotating the endpoints of strand
i half a turn in the clock-wise direction and then reversing the orientation of strand
i. To get a proper rotational diagram the crossings need to be rotated upwards as in
Figure 8.
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Figure 10: The rotational Reidemeister moves, together with their algebraic description.

Figure 11: A generic rotational tangle diagram D (middle) together with the effect of the operations
ϵ,∆, S, S̄ that delete, double and reverse strand i. Notice that S looks like an S.
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4. Define D//S̄i to be the same as D//Si except that the ends are to be rotated half a
turn in the counter-clockwise direction.

Notice how the effect of the operation S on a straight strand turns it into an ’S’. Less
fortunate is that ∆i

rℓ places the new strand r to the right and the ℓ strand to the left
relative to the framing and the orientation of strand i.

As an illustration of the use of these properties we show how to build the (right-handed)
Whitehead double of any long knot diagram. Using the notation vi = X̄13C2//m

123
i for

the negative kink (Reidemeister 1 curl) we set

W i
0 = ∆i

jk//SjX18X62v3v4C̄7C5//m
1234j5678k
0

Figure 12: Left: taking the (right-handed) Whitehead double of strand i in diagram D. Right: the
Whitehead double of the figure eight knot.

As illustrated in Figure 12, for any 0-framed rotational long knot diagram Di with
strand labelled i, a 0-framed rotational diagram of the Whitehead double is Di//W

i
0.

As a more elaborate illustration we discuss Seifert surfaces in a way similar to [6].

Lemma 45. (Seifert surface criterion)
Define

Bij
k = C3C4∆

i
r1ℓ1∆

j
r2ℓ2

//S̄r1//Sr2//m
ℓ1r234r1ℓ2
k (17)

If rotational long knot diagram K represents the boundary of a genus g Seifert surface
then there exists a 0-framed rotational tangle diagram L with 2g strands named 1, . . . 2g
such that

K1 = L//gj=1B
2j−1,2j
j //m12...g

1 (18)

Proof. Given a Seifert surface for a knot K recall [3] that can we bring it into band form
where the surface looks like a disk with 2g bands attached as shown in Figure 13. The
bands may be described by a blackboard framed tangle L consisting of the cores of these
bands.

Figure 13: A schematic picture for the Seifert surface of knot K as a disk with 2g bands attached.
In red we show the cores of the bands that make up the tangle L.

To obtain the knot K from the tangle we need to thicken each strand using the ∆
operation and then fix the orientation using S, S̄. We need to correct the half turns coming
from the S and one way to do this is include two copies of C in the middle as shown in
Figure 14 in the special case of the figure eight knot. Connecting the strands in the correct
way leads us to consider the operation Bij

k defined above. �
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Figure 14: Left: the 2g-component tangle encoding the bands of a Seifert surface for the figure eight
knot. Here the genus g = 1 and thickening the components using Bij

k reconstructs the boundary of
the surface shown in the middle. Notice the cups and caps are organised so as to reflect the S, S̄ and
C2 in the formula. Right: The formula of Bij

k is illustrated more explicitly with the cups and caps
belonging to the S, S̄ shown in red and the two C′s in green.

7.2 Universal invariant of rotational tangles

In this section we sketch how a ribbon Hopf algebra gives rise to a knot invariant and
more generally an invariant of tangles known as the universal invariant (corresponding to
that algebra). A general reference for what follows is [14]. Our purpose here is just to
establish notation for the universal invariant. When we speak about knots we will always
mean one-strand rotational tangles (long knots).

Definition 46. Suppose A is a ribbon Hopf algebra A with unit 1 and multiplication
mij

k : A⊗{i,j} → A⊗{k} with universal R-matrix Rij and spinner C as in subsection 5.2.
For a rotational tangle diagram D whose strands are labeled by set L define ZA(D) ∈ A⊗L

by the following rules.

1. If D does not have crossings, ZA(D) =
∏

ℓ∈LC
rot(ℓ)
ℓ . (crossingless diagrams).

2. ZA(X
±1
ij ) = R±1

ij (value of the crossings).

3. If diagram E is labelled by set M then ZA(DE) = ZA(D)⊗ ZA(E) ∈ A⊗L⊔M

(disjoint union is tensor product).

4. ZA(D//m
ij
k ) = ZA(D)//mij

k (merging is multiplication).

For convenience one often restricts to finite dimensional Hopf algebras but the the-
orem is equally valid in the topological case, see for example [7]. Associativity of the
multiplication in A assures us that ZA(D) is independent of the way we split diagram D
into elementary pieces.

For convenience we list the main features of the universal invariant phrased in our
language. All these features are well known, see for example section 7 of [6].

Theorem 47. (Properties of the universal invariant)

1. If D and D′ are equivalent then ZA(D) = ZA(D
′) (invariance).

2. ZA(D//∆
i
jk) = ZA(D)//∆i

jk (strand doubling).

3. ZA(D//S
±1
i ) = ZA(D)//S±1

i (strand reversal).

4. ZA(D//ε
i) = ZA(D)//εi (strand removal).

5. If D has a single strand then ZA(D) ∈ Z(A) (centrality).

In Section 8 we will use these properties to connect the knot invariant ZD to the knot
genus. Applying the universal invariant we see that if K is a Whitehead double then
ZA(K) = ZA(D)//ZA(Wi).
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What we can say already is that since the universal invariant of a rotational tangle
diagram is obtained by multiplying R-matrices the results of Section 6 tell us that ZD and
everything that relates to it takes place in the category PG.

Corollary 48. For any rotational tangle diagram D whose strands are labelled by set L
we have ZD(D) ∈ PG(∅, L).

To end this section we remark that all the axioms for a ribbon Hopf algebra A have an
intuitive interpretation in terms of rotational tangle diagrams and the universal invariant.
For example let us take a look at the formulas that the ribbon element v should satisfy,
see Definition 20. v should be a central square root of uS(u) so let us first see what
ZA(u) and ZA(S(u)) look like. Using the definition of u and R12//S1//S2 = R12 and
R12//S1 = R̄12 we find

Z(u1) = Z(R12//S2//m
21
1 ) = R̄12//S

2
2//m

21
1 = ZA(X̄12//S

2
2//m

21
1 )

and likewise

Z(S(u)1) = R12//S2//m
21
1 //S1 = R̄12//S

2
2//m

12
1 = ZA(X̄12//S

2
2//m

12
1 )

This means that Z(u) and Z(S(u)) are the universal invariants of the two tangles shown
in Figure 15.

u S(u)

Figure 15: Two rotational tangle diagrams whose universal invariants are u and S(u).

Merging the tangle diagrams corresponds to multiplying the corresponding universal
invariants so the tangle for the product S(u)u = v2 is shown in Figure 16. Notice how
the curls canceled out and two negative Reidemeister 1 kinks are left one with positive
and one with negative rotation number. According to the Reidemeister moves of our
rotational tangles both positive kinks are equivalent, see the second line of Figure 10.
It follows (from Reidemeister 2 and 3) that the two negative kinks shown here are also
equivalent. Either of them take the value v when applying the universal invariant. Notice
how this agrees with the equation v = C−1u where one takes the tangle for u shown and
prepends the inverse of C to remove the curl and is left with the negative kink.

v  = S(u) u v

Figure 16: Diagrams corresponding to S(u)u = v2 and v.

As a further illustration of this graphical interpretation we consider the most compli-
cated of the axioms of for the ribbon element:

∆i
r,l(vi) = v5v6R

−1
21 R

−1
43 //m

145
l //m236

r
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If we denote the diagram for the negative kink by vi so that Z(vi) = vi then we may
interpret this equation in terms of Figure 17. Indeed , the left hand side of the equation is
the value of the left hand picture, while the right hand side corresponds to the picture on
the right. The labels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are just for convenience, the final two strands are called
l, r. The crux here is that the two pictures shown are in fact isotopic or more precisely,
equivalent under our Reidemeister moves for rotational tangle diagrams.

rl 1 2

3 4

5 6

Figure 17: Diagrams corresponding to the coproduct of the ribbon element.

The reader is invited to draw pictures for the remaining ribbon Hopf algebra axioms.
In passing we remark that it is possible to extend the graphical calculus a bit further
to obtain a knot theoretical interpretation for the Drinfeld double construction and will
report on that in a future work.

8 Properties of the knot invariant ZD

In this section we investigate the knot invariants ZD both from a practical and from a
theoretical point of view using the tools we developed in the previous sections. We start
with a discussion of the center of D.

8.1 The center of D
Restricted to knots, the invariant ZD always takes values in the center Z(D), see Theorem
47 part 5). We therefore set out to determine the center of D before turning to a discussion
of the properties of the invariant.

Theorem 49. (Center of D)

1. t = b− ϵa is central. Also introduce T = e−ℏt.

2. The element w = yA−1x+
qA−1+AT− 1

2
(1+T)(q+1)

ℏ(q−1) is central and satisfies w = yx+

g(a, t) mod ℏ for some power series g.

3. Suppose w̃ ∈ D is any central element of the form w̃ = yx + g(a, t) mod ℏ, for a
power series g. The center Z(D) of D is generated by t, w̃ as an algebra over Qℏ[ϵ].

Proof. For part 1) Centrality of t (and hence T) is readily checked using the commutation
relations for D found in Lemma 28. To check that w commutes with x recall that xA =
qAx so

x
(
yA−1x+

qA−1 +AT

ℏ(q − 1)

)
=

(
yA−1x+

1−AT

ℏ
+
A−1 + qAT

ℏ(q − 1)

)
x =

(
yA−1x+

qA−1 +AT

ℏ(q − 1)

)
x

Checking the commutation with y and a is left to the reader. Expanding A,T as series
in ℏ we see that w = yx+ (a+ 1

2)t+ 2ϵa(a+ 1) mod ℏ.
For part 2) suppose for a contradiction there exists a z ∈ Z(D) which is not in generated

by w̃, t. Say z =
∑

n pn(y, t,a,x)ℏn, where pn are ordered polynomials in ybax order.
There must be a least n such that pn cannot be made 0 by subtracting monomials in t, w̃.
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Let us focus on the monomials with the highest power of y in pn. Commuting with a we
see that such monomials must be of the form cyjtsauxj for some scalar c. Commuting
with x further shows that u must be 0. This means that we may assume pn does not
depend on x or y at all because we may always subtract ctsw̃j from the pn. Finally
commuting with x again we see that pn must be a polynomial in t. This brings us to our
desired contradiction as we may subtract this polynomial from pn to find that n did not
have the promised property. �

Apart from the w we introduced above there are many other central elements con-
gruent to yx+ g(a, t) mod ℏ. For example perhaps a more canonical choice would be to
take the logarithm of the inverse ribbon element: 1−T

ℏ2t logv−1. In passing we remark that
it is of the form yx+ (a+ 1

2)(1−T) mod ϵ because of the formula

eO(λyx+µat) = O(e
ℏe−µt

1−T
(e

λ(1−T )
ℏ −1)yx+µat) mod ϵ

which can be proven noting that both sides satisfy the same differential equation in λ just
like the proof of Lemma 10. However our choice w seems more practical in that it clearly
involves only T and not t so we will stick with it for now.

8.2 Main results on ZD

In this section we illustrate our Hopf algebra techniques by proving the following results
about the knot invariant ZD.

When it is convenient we will use the shorthand Z = ZD = O−1ZD. Here O always
refers to the ordering map sending monomials in the variables y, b, a, x to ordered mono-
mials in y,b,a,x. Often b will be replaced by t = b − ϵa. This replacement is harmless
because a,b commute and are next to each other in the chosen ordering. Also recall
T = e−ℏt.

Theorem 50. Set the width ω(K) to be the maximal number of strands in a sequence of
tangles used to construct K using merging and disjoint union operations. Suppose K is
a 0-framed knot K with crossing number n and width ω. One can compute ZD(K) up to
order κ ≥ 1 in ϵ, in O(ω4κn2 log n) ≤ O(n2κ+2 log n) integer operations. When κ = 0 the
required number of operations in Z is O(ω2n2 log n) ≤ O(n3 log n).

Theorem 51. Denote the normalized Alexander polynomial of knot K by ∆K . There
exist polynomials ρk,j(K) ∈ Z[T, T−1] such that for any 0-framed knot K:

ZD(K) =
1

∆K
exp

( ∞∑
k=1

ϵk
2k∑
j=0

ρk,j(K)
wj

∆2k−j
K

)
Based on both the theory of the loop expansion of the Kontsevich invariant and ex-

periments we expect the invariants ρk,0 to coincide with the (k + 1)-loop invariant of sl2
as introduced by Rozansky [17]. A precise proof of this claim would take us too far afield.

Theorem 52. ZD determines the universal quantum sl2 invariant and hence all colored
Jones polynomials.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 30 that we may set ϵ = 1 for a long knot K the universal
sl2 invariant is ϕZD(K)|ϵ=1. Evaluating this invariant in the N -th dimensional irreducible
representation in turn provides the N -colored Jones polynomial, [14]. �

To first order in ϵ only the part ρ1,0 is new in ZD. The rest is determined by the
Alexander polynomial as shown in Theorem 53 below. It should be noted that the pair
∆K , ρ1,0(K) distinguishes all prime knots in the Rolfsen table up to ten crossings. Out
of the 2978 prime knots with 12 crossings our pair takes 2883 distinct values. As a
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comparison the pair Khovanov Homology, HOMFLY polynomial takes only 2786 distinct
values on this set. ρ1,0 also appeared in [2] but there we chose to set w = 0. Some of the
conjectures formulated in that paper are proven below.

Recall that the Alexander polynomial provides a lower bound on the knot genus as
degT∆K(T ) ≤ gK . The ρ1,0 invariant provides a similar bound. By the degree of a
Laurent polynomial in T we mean the exponent of the highest power of T so for example
deg(T + T−5) = 1.

Theorem 53. (Properties of the knot invariant Z), See subsection 8.4 for the proof.

1. ρ1,1(K)(T ) = 2T
1−T

d
dT ∆K(T )

2. ρ1,2(K) = 0.

Theorem 54. (Genus bound), see Subsection 8.4 for the proof.
If g(K) is the genus of 0-framed knot K then

degTρ1,0(K)(T ) ≤ 2gK

This new genus bound is sometimes sharper than the Alexander bound. For example
for the 11-crossing prime knots there are seven knots where the Alexander bound is not
sharp. For five of those ρ1,0 is an improvement.

knot K genus 1
2
degTρ1,0(K) degT∆K

11n34 3 3/2 0
11n42 2 3/2 0
11n45 3 2 2
11n67 2 3/2 1
11n73 3 3/2 2
11n97 2 3/2 1
11n152 3 2 2

On the negative side we expect that ZD will not detect the genus since it expected
to be mutation invariant like the colored Jones polynomial. As one can see in the table
the mutant pair of Conway and Kinoshita-Terasaka (11n34 and 11n42 in the table) have
different genus.

As a further illustration of the use of ZD we formulate the following criterion for
knots being the Whitehead double of some knot. Using normal surface theory Whitehead
doubles can also be detected but this generally takes exponential time.

Theorem 55. (Whitehead double criterion)
Suppose K is a 0-framed knot that is the Whitehead double of knot L in the sense of
Section 7. We must have ∆K(T ) = 1 and

ρ1,0(K) = −4v2(L)(T
1
2 − T− 1

2 )2

where v2(L) is the Vassiliev invariant of order 2 of knot L [16].

Proof. Use the equation ZD(K) = ZD(Li)//ZD(Wi). Here Wi is the Whitehead doubling
operation. As ZD(Wi) does not depend on τ and ZD(L) = 1

∆L(T ) mod ϵ we see that
∆K = 1.

Moving on to the first order in ϵ we note that at T = 1 we have ZD(L)(1) = 1 +
2ϵv2(L)yx + O(ϵ2). This follows by asserting that the coefficient of ϵ in ZD(L)(1) is in
the ideal generated by x, y, a as is clear from investigating mij

k at T = 1 up to order

ϵ. Next we know that ZD(L)(T ) =
2T∆′(T )a+2T∆′(T )yx(1−T )−1+g(T )

∆2(T )
with g(1) = 0. Since

∆L(1) = 1 and ∆L(T
−1) = ∆L(T ) we must have d

dT ∆L(1) = 0. Therefore by ’l Hospital
we get ZD(L)(1) = −4T∆′′

L(1)yx. As ∆
′′
L(1) = 2v2(L) we are done. �
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We end this subsection with a few conjectures on how our results might extend to
higher order.

Conjecture 56. Imagine a 0-framed knot K.

1. ρk,j(K) with j ≥ 1 is determined by {ρi,r(K)|i < k, r ≤ 2k − 2}. In fact

2. ρk,j(K) = 0 for any j > k.

3. ρk,j(K̄) = (−1)k+jρk,j(K), where K̄ denotes the mirror image of K.

4. ρk,j(K)(T−1) = (−1)jρk,j(K)(T )

8.3 Computational complexity of the knot invariant ZD

In this section we aim to prove Theorem 50.
Recall the width ω(K) of a knotK means the maximal number of strands in a sequence

of tangles used to constructK using merging and disjoint union operations. This is related
but not precisely the same as Gabai-width and tree width. Nevertheless it follows from
[12] that ω(K) = O(

√
n) for an n-crossing knot K.

Lemma 57. If K is a knot with crossing number n and width ω then the computation of
ZD(K) up to order κ ≥ 1 in ϵ, takes at most O(nω4κ) ring operations in Q(T1, . . . , Tω).
When κ = 0 the number of operations in this ring is at most O(nω2).

Proof. To construct the knot we may disregard disjoint unions and C’s by incorporating
them into the merges and the crossings. What remains is to carry out O(n) strand
merges. Each merge involves at most ω strands by definition of width. Suppose we merge
two strands i, j and call the set of the remaining strand labels Pass. Composing with a
merging operation mij

k can be written as a multiplication followed by eight single variable
contractions in ti, tj , ai, aj , xi, xj , yi, yj . By the Contraction Theorem each of these nine
operations involves a bounded number of operations in a polynomial ring RPass over
Q(TPass) in the variables xPass, yPass, aPass. The weight wt of any monomial involved
is at most 4κ because all the expressions we encounter are in PG, see Theorem 34. In
addition the Gaussian part satisfies wt = 2 which is important only when κ = 0. A single
ring operation in RPass takes O(ω4κ) ring operations in Q(TPass). All in all we see that
we need O(nω4κ) ring operations in Q(TPass) for the perturbation and O(nω2) for the
Gaussian part as claimed. �

Computations in rings of multivariable rational functions Q(T1, T2, . . . Tω) still take
rather long. The number of integer operations will be exponential in ω so this is no good
news for practical computations. Fortunately in the case of knots9 in the end only one
variable t remains and since t is central we might as well drop the subscript of t and
specialize to a single t from the very start of the computation. As long as we only apply
algebra operations this gives precisely the same result.

To make real progress we also need to bound the degree of the rational functions in T
that occur. By the degree of a rational function we mean the maximum of the degree of
the denominator and the numerator after dividing out common factors. For the estimation
of the degree we use the full power of the Contraction Theorem as follows.

Lemma 58. If K is a tangle that can be constructed by merging n crossings then the T -
degree of the denominator and numerator of the coefficients of ZD(K) computed to order
ϵκ is O(n).

Proof. We first contract the a-variables all at once using the contraction theorem and
notice that the Gaussian is upper triangular so that no denominator occurs. Next contract
the remaining x, y variables. The Gaussian matrix has size ≤ 8n and its entries are never

9Or more generally tangles with a bounded number of strands.
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more than linear in T . Therefore the resulting determinant is of degree at most 8n. The
degree of the perturbation is at most 4κ in x, y, ξ, η so we find a denominator of at most
8n+ 24κn �

Collecting all these improvements on Lemma 57 we arrive at our final estimate of the
complexity of the knot invariant ZD.

Proof. (of Theorem 50)
By the above comments we can apply Lemma 57 with the ring Q(T ) instead of its multi-
variate version. The Lemma 58 furthemore assures us that the degree of any two rational
functions involved has degree bounded by O(n). Multiplying two such rational functions
takes at most O(n log n) integer operations and so the whole computation takes at most
O(nω4κn log n) integer operations for the perturbation. For the Gaussian we likewise ob-
tain O(nω2n log n). We already remarked that ω(K) = O(

√
n) by [12] thus finishing the

proof. �

8.4 Computations using a Seifert surface

In this subsection we will lay the foundation for the proof of Theorems 51 and 53. All
these theorems will be proven using the same technique. We use a special Seifert surface
for the knot K in the form of Lemma 45. We will start by setting up the argument in
general and then pass to the simplest case where ϵ = 0 to find the Alexander polynomial.
Once that is done we will recycle the argument to see what it tells us about ZD to higher
orders in ϵ.

Throughout we will work with the construction of Seifert surfaces as in [3] p.107. We
assume the surface Σ is of genus g and is obtained by attaching 2g bands to a single disk
in pairs of two as explained at the end of Subsection 7.1. The cores of the bands define a
framed tangle L with 2g strands. For example the figure eight knot and its Seifert surface
in band form are shown in Figure 14.

To reconstruct the boundary of the Seifert surface K = ∂Σ from the tangle L we need
to thicken the bands and merge them properly as shown in 14. Lemma 45 makes this
precise as:

K = L//2gj=1B
2j−1,2j
j //m1,2...g

1

For example in the figure eight knot case the tangle L has two components and if we call
them 1 and 2 then we have L = v1X̄2,3v̄4//m

13
1 //m

24
2 , where v encodes the negative kink

and v̄ the positive one. Also the boundary of the Seifert surface is K0 = ∂Σ = L//B12
0 is

a diagram for the figure eight knot.
Applying the universal invariant ZD to both sides we can use the properties of Z from

Theorem 47 to get a formula for ZD(K) in terms of L:

ZD(K) = ZD(L)//
2g
j=1B

2j−1,2j
j //m1,2...g

1

Here we followed Equation (17) and the properties of Z to write

Bij
k = C3C4∆

i
r1ℓ1∆

j
r2ℓ2

//S̄r1//Sr2//m
ℓ1r234r1ℓ2
k

Passing to generating functions with respect to the usual ordering we finally obtain a
more practical version of the same equation.

ZD(K) = ZD(L)//
2g
j=1G(B)

2j−1,2j
j //Gm1,2...g

1 (19)

The Seifert matrix V of Σ is a square matrix of size 2g and can be obtained from L as
follows. Suppose pij denotes the number of positive crossings where strand i passes over
strand j and ni,j the number of negative such. The (i, j)-th entry of the Seifert matrix is

given by Vij = pij − nij . In our example we have V =

(
−1 0
−1 1

)
.
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The special shape of our Seifert surface Σ means that the intersection form on H1(Σ)
is especially simple. Using the cores of the bands as a basis the intersection form has
matrix F =

∑g
i=1E2i−1,2i − E2i,2i−1 Recall that in order for V to be a Seifert matrix it

should satisfy V − V t = F (V t meaning transpose).
In the remainder of this section we attempt to compute ZD explicitly using formula

(19) and the Contraction Theorem. We first do this to at ϵ = 0 to make contact with the
Alexander polynomial and then extend the same approach partially to higher orders.

Recall that the (Conway normalized) Alexander polynomial can be expressed in terms
of the Seifert matrix V , see [11] Chapter 8, as:

∆K(T ) = det(V T
1
2 − V tT− 1

2 ) (20)

The reader should check that applying this formula to our example gives −T + 3− T−1,
the Alexander polynomial of the figure eight knot.

The key ingredient to the computation of Z is the generating function G(B). As it is a
composition of the generating functions of the Hopf operations we can explicitly compute
it at ϵ = 0 to find G(Bij

k )|ϵ=0 = Tke
G where

G = (Tk − 1)
(
Ai(Aj − 1)ξiηi +Aj(Ai − 1)ξjηj + (Ai +Aj −AiAj)ξiηj −AiAjξjηi

)
+(

Ai(1−A−1
j )ξi + (1−Ai)ξj

)
xk +

(
(1−Aj)ηi +Aj(1−A−1

i )ηj
)
yk (21)

This computation can be done by hand but it may be more convenient and just as rigorous
to do it by computer.

We are now ready to prove the first result on the Alexander polynomial at ϵ = 0.

Lemma 59. For a 0-framed knot K we have

ZD(K) =
1

∆K(T )
mod ϵ

Proof. G(Bij
k )|ϵ=0 does not depend on τi, τj . This can be used to simplify the expression

for L a lot. Initially L is assumed to be some product of R-matrices and spinners that are
merged to form 2g strands. If we are to compose with copies of G(Bij) then the lack of
factors τ means that after contraction all the t are set to 0 and hence all T to 1. Since t

is central we might as well set t = 0, T = 1 already from the very start. Since C±1
i = T

± 1
2

i

mod ϵ we can ignore those in the expression for L. Also it makes the R-matrices (at ϵ = 0)
independent of a so that the whole of L becomes independent of a. In contracting a, α it
is thus equivalent to setting α = 0 in both the multiplication tensors and in the formula
for B itself. For the multiplication this turns it into commutative multiplication: because
the non-trivial terms involving A and (1− T )ξη all vanish.

Our conclusion is that at ϵ = 0, we get

ZD(K)|ϵ=0 = L̃//gj=1B̃
2j−1,2j
j //gi=1id

i
1

where idi1 = eτit1+αia1+ηiy1+ξix1 just places everything in the first tensor factor. Also
L̃ =

∏
ij e

yixj(pij−nij) and B̃ij
k = Tke

(Tk−1)(ξiηj−ξjηi) = G(Bij
k )|ϵ=0,A=1.

The only contractions left to do are those in x, y and we can use the contraction
theorem to carry these out. In the final step only one strand remains so we might as well
set the Tj = T as t is central anyway. We have

ZD(K)|ϵ=0 = T g⟨e(y,ξ)W(ηx)⟩ = T g det(1−W )−1

where contraction is on all the pairs xi, ξi and ηi, yi and the matrix W for the quadratic
form is a 4g by 4g matrix of the form

W =

(
0 V

(T − 1)F 0

)
(22)
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As before V is the 2g by 2g Seifert matrix of the surface coming from the crossings
of L and the other block comes from the B̃ and it is equal to (Tk − 1)F . Here F =∑g

i=1E2i−1,2i−E2i,2i−1 represents the intersection form in the basis for the first homology
of the surface implied by the cores of the bands. Recall that in order for V to be a Seifert
matrix it should satisfy V − V t = F (V t meaning transpose).

Carrying out the formula of the Contraction Theorem and the determinant of a block
matrix we find

ZD(K)|ϵ=0 = T g det(1−W )−1 = T g det(I − V (T − 1)F )−1 = T g det(F + V (T − 1))−1

= T g det(V −V t+V T −V )−1 = T g det(V T −V t)−1 = det(V tT
1
2 −T− 1

2V )−1 = ∆K(T )−1

Here we used F 2 = −I, det(F ) = 1 and V −V t = F and the fact that the final determinant
is homogeneous of degree 2g. �

Proof. (Of Theorem 51):
We now turn to the general structure of the ZD(K) knot invariant of a 0-framed knot.
We know ZD(K) is central and has no Gaussian term so we can write it as ZD(K) =∑∞

k=0 ϵ
k
∑

j=0Mk,j(K)wj . Since w = yx+ (1− T )(a+ 1
2) mod ϵ a non-zero term Mk,j

with k > 2k would imply a non-zero monomial of weight wt > 0 contradicting the fact
that GZD ∈ PG. Indeed the power of yx would be too high.

Next we analyse the denominator of Mk,j . Fix k and work modulo ϵk+1. We will
consider the coefficient of yjxjϵk in ZD(K). Only the Mk,r with r ≥ j contribute to this
coefficient and by induction on 2k− j we will show that the denominator of these Mk,r is

∆2k−r+1
K . To this end we remark that the elements Bij

k are in PG+ so the only place where
denominators can arise is in contracting x, y with these elements. The multiplications that
happen after that are between finite expressions (the Gaussian part is 0) so there cannot
appear a new factor in the denominator there. Contracting the Bij

k with the invariant
of the tangle L in the variables t and a goes as above. No denominators appear. In the
x, y contractions we get a denominator which is precisely the determinant of the matrix
W encoding the Gaussian that we computed in Equation (22). It appears once as the
determinant and again for each factor xi or ηi that appears in the perturbation. To have
a factor yjxj remain we can at most have 2k − j appearances of η, x because they need
to contract with 2k − j variables leaving a weight 2j as the maximal weight wt is 4k to
balance wt(ϵk) = −4k. It follows that Mk,j the number of these appearances is at most
2k − j because the restrictions on the weight.

So far we proved the following formula for Z:

ZD(K) =
1

∆K

∞∑
k=0

ϵk
2k∑
j=0

ρ̃k,j(K)
wj

∆2k−j
K

Since w is central and ρ̃0,0 = 1 we can take the logarithm in the sense of commmutative
power series to finish the proof of the theorem. �

8.5 A closer look at the first order of ZD

In this section we look more closely at ZD in the first order in ϵ. The Seifert arguments
from the previous section can be specialized to prove both Theorems 53 and 54.

Looking more closely at the first order in ϵ what is important is to know two special-
izations of the generating function GBij

k : First GB
ij
k |ϵ=0 given in (21) for contracting with

surviving terms ϵa. Second the restriction to GBij
k |α=0 for contracting with the terms

independent of a. By direct computation we find GBij
k |α=0 = TkPe

(Tk−1)(ξiηj−ξjηi) where

P = ykxk(ξiηj − ξjηi)− 2ak(1+Tk(ξiηj − ξjηi))+xk(ξ2i ηj + ξj(ξjηi− 2)+2ξi(1− 2ξjηj))+
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yk(ξjη
2
i + ηj(2+ ξiηj)− 2ηi(1+ ξiηj))+ (Tk − 1)(−2ξiηj +2ξiηi+2ξjηj + ξ

2
i ηiηj + ξiξjη

2
j )+

(3− 4Tk + T 2
k )(ξiξjηiηj +

ξ2i η
2
j − ξ2j η

2
i

4
) (23)

Proof. (of Theorem 53):
Now let us look more closely at M1,2. It must be 0 because there is no way for ϵy2kx

2
k

to appear after contracting with B. Factors of xk, yk cannot come the multiplication
afterwards either because in the ϵ = 0 part xk, yk do not appear at all.

To find M1,1 it is most convenient to look at the coefficient of ϵak. If we set ξFη =∑
i=1 ξ2i−1η2i − ξ2iη2i−1 this must be the result of contracting

⟨−2T (gT g−1 + T gξFη)eyV x+(T−1)ξFη⟩ = −2T∂T ⟨T geyV x+(T−1)ξFη⟩ =

−2T∂T
1

∆K(T )
=

2T∆′
K(T )

∆K(T )2

w = yx+ (1− T )(a+ 1
2) mod ϵ so this implies M1,1 =

2T∆′
K(T )

(1−T )∆K(T )2
. �

Our next step is to use the same reasoning to study M1,0.

Proof. (of Theorem 54):
After contracting t and a there is no denominator and we are left with contracting a

degree ≤ 4k perturbation in x, y and its duals times the above T ge(y,ξ)W(ηx). For any
perturbation P we thus get

⟨P ((y, ξ),
(
η

x

)
)T ge(y,ξ)W(ηx)⟩x,y = T g(det W̃ )⟨P ((y, ξ), W̃

(
η

x

)
)⟩

also we can explicitly compute

W̃ =

(
(I + V (1− T )F )−1 (I + V (1− T )F )−1V

(I + (1− T )FV )−1(−1 + T )F (I + (1− T )FV )−1

)
If we take the denominator of the entries of W̃ to be ∆K(T ) then the degree in T of the
numerator of each of the entries is at most −g + 2g − 1 = g − 1 for the top 2g rows and
g for the lower rows. In the contraction operation the perturbation P will be a quartic
involving only Greek letters if it comes from the ϵ part of B or a-part of the tangle L. In
that case the T -coefficient of P has degree at most 2 and so we find that replacing η by
a multiple of x times a polynomial of degree ≤ g − 1 twice yields a maximal degree of 2g
in T .

Likewise if the perturbation monomial comes from the x, y part of L then it is replaced
by a polynomial of degree ≤ g but has no coefficient of its own so doing this twice also
yields T 2g at most. �

8.6 Computer practicum 2

In this final subsection we illustrate some of the results using the Mathematica implemen-
tation listed in Appendix B. Computer input is written in bold and the output is directly
below. The tests can in principle be ran at any order in ϵ by setting $k at the top of the
program. In the printed output we chose $k=1. Most of the tests proceed by deciding
the equality between two morphisms PeG in PG. In Mathematica we use the symbol ≡
for this and it just checks that the G are equal and the P are equal too after elementary
simplifications. The output is usually True and to improve readibility we bunched up the
tests into lists of similar items resulting in a list of several copies of True.
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We start by testing the Hopf algebra properties of the algebra D.
(*Hopf algebra axioms for *)

(dm1,2k // dmk,3k) ≡ (dm2,3k // dm1,kk),

(dΔ11,2 // dΔ22,3) ≡ (dΔ12,3 // dΔ21,2),

dΔi1,2 dΔj3,4 // dm1,3i // dm2,4j ≡ dmi,jk // dΔki,j,

(dΔi1,2 // dS1 // dm1,21) ≡ dϵi dη1,

(dΔi1,2 // dS2 // dm1,21) ≡ dϵi dη1

{True, True, True, True, True}

Next we check the ribbon Hopf algebra structure is as claimed:
(*Quasi-triangular and ribbon axioms for *)

(R1,3 // dΔ11,2) ≡ (R1,3 R2,4 // dm3,43),

(R1,3 // dΔ32,3) ≡ (R1,3 R0,2 // dm1,01),

dΔik,j R1,2 // dmj,11 // dmk,22 ≡ R1,2 dΔij,k // dm1,j1 // dm2,k2,

(u1 u2 // dS1 // dm1,21) ≡ (v1 v2 // dm1,21),

(vi // dSi) ≡ vi,

(vi // dΔir,l) ≡ v5 v6 R2,1 R4,3 // dm1,41 // dm1,5l // dm2,32 // dm2,6r

{True, True, True, True, True, True}

We also check that the central element w and C work as advertised.
{(*Spinner C and Casimir w*)

(w1 // dm1,23) ≡ (w1 // dm2,13),

(v1 v2 // dm1,21) ≡ dη1,

(u1 v2 // dm1,21) ≡ C1,

(C1 // dΔ11,2) ≡ C1 C2}

{True, True, True, True}

Next invariance of ZD under the Reidemeister moves is tested:
(*Rotational Reidemeister moves*)

C1 C2 R3,4 C5 C6 // dm1,31 // dm1,51 // dm2,42 // dm2,62 ≡ R1,2,

C1 C2 R4,3 C5 C6 // dm1,31 // dm1,5i // dm2,42 // dm2,6j ≡ Rj,i,

(R3,1 C2 // dm1,21 // dm1,3i) ≡ R1,3 C2 // dm1,21 // dm1,3i,

R1,2 R3,4 // dm1,3j // dm2,4i ≡ dηi dηj,

R1,6 R3,2 C4 // dm1,3i // dm2,42 // dm2,6j ≡ dηi Cj,

R1,2 R4,3 R5,6 // dm1,4i // dm2,5j // dm3,6k ≡ R1,6 R2,3 R4,5 // dm1,4i // dm2,5j // dm3,6k

{True, {i, j}  {j, i}, True, True, True, True}

One of the outputs is in fact {i,j}=={j,i} for some silly technical reason and it should
be interpreted as True.

Finally we investigate the invariant of the (zero-framed) right-handed trefoil from sev-
eral points of view. First we compute Z directly by merging three positive crossings and
three negative kinks and print the output. Next we check that the same result can be
obtained by thickening the two components of tangle L using the mathcalBij

k band thick-
ener. Then we find the invariant of the Whitehead double of the trefoil by applying Wi,
illustrating Theorem 55. Finally we express ZD in terms of w as in Theorem 51, bringing
out ρ1,0 as the coefficient of ϵ in the output.
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Z31 = R1,5 R6,2 R3,7 C4 v8 v9 v10; (*Z of (right-handed)Trefoil*)

Do[Z31 = Z31 // dm1,i1, {i, 2, 10}]; (Z31 // b2t1) /. l2U // CF

L = v1 v4 R3,2 // dm1,31 // dm2,42;

(L // BS1,21) ≡ Z31 (*Z of Trefoil through Seifert formula*)

Factor //@ (Z31 // W1 // b2t1) /. l2U(*Z of Whitehead double of trefoil*)

ZZ31 = ((Z31 // b2t1)〚2〛 /. l2U); (*Expanding Z in terms of w*)

ϵw = ϵ (w1 // b2t1)〚2〛 /. l2U;

Factor /@ (ZZ31 - Coefficient[ZZ31, y1 x1 ϵ] ϵw)

{}{1}0,
T1

1 - T1 + T1
2
+

a1 -2 ℏ T1 + 2 ℏ T1
3

1 - 2 T1 + 3 T1
2 - 2 T1

3 + T1
4
+

-ℏ T1
2 + 2 ℏ T1

3 - 3 ℏ T1
4 + 2 ℏ T1

5

1 - 3 T1 + 6 T1
2 - 7 T1

3 + 6 T1
4 - 3 T1

5 + T1
6
+

-2 ℏ2 T1 - 2 ℏ2 T1
2 x1 y1

1 - 2 T1 + 3 T1
2 - 2 T1

3 + T1
4

ϵ + O[ϵ]2

True

{}{1}0, 1 - 4 ℏ -1 +
1

T1

2

T1 ϵ + O[ϵ]2

T1

1 - T1 + T1
2
+

ℏ (-1 + T1)
2 T1 1 + T1

2 ϵ

1 - T1 + T1
2

3
+ O[ϵ]2

The table at the end of the paper lists the value of ZD for all prime knots up to ten
crossings to second order in ϵ.
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A Proof of u = AB S(u)

In this appendix we give a self-contained proof of the fundamental equality u = AB S(u)
following Othsuki’s proof for the Uℏ(sl2) case, see [14] appendix A. We will not be using
generating function techniques here but instead work directly in the algebra D. In the
main text we would write elements and operations of D in boldface but here we will use
ordinary script for simplicity.

Recall that u1 = R12//S2//m
21
1 while S(u)1 = R12//S2//m

12
1 and the R-matrix is R12 =∑∞

m,n=0
ℏm+nym1 bn1 a

n
2 x

m
2

[m]!n! .

It will be more convenient here to use the symmetric quantum integers (n)q =
q
n
2 −q−

n
2

q
1
2−q−

1
2

and the corresponding q-factorial and binomial coefficients. This is not a big difference

since [k] = q
k−1
2 (k)q.

In what follows we will introduce K = AT
1
2 and change to more convenient generator

X = K−1x. This has the advantage of turning the q-commutator relation of x, y into

[y,X] = (H)q where we define (H)q =
K−K−1

ℏ . Also set (H + k)q =
q
k
2 K−q−

k
2 K−1

ℏ and the

q-binomial coefficient
(
H
k

)
= (H)q(H − 1)q . . . (H − k + 1)q/(k)q! The following identity

holds:
(a)q(H + c+ b)q + (b)q(H + c− a)q = (a+ b)q(H + c)q

It also follows by induction that (see also Lemma A.7 of [14]):

yrXr =
r∑

n=0

(
r

n

)2

q

(r − n)q!
2

(
H

r − n

)
q

Xnyn (24)

Next we establish an explicit formula for both u and S(u). We will use S(x) = −q−1A−1x =

−q−1T
1
2X and B = TA and AB = K2:

u =
∑
m,n

ℏm+n

[m]!n!
S(x)mS(a)nymbn =

∑
m,n

ℏm+n

[m]!n!
(−q−1T

1
2X)mym(−a+m)nbn =
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e−abℏ
∑
m

ℏm

[m]!
(−q)−mXmymK−m

Next S(u) =

∑
m,n

ℏm+n

[m]!n!
ymbnS(x)mS(a)n =

∑
m,n

ℏm+n

[m]!n!
ym(−q−1T

1
2X)m(b+ ϵm)n(−a)n =

e−abℏ
∑
m

ℏm

[m]!
(−q)−mymXmKm

To prove that S(u) = uK−2 we introduce S(u)<r = e−abℏ∑r−1
m=0

ℏm
[m]!(−q)

−mymXmKm

u<rK−2 = e−abℏ∑
m

ℏm
[m]!(−q)

−mXmymK−m−2 and show they satisfy S(u)<r − u<rK−2

is divisible by ℏr. We do so by proving the following more precise result by induction on
r:

S(u)<r − u<rK−2 =

ℏre−abℏ(−1)r−1q−
r(r−1)

4

r−1∑
n=0

q−
n
2

(n)q!
Xnyn

(
H

r − n

)
q

(r−n)q!
n∑

i=0

q
i(r−n−1)

2

(
r − i− 1

r − n− 1

)
q

Kr−2i−2

Proof. Induction on r will prove the slightly simplified version: L(r) = R(r) where

L(r) = (S(u)<r − u<rK−2)ℏ−reabℏ(−1)r−1q
r(r−1)

4 K−r+2

and

R(r) =
r−1∑
n=0

q−
n
2

(n)q!
Xnyn

(
H

r − n

)
q

(r − n)q!
n∑

i=0

q
i(r−n−1)

2

(
r − i− 1

r − n− 1

)
q

K−2i

In the induction basis we compute L(1) = K−K−1

ℏ = (H)q coinciding with the R(1). For
the induction step we assume L(r) = R(r) and examine

L(r + 1) = (S(u)<r+1 − u<r+1K−2)ℏ−r−1eabℏ(−1)rq
(r+1)r

4 K−r+1 =

ℏ−r−1(−1)rq
(r+1)r

4 K−r+1
r∑

m=0

ℏm

(m)q!q
m(m−1)

4

(−q)−m(ymXmKm −XmymK−m) =

−ℏ−1q
r
2K−1L(r) + ℏ−1 q

− r
2

(r)q!
(yrXrK −XryrK−2r+1)

We aim to show that the coefficient of Xnyn in this expression equals that of R(r+1) for
any n ≤ r. To do this we need to use the commutation relation (24). When n = r the term
L(r) does not contribute and the coefficient of Xryr in L(r+1) is: CoeffXryr(L(r+1)) =

ℏ−1 q
− r

2

(r)q!
(K −K−2r+1) =

q−
r
2

(r)q!
(H)q

2r∑
i=0

K−2i

which equals the coefficient of Xryr in R(r + 1), that is CoeffXryr(R(r + 1)).
Next let us apply the induction hypothesis L(r) = R(r) and investigate the coefficient

of Xnyn in L(r + 1), where n < r. It is CoeffXnyn(L(r + 1)) =

−ℏ−1q
r
2K−1CoeffXnyn(R(r)) + ℏ−1 q

− r
2

(r)q!
CoeffXnyn(y

rXr)K =

−ℏ−1q
r
2K−1 q

−n
2

(n)q!

(
H

r − n

)
q

(r − n)q!
n∑

i=0

q
i(r−n−1)

2

(
r − i− 1

r − n− 1

)
q

K−2i
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+ℏ−1 q
− r

2

(r)q!

(
r

n

)2

q

(r − n)q!
2

(
H

r − n

)
q

K =

ℏ−1

(
H

r − n

)
q

(r − n)q!

(n)q!
Kq−

r
2

((r
n

)
q

− q
2r−n

2

n∑
i=0

q
i(r−n−1)

2

(
r − i− 1

r − n− 1

)
q

K−2i−2
)

Using the identity (see Lemma A.8 of [14])(
r

n

)
q

−q
2r−n

2

n∑
i=0

q
i(r−n−1)

2

(
r − i− 1

r − n− 1

)
q

K−2i−2 = (1−qr−nK−2)

n∑
i=0

q
i(r−n)

2

(
r − i

r − n

)
q

K−2i

we find CoeffXnyn(L(r + 1)) =(
H

r − n

)
q

(r − n)q!

(n)q!
Kq−

r
2 (H − (r − n))q

n∑
i=0

q
i(r−n)

2

(
r − i

r − n

)
q

K−2i

which equals CoeffXnyn(R(r + 1)) as promised. �

B Computer implementation

In this appendix we list the full Mathematica implementation for the computation of the
universal invariants Z̃U(h) and ZD corresponding to the Heisenberg algebra and our main
Drinfeld double example. The parameter $k at the top of the code decides how many
orders of ϵ we take into account. The heart of the program is the function Contract,
which implements the Contraction Theorem 6. For completeness we decided to list all
the utilities that make the program run smoothly but we will not discuss them in detail
here. The version of the program presented here was not optimized for speed but rather
for (relative) simplicity. A faster implementation can be found at the authors’ website.

The first page of the program sets up the machinery necessary for dealing with per-
turbed Gaussians and their contraction calculus. The second page goes on to define the
generating functions for some of the most basic operations such as multiplication in B
and A and the R-matrix. Once those are defined we express the operations in the double
D by precisely the formulas given in Section 6. For computing in the Heisenberg algebra
one only needs the top two lines. The notation for the objects follow the notation in the
main text quite closely. For example we write ami,j→k for (GmA)

i,j
k . Likewise operations in

D generally start with d and those of the Heisenberg algebra start with h.
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$k = 1; (*Compute Z up to order $k in ϵ. Optional: set ℏ=1*);

{t*, b*, y*, a*, x*, z*} = {τ, β, η, α, ξ, ζ}; (*Variables and canonical form*)

{τ
*, β

*, η
*, α

*, ξ
*, ζ

*
} = {t, b, y, a, x, z}; u_i_

* := (u*)i;

U2l = Bi_
p_.

 
-p ℏ bi, Bp_.  

-p ℏ b, Ti_
p_.

 
-p ℏ ti, Tp_.  

-p ℏ t, i_
p_.

 
p αi, 

p_.
 

p α
;

l2U = 
c_. bi_+d_.  Bi

-c/ℏ

d, 

c_. b+d_.
 B-c/ℏ 

d, 
c_. ti_+d_.  Ti

-c/ℏ

d, 

c_. t+d_.
 T-c/ℏ d,


c_. αi_+d_.  i

c

d, 

c_. α+d_.
 

c

d, 

ℰ_
 

Expand@ℰ
;

CCF[ℰ_] := ExpandDenominator@ExpandNumerator@Together

Expand[ℰ] //. 
x_


y_

 
x+y

/. 
x_

 
CCF[x]

;

CF[ℰ_List] := CF /@ ℰ ; CF[sd_SeriesData] := MapAt[CF, sd, 3];

CF[ℰ_] := Module

vs = Casesℰ , (y b t a x η β τ α ξ)_, ∞ ⋃ {y, b, t, a, x, η, β, τ, α, ξ},

TotalCoefficientRules[Expand[ℰ], vs] /. (ps_  c_)  CCF[c] × Times @@ vsps;

CF[ℰ_] := CF /@ ℰ ; CFsp___[ℰs___] := CF /@ sp[ℰs];

SetAttributes[Define, HoldAll] (*Define[lhs=rhs, ...]defines the lhs to be rhs,

except that rhs is computed only once for each value of $k.*)

Define[def_, defs__] := (Define[def]; Define[defs];);

Defineop_is__ = ℰ_ := Module{SD, ii, jj, kk, isp, nis, nisp, sis}, Block{i, j, k},

ReleaseHoldHoldSDopnisp,$k_Integer, Block{i, j, k}, opisp,$k = ℰ; opnis,$k;

SDopisp, op
{is},$k; SDopsis__, op

{sis}; /. {SD  SetDelayed,

isp  {is} /. {i  i_, j  j_, k  k_}, nis  {is} /. {i  ii, j  jj, k  kk},

nisp  {is} /. {i  ii_, j  jj_, k  kk_}} 

 /: [G1_, P1_] ≡ [G2_, P2_] := CF[G1  G2] ∧ CF[Normal[P1 - P2]  0];

 /: [G1_, P1_] ×[G2_, P2_] := [G1 + G2, P1 * P2]; (*Perturbed Gaussians*)

[G_, P_]$k_ := [G, Series[Normal@P, {ϵ, 0, $k}]];

d1_r1_[G1_, P1_] // d2_r2_[G2_, P2_] :=

Module{n, is = r1 ⋂ d2}, (d1⋃Complement[d2,is])(r2⋃Complement[r1,is]) @@ 

(([G1, P1] /. Table[(v : b t a x y)i  vn@i, {i, is}]) ×

([G2, P2] /. Table[(v : β τ α ξ η)i  vn@i, {i, is}]))

// ContractJoin@@Tableβn@i,τn@i,an@i,{i,is} // ContractJoin@@Tableξn@i,yn@i,{i,is} ;

d1_r1_[G1_, P1_] ≡ d2_r2_[G2_, P2_] ^:= (d1  d2) ∧ (r1  r2) ∧ ([G1, P1] ≡ [G2, P2]);

d1_r1_[G1_, P1_] d2_r2_[G2_, P2_] ^:= (d1⋃d2)(r1⋃r2) @@ ([G1, P1] ×[G2, P2]);

dr_[G_, P_]$k_ := dr @@ [G, P]$k;

dr_[Λ_] := CF@Module{Λ0 = Limit[Λ , ϵ  0]}, drΛ0, 
Λ -Λ0


$k


Dv_[f_] := ∂v f; D{v_,0}[f_] := f; (*Implementing the contraction theorem*)

D{}[f_] := f; D{v_,n_Integer}[f_] := Dv[D{v,n-1}[f]]; D{l_List,ls___}[f_] := D{ls}[Dl[f]];

collect[sd_SeriesData, ζ_] := MapAt[collect[# , ζ ] &, sd, 3];

collect[ℰ_, ζ_] := Collect[ℰ , ζ ];

Zip
{}
[P_] := P; Zipζs_[Ps_List] := Zipζs /@ Ps;

Zip
{ζ_,ζs___}[P_] :=

collectP // Zip
{ζs}, ζ  /. f_. ζ d_.

 Dζ *,d[f] /. ζ *
 0

Contractrs_@[G_, P_] := Module[{r, s, ss, c, fs, gs, W, srule, rrule, NewG, NewP, Wt},

ss = Table[r*, {r, rs}];

fs = CF@Table[Coefficient[G, r] /. Alternatives @@ ss  0, {r, rs}];

gs = CF@Table[Coefficient[G, s] /. Alternatives @@ rs  0, {s, ss}];

W = CF@Table[∂s,r G, {r, rs}, {s, ss}]; c = CF@(G - rs.fs - gs.ss - rs.W.ss);

Wt = CF@Inverse@Table[If[s === r*, 1, 0] - ∂s,r G, {r, rs}, {s, ss}];

srule = Thread[ss  CF[Wt.(ss + fs)]]; rrule = Thread[rs  rs + gs.Wt];

NewG = CF[(c + gs.Wt.fs) /. (srule ⋃ rrule)];

NewP = CF[Det[Wt] Exp[-c /. (srule ⋃ rrule)] ×

Ziprs[Exp[c] P /. (srule ⋃ rrule)] /. {Alternatives @@ ss  0}];

CF /@ ([NewG, NewP] /. {Alternatives @@ ss  0} )];
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Definehmi,jk = {i,j}{k}ξi + ξj xk + ηi + ηj yk - ξi ηj, (*Heisenberg algebra*)

hRi,j = {}{i,j}
-t ℏ

- 1 yi - yj xj, (*R-matrices*)

hRi,j = {}{i,j}
t ℏ

- 1 yi - yj xj,

(*Operations in  and , R-matrix, pairing P*)

aσij = {i}{j}aj αi + xj ξi, bσij = {i}{j}bj βi + yj ηi,

ami,jk = {i,j}{k}αi + αj ak + 
- αj ξi + ξj xk,

bmi,jk = {i,j}{k}βi + βj bk + ηi + 
- ϵ βi ηj yk,

Ri,j = {}{i,j}ℏ aj bi + 

k=1

$k+1 1 - 
ϵ ℏ


k
ℏ yi xj

k

k 1 - 
k ϵ ℏ



,

Ri,j = CF@{}{i,j}-ℏ aj bi -
ℏ xj yi


- bi ℏ

, 1 + If$k  0, 0, (R{i,j},$k-1)$k〚2〛 -

(R{i,j},0)$k R1,2 (R{3,4},$k-1)$k // bmi,1i amj,2j // bmi,3i amj,4j〚2〛,

Pi,j = {i,j}{}
βj αi + ηj ξi

ℏ
, 1 + If$k  0, 0, P{i,j},$k-1$k〚2〛 -

R1,2 // (P{i,1},0)$k P{2,j},$k-1$k〚2〛,

aSi = aσi2 R1,i // P2,1,

aSi = {i}{i}-ai αi - xi 
αi ξi, 1 + If$k  0, 0, (aS{i},$k-1)$k〚2〛 -

(aS{i},0)$k // aSi // (aS{i},$k-1)$k〚2〛,

bSi = bσi1 Ri,2 // aS2 // P2,1, bSi = bσi1 Ri,2 // aS2 // P2,1,

aΔij,k = R1,j R2,k // bm1,23 // Pi,3, bΔij,k = Rj,1 Rk,2 // am1,23 // P3,i,

(*Operations in the double *)

Υij,k = {i}{j,k}ak αi + bj βi + yj ηi + xk ξi + tj τi,

dmi,jk = Υi4,1 // aΔ11,2 // aΔ22,3 // aS3 ×

Υj-1,-4 // bΔ-1-1,-2 // bΔ-2-2,-3 // (P1,-3 P3,-1 am2,-4k bm4,-2k), (*product*)

dϵi = {i}{}[0], dηi = {}{i}[0], (*(co)-unit*)

dSi = Υi1,2 // bS1 aS2 // dm2,1i, dSi = Υi1,2 // bS1 aS2 // dm2,1i, (*Antipode*)

dΔij,k = (bΔi1,3 aΔi4,2) // dm3,4k dm1,2j, (*co-product*)

Ci = {}{i}0, 
-
ℏ

2
(bi+ϵ ai)

$k
, Ci = {}{i}0, 

ℏ

2
(bi+ϵ ai)

$k
, (*Spinner*)

vi = R1,3 C2 // dm1,21 // dm1,3i, vi = R1,3 C2 // dm1,21 // dm1,3i, (*ribbon elt.*)

ui = R1,2 // dS2 // dm2,1i, (*Drinfeld elt.*)

b2ti = {i}{i}[αi ai + βi (ϵ ai + ti) + ξi xi + ηi yi], (*convert to t variables.*)

t2bi = {i}{i}[αi ai + τi (-ϵ ai + bi) + ξi xi + ηi yi],

wi = {}{i}0, yi 
ℏ ϵ ai xi +


ϵ ℏ (1+ai) + 

-ℏ bi -
1

2
× 1 + 

ϵ ℏ
 × 1 + 

-ℏ bi+ϵ ℏ ai


ϵ ℏ

- 1 ℏ


$k
, (*qCasimir*)

BSi,jk = C3 C4 dΔir1,l1 dΔjr2,l2 // dSr1 // dSr2 // dml1,r2k // dmk,3k // dmk,4k

// dmk,r1k // dmk,l2k, (*For Seifert surfaces.*)

Wi = v9 v10 R1,7 R5,2 C4 C6 dΔi3,8 // dS3 // dm1,21 // dm1,31 // dm1,41 // dm1,51 // dm1,61 // dm1,71

// dm1,81 // dm1,91 // dm1,10i(*Whitehead double*)

C Glossary of notation

To facilitate non-linear reading of the paper we list all commonly used non-standard
notation.

First we have the convention that boldface symbols are in the original algebra while
italic refers to the commutative description in the chosen ordered basis, see Section 3.
Sometimes the corresponding generating function is abbreviated by prepending a super-
script G, for example we use m,m, Gm for the algebra multiplication, its commutative
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description and the generating function of m.
A few other conventions we use are a bar on top of a symbol to denote its inverse, e.g.

R̄ = R−1. Also [n], [n]! denote quantum integers see Section 5.1. Finally A⊗S denotes the
tensor power of A indexed by set S in the sense of Definition 7.

The rest of the notations are listed in alphabetic order. The Greek symbols are listed
next to their Roman equivalents, e.g. ξ is found next to x and η next to y.

// composition done right, Sec. 2
A = eα, Def. 31
α, Sec. 6
a generator of D, Def. 27
A = e−ϵaℏ, Lem. 26
A the Hopf dual of B, Lem. 25
b generator of D, Def. 27
B the Borel algebra, Def. 17
Bij
k band thickening, Lem. 45

β Sec. 6
C the spinner, Lem. 21
C̃, C generating function category, Sec. 2, 6
D the double algebra
∆ coproduct and strand doubling
∆K Alexander polynomial
ϵ the expansion variable
ε the co-unit and strand removal
F Seifert intersection form
G Generating function functor, Definition
??
G quadratic for the Gaussian.
H, H̃ category of maps between tensor pow-
ers of an algebra
ℏ deformation parameter
K = Q[ϵ][[ℏ]] base ring
mij

k multiplication and merging, Section 2
O ordering isomorphism, Section 2

O ordering functor
P perturbation for the Gaussian
P Category of maps between polynomial
algebras
PG,PG±,PG+ category of perturbed Gaus-
sians
π Pairing
q deformation parameter
Qℏ[z] = Q[z][[ℏ]]
R R-matrix
ρi,j coefficients of ZD
S antipode and strand reversal,
t = b− ϵa
T = e−ℏt

u Drinfeld element
V Seifert matrix
v Ribbon element
v2 Vassiliev invariant of order 2
Wi Whitehead doubling operation
w logarithm of kink
x generator of D, Def. 27
Xi,j crossing
y generator of D, Def. 27
Z universal invariant
Z̃ baby universal invariant
Z center of algebra

D Table of knots

Below we list the value of ZD up to order 2 in ϵ on all prime knots with up to ten cross-
ings. According to Theorem 51 we only need to list the (Conway normalized) Alexander
polynomial and the coefficients ρ1,0 and ρ2,0. As each of these polynomials is palindromic
(i.e. invariant under T 7→ T−1) it suffices to only list the monomials with non-negative
exponent. These are called ρ+1 and ρ+2 . We also list the amphichirality, ribbonness, genus
and unknotting number. The code that produced this table is an optimized version of the
program presented in this paper and is available from the authors website.
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knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

0a
1 1 0 /✔

0 0 /✔
0

3a
1 T−1 1 / ✘

T 1 / ✘
−T 3−T 2−4T−9

4a
1 3−T 1 / ✘

0 1 /✔
−T 3+5T 2+2T−23

5a
1 T 2−T+1 2 / ✘

2T 3+3T 2 / ✘
−2T 7−T 6−7T 5−22T 3−21T 2−4T−61

5a
2 2T−3 1 / ✘

5T−4 1 / ✘
−14T 3+4T 2+16T−102

6a
1 5−2T 1 /✔

T−4 1 / ✘
−14T 3+36T 2+108T−298

6a
2 −T

2+3T−3 2 / ✘
T 3−4T 2+4T−4 1 / ✘
−2T 7+13T 6−33T 5+62T 4−82T 3−25T 2+326T−529

6a
3 T 2−3T+5 2 / ✘

0 1 /✔
−2T 7+13T 6−49T 5+96T 4−68T 3−155T 2+498T−671

7a
1 T 3−T 2+T−1 3 / ✘

3T 5+5T 3+6T 3 / ✘
−3T 11−T 10−10T 9−28T 7+14T 6−74T 5−13T 4−39T 3−126T 2+56T−238

7a
2 3T−5 1 / ✘

14T−16 1 / ✘
−53T 3−23T 2+330T−731

7a
3 2T 2−3T+3 2 / ✘
−9T 3+8T 2−16T+12 2 / ✘

−30T 7+36T 6−104T 5+166T 4−215T 3−239T 2+772T−1277

7a
4 4T−7 1 / ✘

32−24T 2 / ✘
−192T 3+1092T−2140

7a
5 2T 2−4T+5 2 / ✘

9T 3−16T 2+29T−28 2 / ✘
−30T 7+92T 6−226T 5+280T 4−96T 3−744T 2+1716T−2308

7a
6 −T

2+5T−7 2 / ✘
T 3−8T 2+19T−20 1 / ✘

−2T 7+27T 6−139T 5+346T 4−308T 3−683T 2+2692T−3919

7a
7 T 2−5T+9 2 / ✘

8−3T 1 / ✘
−2T 7+27T 6−155T 5+456T 4−510T 3−913T 2+3988T−5777

8a
1 7−3T 1 / ✘

5T−16 1 / ✘
−53T 3+11T 2+924T−1829

8a
2 −T

3+3T 2−3T+3 3 / ✘
2T 5−8T 4+10T 3−12T 2+13T−12 2 / ✘

−3T 11+21T 10−60T 9+118T 8−220T 7+438T 6−748T 5+787T 4−3T 3−

1556T 2+3346T−4240

8a
3 9−4T 1 / ✘

0 2 /✔
−192T 3+128T 2+2172T−4388

8a
4 −2T 2+5T−5 2 / ✘

3T 3−8T 2+6T−4 2 / ✘
−30T 7+132T 6−252T 5+418T 4−335T 3−1083T 2+3928T−5669

8a
5 −T

3+3T 2−4T+5 3 / ✘
−2T 5+8T 4−13T 3+20T 2−22T+24 2 / ✘

−3T 11+21T 10−72T 9+197T 8−436T 7+743T 6−865T 5+350T 4+

1215T 3−3583T 2+5838T−6789

8a
6 −2T 2+6T−7 2 / ✘

5T 3−20T 2+28T−32 2 / ✘
−30T 7+188T 6−486T 5+744T 4−254T 3−2344T 2+6848T−9354

8a
7 T 3−3T 2+5T−5 3 / ✘
−T 5+4T 4−10T 3+12T 2−13T+12 1 / ✘

−3T 11+21T 10−84T 9+226T 8−478T 7+848T 6−1194T 5+909T 4+

783T 3−4058T 2+7578T−9138

8a
8 2T 2−6T+9 2 /✔
−T 3+4T 2−12T+16 2 / ✘

−30T 7+188T 6−598T 5+904T 4+198T 3−4032T 2+9232T−11766

8a
9 −T

3+3T 2−5T+7 3 /✔
0 1 /✔

−3T 11+21T 10−84T 9+260T 8−602T 7+1014T 6−1104T 5+225T 4+

2051T 3−5382T 2+8412T−9686
8a

10 T 3−3T 2+6T−7 3 / ✘
−T 5+4T 4−11T 3+16T 2−21T+20 2 / ✘

−3T 11+21T 10−96T 9+297T 8−706T 7+1259T 6−1539T 5+566T 4+

2571T 3−7727T 2+12766T−14929

8a
11 −2T 2+7T−9 2 / ✘

5T 3−24T 2+39T−44 1 / ✘
−30T 7+244T 6−824T 5+1510T 4−695T 3−4317T 2+12870T−17511

8a
12 T 2−7T+13 2 / ✘

0 2 /✔
−2T 7+41T 6−325T 5+1192T 4−1428T 3−3815T 2+16242T−23891

8a
13 2T 2−7T+11 2 / ✘
−T 3+4T 2−14T+20 1 / ✘

−30T 7+244T 6−904T 5+1630T 4−131T 3−6539T 2+16412T−21369

8a
14 −2T 2+8T−11 2 / ✘

5T 3−28T 2+57T−68 1 / ✘
−30T 7+300T 6−1170T 5+2072T 4−100T 3−8184T 2+20516T−26824

8a
15 3T 2−8T+11 2 / ✘

21T 3−64T 2+120T−140 2 / ✘
−150T 7+784T 6−2086T 5+2444T 4+1752T 3−13000T 2+26676T−33100

8a
16 T 3−4T 2+8T−9 3 / ✘

T 5−6T 4+17T 3−28T 2+35T−36 2 / ✘
−3T 11+32T 10−175T 9+621T 8−1571T 7+2861T 6−3328T 5+513T 4+

8100T 3−22095T 2+35992T−41899

8a
17 −T

3+4T 2−8T+11 3 / ✘
0 1 /✔

−3T 11+32T 10−175T 9+647T 8−1707T 7+3151T 6−3490T 5−209T 4+

10478T 3−26181T 2+41094T−47301

8a
18 −T

3+5T 2−10T+13 3 / ✘
0 2 /✔

−3T 11+43T 10−282T 9+1139T 8−3140T 7+5909T 6−6359T 5−1758T 4+

24015T 3−58161T 2+90760T−104347
8n

19 T 3−T 2+1 3 / ✘
−3T 5−4T 2−3T 3 / ✘

−3T 11−T 10+2T 9−17T 8−14T 7+29T 6−77T 5+10T 4−65T 3−29T 2+72T−239

8n
20 T 2−2T+3 2 /✔

4T−4 1 / ✘
−2T 7+6T 6−36T 5+106T 4−126T 3−92T 2+442T−654

8n
21 −T

2+4T−5 2 / ✘
T 3−8T 2+16T−20 1 / ✘

−2T 7+28T 6−102T 5+168T 4−4T 3−560T 2+1352T−1744

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

9a
1 T 4−T 3+T 2−T+1 4 / ✘

4T 7+7T 5+9T 3+10T 4 / ✘
−4T 15−T 14−13T 13−34T 11+14T 10−84T 9+64T 8−194T 7+54T 6−161T 5−137T 4+52T 3−462T 2+312T−702

9a
2 4T−7 1 / ✘

30T−40 1 / ✘
−88T 3−416T 2+2044T−3516

9a
3 2T 3−3T 2+3T−3 3 / ✘
−13T 5+12T 4−25T 3+20T 2−32T+24 3 / ✘

−46T 11+68T 10−176T 9+270T 8−608T 7+1077T 6−1623T 5+976T 4+544T 3−3437T 2+5936T−7543

9a
4 3T 2−5T+5 2 / ✘

23T 3−28T 2+46T−44 2 / ✘
−134T 7+193T 6−393T 5+682T 4−422T 3−2401T 2+6654T−9401

9a
5 6T−11 1 / ✘

100−65T 2 / ✘
−686T 3−1372T 2+9748T−16162

9a
6 2T 3−4T 2+5T−5 3 / ✘

13T 5−24T 4+45T 3−52T 2+68T−64 3 / ✘
−46T 11+156T 10−402T 9+768T 8−1512T 7+2508T 6−3262T 5+1838T 4+2755T 3−10553T 2+17924T−21295

9a
7 3T 2−7T+9 2 / ✘

23T 3−56T 2+99T−108 2 / ✘
−134T 7+523T 6−1175T 5+1118T 4+1696T 3−9439T 2+19028T−23787

9a
8 −2T 2+8T−11 2 / ✘

3T 3−16T 2+29T−28 2 / ✘
−30T 7+284T 6−1050T 5+1672T 4+940T 3−11144T 2+27036T−35464

9a
9 2T 3−4T 2+6T−7 3 / ✘

13T 5−24T 4+55T 3−72T 2+98T−96 3 / ✘
−46T 11+156T 10−514T 9+1152T 8−2138T 7+2860T 6−2500T 5−764T 4+7030T 3−15662T 2+22840T−26084

9a
10 4T 2−8T+9 2 / ✘
−40T 3+72T 2−114T+120 2, 3 / ✘

−448T 7+1280T 6−2720T 5+3808T 4−476T 3−13560T 2+33572T−44200
9a

11 −T
3+5T 2−7T+7 3 / ✘

−2T 5+16T 4−41T 3+52T 2−66T+64 2 / ✘
−3T 11+43T 10−246T 9+772T 8−1642T 7+3004T 6−4908T 5+5061T 4+1727T 3−18448T 2+38492T−48092

9a
12 −2T 2+9T−13 2 / ✘

5T 3−36T 2+84T−100 1 / ✘
−30T 7+340T 6−1468T 5+2842T 4+285T 3−15695T 2+41184T−55017

9a
13 4T 2−9T+11 2 / ✘
−40T 3+92T 2−154T+168 2, 3 / ✘

−448T 7+1600T 6−3404T 5+3772T 4+2839T 3−23015T 2+49710T−63087

9a
14 2T 2−9T+15 2 / ✘
−T 3+8T 2−35T+60 1 / ✘

−30T 7+340T 6−1612T 5+3586T 4−335T 3−19633T 2+53666T−71927
9a

15 −2T 2+10T−15 2 / ✘
−5T 3+40T 2−108T+136 2 / ✘

−30T 7+396T 6−1958T 5+4088T 4+522T 3−23280T 2+59644T−78934

9a
16 2T 3−5T 2+8T−9 3 / ✘
−13T 5+36T 4−80T 3+120T 2−161T+168 3 / ✘

−46T 11+244T 10−868T 9+2150T 8−4058T 7+5416T 6−3980T 5−3428T 4+17762T 3−36604T 2+52792T−59430
9a

17 T 3−5T 2+9T−9 3 / ✘
T 5−8T 4+23T 3−32T 2+28T−24 2 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−270T 9+1004T 8−2588T 7+5218T 6−8414T 5+8439T 4+3521T 3−33510T 2+70528T−87974

9a
18 4T 2−10T+13 2 / ✘

40T 3−108T 2+193T−220 2 / ✘
−448T 7+2112T 6−5040T 5+5040T 4+6342T 3−34764T 2+68720T−84674
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knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

9a
19 2T 2−10T+17 2 / ✘

T 3−8T 2+20T−24 1 / ✘
−30T 7+396T 6−2070T 5+4760T 4−34T 3−27976T 2+75252T−100618

9a
20 −T

3+5T 2−9T+11 3 / ✘
2T 5−16T 4+47T 3−84T 2+117T−124 2 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−270T 9+1038T 8−2760T 7+5264T 6−6564T 5+1923T 4+14281T 3−41970T 2+70086T−82274
9a

21 −2T 2+11T−17 2 / ✘
−5T 3+44T 2−127T+164 1 / ✘

−30T 7+452T 6−2552T 5+6174T 4−803T 3−32993T 2+89766T−120267

9a
22 T 3−5T 2+10T−11 3 / ✘
−T 5+8T 4−24T 3+38T 2−40T+36 1 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−282T 9+1137T 8−3184T 7+6533T 6−9433T 5+6022T 4+13523T 3−53477T 2+98760T−119289
9a

23 4T 2−11T+15 2 / ✘
40T 3−128T 2+243T−288 2 / ✘

−448T 7+2432T 6−6140T 5+5700T 4+11067T 3−51033T 2+97920T−119485

9a
24 −T

3+5T 2−10T+13 3 / ✘
−4T 2+16T−20 1 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−282T 9+1155T 8−3300T 7+6677T 6−8623T 5+2386T 4+19943T 3−58193T 2+97072T−113787
9a

25 −3T 2+12T−17 2 / ✘
12T 3−70T 2+153T−188 2 / ✘

−150T 7+1428T 6−5274T 5+7880T 4+7190T 3−58364T 2+130758T−167000

9a
26 T 3−5T 2+11T−13 3 / ✘
−T 5+8T 4−31T 3+64T 2−85T+92 1 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−294T 9+1254T 8−3666T 7+7626T 6−10710T 5+5585T 4+18863T 3−66548T 2+119522T−143312
9a

27 −T
3+5T 2−11T+15 3 /✔

T 3−8T 2+24T−32 1 / ✘
−3T 11+43T 10−294T 9+1288T 8−3974T 7+8716T 6−12388T 5+5449T 4+24559T 3−79076T 2+136156T−160968

9a
28 T 3−5T 2+12T−15 3 / ✘

T 5−8T 4+30T 3−68T 2+105T−120 1 / ✘
−3T 11+43T 10−306T 9+1379T 8−4242T 7+8897T 6−11109T 5+354T 4+34775T 3−92897T 2+150892T−175555

9a
29 T 3−5T 2+12T−15 3 / ✘

T 5−8T 4+26T 3−48T 2+59T−56 2 / ✘
−3T 11+43T 10−306T 9+1411T 8−4570T 7+10425T 6−15197T 5+6010T 4+35903T 3−115705T 2+202724T−241491

9a
30 −T

3+5T 2−12T+17 3 / ✘
2T 3−10T 2+25T−32 1 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−306T 9+1413T 8−4550T 7+10181T 6−14051T 5+3298T 4+38331T 3−111845T 2+187736T−220521
9a

31 T 3−5T 2+13T−17 3 / ✘
T 5−8T 4+33T 3−80T 2+132T−152 2 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−318T 9+1504T 8−4896T 7+10970T 6−15078T 5+3363T 4+41553T 3−120834T 2+202880T−238426

9a
32 T 3−6T 2+14T−17 3 / ✘
−T 5+10T 4−42T 3+94T 2−133T+148 2 / ✘

−3T 11+54T 10−441T 9+2155T 8−6957T 7+15139T 6−19762T 5+1193T 4+66404T 3−187215T 2+314956T−371025
9a

33 −T
3+6T 2−14T+19 3 / ✘

T 3−10T 2+30T−40 1 / ✘
−3T 11+54T 10−441T 9+2181T 8−7229T 7+16233T 6−21588T 5+471T 4+76178T 3−210237T 2+348434T−408127

9a
34 −T

3+6T 2−16T+23 3 / ✘
3T 3−18T 2+43T−56 1 / ✘

−3T 11+54T 10−465T 9+2501T 8−9091T 7+22199T 6−31430T 5−757T 4+128104T 3−361277T 2+608914T−717509
9a

35 7T−13 1 / ✘
90T−144 2, 3 / ✘

−1089T 3−3603T 2+21066T−33759

9a
36 −T

3+5T 2−8T+9 3 / ✘
−2T 5+16T 4−44T 3+66T 2−87T+88 2 / ✘

−3T 11+43T 10−258T 9+913T 8−2274T 7+4333T 6−5915T 5+3218T 4+9271T 3−32725T 2+57636T−68749
9a

37 2T 2−11T+19 2 / ✘
T 3−8T 2+22T−28 2 / ✘

−30T 7+452T 6−2632T 5+6614T 4−375T 3−41639T 2+115708T−156277

9a
38 5T 2−14T+19 2 / ✘

62T 3−204T 2+382T−452 2, 3 / ✘
−1110T 7+6130T 6−15524T 5+14326T 4+32790T 3−150140T 2+293230T−360090

9a
39 −3T 2+14T−21 2 / ✘
−12T 3+84T 2−210T+268 1 / ✘
−150T 7+1774T 6−7936T 5+13906T 4+12970T 3−116692T 2+270050T−347998

9a
40 T 3−7T 2+18T−23 3 / ✘

T 5−12T 4+57T 3−144T 2+229T−264 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−628T 9+3549T 8−12830T 7+29663T 6−36123T 5−20402T 4+205483T 3−521971T 2+846442T−986501

9a
41 3T 2−12T+19 2 /✔

3T 3−20T 2+70T−108 2 / ✘
−150T 7+1404T 6−5434T 5+8480T 4+10900T 3−82040T 2+186776T−239824

9n
42 −T

2+2T−1 2 / ✘
−T 3+2T 2+T−4 1 / ✘

−2T 7+6T 6−20T 5+134T 4−328T 3+144T 2+704T−1330
9n

43 −T
3+3T 2−2T+1 3 / ✘

−2T 5+8T 4−7T 3+2T 2−5T+4 2 / ✘
−3T 11+21T 10−48T 9+47T 8−90T 7+387T 6−921T 5+1186T 4−553T 3−1091T 2+3326T−4607

9n
44 T 2−4T+7 2 / ✘
−2T 2+9T−12 1 / ✘

−2T 7+28T 6−150T 5+328T 4−26T 3−1452T 2+3646T−4744
9n

45 −T
2+6T−9 2 / ✘

T 3−14T 2+47T−60 1 / ✘
−2T 7+50T 6−304T 5+730T 4−156T 3−3368T 2+9156T−12350

9n
46 5−2T 1 /✔

3T−12 2 / ✘
2T 3−92T 2+604T−1034

9n
47 T 3−4T 2+6T−5 3 / ✘
−T 5+6T 4−15T 3+16T 2−10T+12 2 / ✘

−3T 11+32T 10−151T 9+425T 8−885T 7+1723T 6−3058T 5+3441T 4+354T 3−10187T 2+22524T−28393

9n
48 −T

2+7T−11 2 / ✘
−T 3+12T 2−42T+52 2 / ✘

−2T 7+41T 6−309T 5+1006T 4−698T 3−4525T 2+14630T−20477
9n

49 3T 2−6T+7 2 / ✘
−21T 3+38T 2−61T+60 3 / ✘

−150T 7+438T 6−1024T 5+1622T 4−752T 3−4600T 2+12688T−17146

10a
1 9−4T 1 / ✘

14T−40 1 / ✘
−88T 3−576T 2+4404T−7556

10a
2 −T

4+3T 3−3T 2+3T−3 4 / ✘
3T 7−12T 6+16T 5−20T 4+24T 3−24T 2+27T−24 3 / ✘

−4T 15+29T 14−87T 13+174T 12−314T 11+582T 10−1062T 9+1940T 8−3198T 7+4084T 6−3279T 5+289T 4+

4692T 3−10766T 2+16190T−18630

10a
3 13−6T 1 /✔

11T−28 2 / ✘
−686T 3−1532T 2+15656T−27246

10a
4 −3T 2+7T−7 2 / ✘

4T 3−8T 2+T+8 2 / ✘
−134T 7+443T 6−535T 5+484T 4+1254T 3−8765T 2+21596T−28981

10a
5 T 4−3T 3+5T 2−5T+5 4 / ✘

−2T 7+8T 6−20T 5+28T 4−36T 3+36T 2−39T+36 2 / ✘
−4T 15+29T 14−119T 13+330T 12−716T 11+1374T 10−2548T 9+4538T 8−7316T 7+9486T 6−8289T 5+567T 4+

14530T 3−34072T 2+50986T−57796
10a

6 −2T 3+6T 2−7T+7 3 / ✘
9T 5−36T 4+56T 3−72T 2+81T−84 3 / ✘

−46T 11+316T 10−950T 9+1968T 8−3686T 7+6836T 6−10378T 5+8344T 4+7405T 3−37567T 2+70296T−85039

10a
7 −3T 2+11T−15 2 / ✘

14T 3−72T 2+135T−160 1 / ✘
−134T 7+1103T 6−3587T 5+4844T 4+7086T 3−48705T 2+110820T−142817

10a
8 −2T 3+5T 2−5T+5 3 / ✘

7T 5−20T 4+23T 3−28T 2+26T−24 2 / ✘
−46T 11+228T 10−516T 9+922T 8−1720T 7+3433T 6−5539T 5+4488T 4+3304T 3−17253T 2+32452T−39619

10a
9 −T

4+3T 3−5T 2+7T−7 4 / ✘
−T 7+4T 6−10T 5+20T 4−25T 3+28T 2−28T+28 1 / ✘

−4T 15+29T 14−119T 13+372T 12−940T 11+2016T 10−3750T 9+6098T 8−8426T 7+8794T 6−4157T 5−8091T 4+

27954T 3−51282T 2+70456T−77986
10a

10 3T 2−11T+17 2 / ✘
−5T 3+24T 2−71T+100 1 / ✘

−134T 7+1103T 6−3699T 5+4270T 4+12256T 3−63467T 2+134188T−169055

10a
11 −4T 2+11T−13 2 / ✘

16T 3−52T 2+68T−72 2, 3 / ✘
−448T 7+2240T 6−4820T 5+5044T 4+6899T 3−45659T 2+103230T−133251

10a
12 2T 3−6T 2+10T−11 3 / ✘

−5T 5+20T 4−50T 3+72T 2−89T+92 2 / ✘
−46T 11+316T 10−1238T 9+3336T 8−6804T 7+10624T 6−10782T 5−1496T 4+34618T 3−86294T 2+136616T−157928

10a
13 2T 2−13T+23 2 / ✘

T 3−12T 2+51T−84 2 / ✘
−30T 7+548T 6−3756T 5+10746T 4−163T 3−83677T 2+241954T−331475

10a
14 −2T 3+8T 2−12T+13 3 / ✘

9T 5−52T 4+119T 3−180T 2+225T−236 2 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2290T 9+6528T 8−13678T 7+23084T 6−28596T 5+10876T 4+57052T 3−178830T 2+306832T−362970

10a
15 2T 3−6T 2+9T−9 3 / ✘

−3T 5+12T 4−24T 3+24T 2−17T+12 2 / ✘
−46T 11+316T 10−1126T 9+2704T 8−5282T 7+8940T 6−11438T 5+5056T 4+20329T 3−65875T 2+113568T−134371

10a
16 −4T 2+12T−15 2 / ✘

−16T 3+56T 2−76T+80 2 / ✘
−448T 7+2688T 6−7008T 5+8576T 4+9252T 3−68568T 2+155000T−199156

10a
17 T 4−3T 3+5T 2−7T+9 4 / ✘

0 1 /✔
−4T 15+29T 14−119T 13+372T 12−1000T 11+2286T 10−4354T 9+6780T 8−8236T 7+6454T 6+983T 5−

15335T 4+35216T 3−56246T 2+72492T−78630

2



knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

10a
18 −4T 2+14T−19 2 / ✘

16T 3−68T 2+121T−140 1 / ✘
−448T 7+3520T 6−10736T 5+11152T 4+27390T 3−132300T 2+267824T−332874

10a
19 2T 3−7T 2+11T−11 3 / ✘

3T 5−16T 4+35T 3−40T 2+30T−24 2 / ✘
−46T 11+404T 10−1680T 9+4470T 8−9164T 7+16033T 6−21871T 5+12884T 4+32756T 3−121469T 2+218568T−261743

10a
20 −3T 2+9T−11 2 / ✘

14T 3−56T 2+88T−104 2 / ✘
−134T 7+773T 6−1701T 5+1252T 4+5080T 3−23207T 2+49242T−62627

10a
21 −2T 3+7T 2−9T+9 3 / ✘

9T 5−44T 4+80T 3−104T 2+121T−124 2 / ✘
−46T 11+404T 10−1536T 9+3742T 8−7440T 7+13747T 6−20769T 5+17010T 4+14836T 3−78253T 2+147846T−179103

10a
22 −2T 3+6T 2−10T+13 3 /✔

−T 5+4T 4−10T 3+24T 2−37T+44 2 / ✘
−46T 11+316T 10−1238T 9+3592T 8−7684T 7+11520T 6−8946T 5−9152T 4+48234T 3−101794T 2+149700T−169224

10a
23 2T 3−7T 2+13T−15 3 / ✘

−5T 5+24T 4−67T 3+108T 2−137T+144 1 / ✘
−46T 11+404T 10−1904T 9+6046T 8−14080T 7+24395T 6−27569T 5+2156T 4+74950T 3−200839T 2+326286T−379741

10a
24 −4T 2+14T−19 2 / ✘

24T 3−116T 2+221T−268 2 / ✘
−448T 7+3520T 6−10928T 5+13296T 4+20486T 3−122060T 2+260424T−328554

10a
25 −2T 3+8T 2−14T+17 3 / ✘

9T 5−52T 4+131T 3−232T 2+314T−344 2 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2514T 9+8384T 8−19786T 7+32572T 6−30120T 5−15788T 4+126982T 3−288762T 2+

439252T−501300
10a

26 −2T 3+7T 2−13T+17 3 / ✘
−T 5+4T 4−10T 3+28T 2−49T+60 1 / ✘

−46T 11+404T 10−1904T 9+6238T 8−14832T 7+24919T 6−23909T 5−10990T 4+98364T 3−227641T 2+348814T−398963

10a
27 2T 3−8T 2+16T−19 3 / ✘

5T 5−28T 4+87T 3−164T 2+229T−252 1 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2658T 9+9296T 8−22670T 7+38028T 6−34672T 5−25324T 4+174920T 3−399514T 2+

613536T−702834
10a

28 4T 2−13T+19 2 / ✘
−8T 3+36T 2−100T+136 2 / ✘
−448T 7+3008T 6−8844T 5+9484T 4+23179T 3−116891T 2+240998T−301099

10a
29 T 3−7T 2+15T−17 3 / ✘

T 5−12T 4+52T 3−104T 2+124T−128 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−592T 9+3012T 8−9660T 7+20928T 6−30178T 5+15723T 4+63857T 3−235488T 2+440028T−535540

10a
30 −4T 2+17T−25 2 / ✘

24T 3−148T 2+345T−440 1 / ✘
−448T 7+4672T 6−18380T 5+26460T 4+42295T 3−267301T 2+579168T−732985

10a
31 4T 2−14T+21 2 / ✘

−4T 2+9T−12 1 / ✘
−448T 7+3520T 6−11440T 5+13168T 4+28862T 3−147996T 2+302324T−376006

10a
32 −2T 3+8T 2−15T+19 3 / ✘

T 5−4T 4+13T 3−40T 2+78T−96 1 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2546T 9+8608T 8−20876T 7+35932T 6−35642T 5−16218T 4+153787T 3−365561T 2+

569604T−655111

10a
33 4T 2−16T+25 2 / ✘

0 1 /✔
−448T 7+4352T 6−16800T 5+24544T 4+36068T 3−236824T 2+515228T−652208

10a
34 3T 2−9T+13 2 / ✘

−5T 3+20T 2−52T+68 2 / ✘
−134T 7+773T 6−2005T 5+1274T 4+8354T 3−32701T 2+63230T−77709

10a
35 2T 2−12T+21 2 /✔

−T 3+12T 2−47T+76 2 / ✘
−30T 7+492T 6−3050T 5+7752T 4+2512T 3−66536T 2+180612T−243628

10a
36 −3T 2+13T−19 2 / ✘

14T 3−88T 2+208T−264 2 / ✘
−134T 7+1433T 6−5617T 5+7212T 4+18152T 3−97275T 2+206138T−259887

10a
37 4T 2−13T+19 2 / ✘

0 2 /✔
−448T 7+3072T 6−9028T 5+8956T 4+23995T 3−110267T 2+217902T−268459

10a
38 −4T 2+15T−21 2 / ✘

24T 3−128T 2+270T−336 2 / ✘
−448T 7+3840T 6−12476T 5+13460T 4+34831T 3−169767T 2+346206T−431303

10a
39 −2T 3+8T 2−13T+15 3 / ✘

9T 5−52T 4+125T 3−204T 2+263T−280 2 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2402T 9+7504T 8−17208T 7+29900T 6−34798T 5+6590T 4+83351T 3−232183T 2+381330T−445113

10a
40 2T 3−8T 2+17T−21 3 / ✘

−5T 5+28T 4−89T 3+176T 2−258T+288 2 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2770T 9+10176T 8−26040T 7+45396T 6−42450T 5−30838T 4+214599T 3−488177T 2+

746144T−853099

10a
41 T 3−7T 2+17T−21 3 / ✘

T 5−12T 4+54T 3−120T 2+157T−164 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−616T 9+3402T 8−12274T 7+30260T 6−48406T 5+27789T 4+101919T 3−379086T 2+702922T−851966

10a
42 −T

3+7T 2−19T+27 3 /✔
2T 3−8T 2+11T−12 1 / ✘

−3T 11+65T 10−640T 9+3794T 8−14852T 7+38722T 6−59888T 5+12335T 4+207077T 3−628612T 2+1087194T−1290384

10a
43 −T

3+7T 2−17T+23 3 / ✘
0 2 /✔

−3T 11+65T 10−616T 9+3420T 8−12374T 7+29634T 6−41212T 5+777T 4+153283T 3−427794T 2+713580T−837578
10a

44 T 3−7T 2+19T−25 3 / ✘
T 5−12T 4+56T 3−140T 2+220T−248 1 / ✘

−3T 11+65T 10−640T 9+3776T 8−14616T 7+37440T 6−56498T 5+9863T 4+194969T 3−581948T 2+1000164T−1185160

10a
45 −T

3+7T 2−21T+31 3 / ✘
0 2 /✔

−3T 11+65T 10−664T 9+4168T 8−17482T 7+49306T 6−84364T 5+33181T 4+267419T 3−892838T 2+1605428T−1928470
10a

46 −T
4+3T 3−4T 2+5T−5 4 / ✘

−3T 7+12T 6−21T 5+34T 4−43T 3+52T 2−55T+56 3 / ✘
−4T 15+29T 14−103T 13+281T 12−646T 11+1304T 10−2333T 9+3725T 8−5059T 7+5177T 6−2291T 5−4659T 4+

15382T 3−27511T 2+37362T−41212

10a
47 T 4−3T 3+6T 2−7T+7 4 / ✘

−2T 7+8T 6−23T 5+38T 4−56T 3+60T 2−68T+64 2, 3 / ✘
−4T 15+29T 14−135T 13+429T 12−1084T 11+2298T 10−4383T 9+7565T 8−11495T 7+13829T 6−10029T 5−

5443T 4+34294T 3−71195T 2+102806T−115506
10a

48 T 4−3T 3+6T 2−9T+11 4 /✔
T 5−2T 4+2T 3−3T+4 2 / ✘

−4T 15+29T 14−135T 13+471T 12−1352T 11+3212T 10−6373T 9+10371T 8−13203T 7+10789T 6+1997T 5−

28775T 4+67978T 3−111297T 2+145540T−158628

10a
49 3T 3−8T 2+12T−13 3 / ✘

30T 5−94T 4+196T 3−292T 2+372T−392 3 / ✘
−231T 11+1324T 10−4407T 9+10439T 8−19991T 7+30439T 6−30498T 5−3205T 4+91094T 3−224969T 2+

352838T−406453
10a

50 −2T 3+7T 2−11T+13 3 / ✘
−9T 5+44T 4−94T 3+150T 2−186T+200 2 / ✘

−46T 11+404T 10−1720T 9+5118T 8−11644T 7+19901T 6−21555T 5−306T 4+61586T 3−156539T 2+247980T−286273

10a
51 2T 3−7T 2+15T−19 3 / ✘

−5T 5+24T 4−73T 3+134T 2−194T+212 2, 3 / ✘
−46T 11+404T 10−2088T 9+7294T 8−18332T 7+32133T 6−31219T 5−18852T 4+148156T 3−343377T 2+

528528T−605579
10a

52 2T 3−7T 2+13T−15 3 / ✘
−3T 5+16T 4−37T 3+50T 2−49T+44 2 / ✘

−46T 11+404T 10−1864T 9+5814T 8−13560T 7+23435T 6−24985T 5−4916T 4+90614T 3−227863T 2+363190T−420525

10a
53 6T 2−18T+25 2 / ✘

93T 3−346T 2+680T−828 2, 3 / ✘
−2238T 7+13428T 6−34302T 5+24568T 4+109906T 3−428032T 2+808432T−984130

10a
54 2T 3−6T 2+10T−11 3 / ✘

−3T 5+12T 4−24T 3+26T 2−21T+16 2, 3 / ✘
−46T 11+316T 10−1230T 9+3328T 8−7020T 7+11312T 6−11302T 5−3448T 4+43050T 3−104630T 2+164272T−189368

10a
55 5T 2−15T+21 2 / ✘

66T 3−246T 2+488T−596 2 / ✘
−1030T 7+6125T 6−15253T 5+7804T 4+62648T 3−223255T 2+412146T−498779

10a
56 −2T 3+8T 2−14T+17 3 / ✘

−9T 5+52T 4−133T 3+234T 2−312T+340 2 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2474T 9+8088T 8−19130T 7+32700T 6−33360T 5−10380T 4+129270T 3−314250T 2+

493588T−568964

10a
57 2T 3−8T 2+18T−23 3 / ✘

−5T 5+28T 4−93T 3+194T 2−300T+340 2 / ✘
−46T 11+492T 10−2842T 9+10728T 8−28074T 7+49212T 6−42908T 5−50388T 4+281154T 3−624054T 2+

947240T−1081272
10a

58 3T 2−16T+27 2 / ✘
3T 3−28T 2+94T−140 2 / ✘
−150T 7+2072T 6−10798T 5+21188T 4+27480T 3−240840T 2+580852T−759732

10a
59 T 3−7T 2+18T−23 3 / ✘

−T 5+12T 4−55T 3+128T 2−181T+196 1 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−628T 9+3597T 8−13550T 7+34335T 6−53123T 5+16478T 4+161955T 3−514227T 2+906194T−1082181

10a
60 −T

3+7T 2−20T+29 3 / ✘
5T 3−40T 2+122T−176 1 / ✘

−3T 11+65T 10−652T 9+3997T 8−16452T 7+46027T 6−79401T 5+35870T 4+234411T 3−802835T 2+1452686T−1747405

10a
61 −2T 3+5T 2−6T+7 3 / ✘

−7T 5+20T 4−27T 3+36T 2−35T+36 2, 3 / ✘
−46T 11+228T 10−620T 9+1470T 8−2942T 7+4654T 6−4826T 5−262T 4+13444T 3−32768T 2+50966T−58784

3



knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

10a
62 T 4−3T 3+6T 2−8T+9 4 / ✘

−2T 7+8T 6−23T 5+40T 4−63T 3+76T 2−89T+88 2 / ✘
−4T 15+29T 14−135T 13+450T 12−1226T 11+2827T 10−5600T 9+9335T 8−12604T 7+11916T 6−2507T 5−

19676T 4+53901T 3−93080T 2+124602T−136833

10a
63 5T 2−14T+19 2 / ✘

66T 3−220T 2+416T−496 2 / ✘
−1030T 7+5482T 6−12612T 5+5566T 4+50502T 3−175092T 2+320182T−386666

10a
64 −T

4+3T 3−6T 2+10T−11 4 / ✘
−T 7+4T 6−11T 5+24T 4−37T 3+52T 2−60T+64 2 / ✘

−4T 15+29T 14−135T 13+492T 12−1434T 11+3463T 10−6922T 9+11297T 8−14234T 7+11006T 6+4287T 5−

35650T 4+81167T 3−131168T 2+170534T−185601

10a
65 2T 3−7T 2+14T−17 3 / ✘

−5T 5+24T 4−71T 3+124T 2−169T+180 2 / ✘
−46T 11+404T 10−1976T 9+6506T 8−15518T 7+26506T 6−26498T 5−11346T 4+113464T 3−273080T 2+

428398T−493888
10a

66 3T 3−9T 2+16T−19 3 / ✘
30T 5−112T 4+279T 3−480T 2+662T−724 3 / ✘

−231T 11+1629T 10−6652T 9+18557T 8−37608T 7+52095T 6−31677T 5−66274T 4+264771T 3−530599T 2+

766274T−861437

10a
67 −4T 2+16T−23 2 / ✘

24T 3−140T 2+312T−392 2 / ✘
−448T 7+4160T 6−14368T 5+15344T 4+50052T 3−238600T 2+490428T−613168

10a
68 4T 2−14T+21 2 / ✘

8T 3−40T 2+117T−164 2 / ✘
−448T 7+3328T 6−10320T 5+10464T 4+36030T 3−171740T 2+354676T−444038

10a
69 T 3−7T 2+21T−29 3 / ✘

−T 5+12T 4−68T 3+212T 2−397T+476 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−664T 9+4134T 8−16990T 7+46308T 6−74606T 5+16185T 4+275791T 3−861530T 2+1519042T−1815602

10a
70 T 3−7T 2+16T−19 3 / ✘

−T 5+12T 4−53T 3+114T 2−146T+152 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−604T 9+3199T 8−10836T 7+24719T 6−36187T 5+15598T 4+88663T 3−305095T 2+557106T−673331

10a
71 −T

3+7T 2−18T+25 3 / ✘
T 3−2T 2−T+4 1 / ✘

−3T 11+65T 10−628T 9+3599T 8−13498T 7+33487T 6−48233T 5+2026T 4+184363T 3−525783T 2+887406T−1045623
10a

72 −2T 3+9T 2−16T+19 3 / ✘
−9T 5+60T 4−167T 3+298T 2−410T+448 2 / ✘

−46T 11+580T 10−3284T 9+11390T 8−27222T 7+45204T 6−41820T 5−26496T 4+198816T 3−458992T 2+

707506T−811426

10a
73 T 3−7T 2+20T−27 3 / ✘

T 5−12T 4+65T 3−194T 2+350T−416 1 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−652T 9+3947T 8−15704T 7+41351T 6−64123T 5+11710T 4+230611T 3−700055T 2+1215598T−1445559

10a
74 −4T 2+16T−23 2 / ✘

24T 3−136T 2+290T−360 2 / ✘
−448T 7+4352T 6−16416T 5+24544T 4+28500T 3−209288T 2+464652T−591760

10a
75 −T

3+7T 2−19T+27 3 /✔
−4T 3+36T 2−117T+172 2 / ✘

−3T 11+65T 10−640T 9+3810T 8−15244T 7+42114T 6−74768T 5+48479T 4+164069T 3−634212T 2+1186306T−1439920
10a

76 −2T 3+7T 2−12T+15 3 / ✘
−9T 5+44T 4−104T 3+184T 2−245T+272 2, 3 / ✘

−46T 11+404T 10−1800T 9+5538T 8−12378T 7+19300T 6−15908T 5−13808T 4+80350T 3−173124T 2+257184T−291382

10a
77 2T 3−7T 2+14T−17 3 / ✘

−5T 5+24T 4−71T 3+132T 2−189T+208 2, 3 / ✘
−46T 11+404T 10−1976T 9+6442T 8−14910T 7+23594T 6−18706T 5−22754T 4+117680T 3−253464T 2+

378750T−430240
10a

78 −T
3+7T 2−16T+21 3 / ✘

2T 5−24T 4+105T 3−244T 2+390T−448 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−604T 9+3249T 8−11248T 7+25467T 6−32425T 5−6346T 4+136783T 3−358307T 2+582858T−679137

10a
79 T 4−3T 3+7T 2−12T+15 4 / ✘

0 2, 3 /✔
−4T 15+29T 14−151T 13+583T 12−1832T 11+4706T 10−10007T 9+17248T 8−22837T 7+18396T 6+7814T 5−

65440T 4+152982T 3−252436T 2+332590T−363515
10a

80 3T 3−9T 2+15T−17 3 / ✘
30T 5−112T 4+260T 3−426T 2+568T−616 3 / ✘

−231T 11+1629T 10−6416T 9+17224T 8−33978T 7+46834T 6−29988T 5−54167T 4+228143T 3−464606T 2+

676628T−762654

10a
81 −T

3+8T 2−20T+27 3 / ✘
0 2 /✔

−3T 11+76T 10−819T 9+5019T 8−19435T 7+48163T 6−65314T 5−17001T 4+316558T 3−846045T 2+1395694T−1633897

10a
82 −T

4+4T 3−8T 2+12T−13 4 / ✘
T 7−6T 6+19T 5−42T 4+64T 3−78T 2+84T−84 1 / ✘

−4T 15+44T 14−248T 13+968T 12−2910T 11+7116T 10−14622T 9+25424T 8−36126T 7+36608T 6−9458T 5−

62800T 4+183202T 3−327704T 2+448166T−495344

10a
83 2T 3−9T 2+19T−23 3 / ✘

−5T 5+34T 4−110T 3+214T 2−301T+332 2 / ✘
−46T 11+572T 10−3476T 9+13338T 8−35032T 7+61755T 6−54281T 5−66422T 4+375252T 3−847937T 2+

1303770T−1495007
10a

84 2T 3−9T 2+20T−25 3 / ✘
−5T 5+34T 4−116T 3+246T 2−373T+424 1 / ✘

−46T 11+572T 10−3556T 9+14006T 8−37350T 7+64860T 6−49164T 5−100568T 4+462374T 3−997548T 2+

1501900T−1711002

10a
85 T 4−4T 3+8T 2−10T+11 4 / ✘

2T 7−12T 6+36T 5−68T 4+101T 3−124T 2+138T−140 2 / ✘
−4T 15+44T 14−248T 13+934T 12−2666T 11+6220T 10−12392T 9+21290T 8−30454T 7+32100T 6−12600T 5−

41972T 4+134186T 3−245576T 2+338772T−375326
10a

86 −2T 3+9T 2−19T+25 3 / ✘
−T 5+6T 4−21T 3+58T 2−105T+128 2 / ✘

−46T 11+572T 10−3476T 9+13498T 8−35944T 7+63399T 6−52357T 5−83180T 4+419782T 3−923655T 2+

1401338T−1599889

10a
87 −2T 3+9T 2−18T+23 3 /✔

−T 5+6T 4−23T 3+66T 2−125T+152 2 / ✘
−46T 11+572T 10−3364T 9+12494T 8−31930T 7+54458T 6−43042T 5−74402T 4+362832T 3−794832T 2+

1205618T−1376748
10a

88 −T
3+8T 2−24T+35 3 / ✘

0 1 /✔
−3T 11+76T 10−867T 9+5843T 8−25423T 7+71663T 6−113222T 5−8977T 4+572022T 3−1687589T 2+

2931274T−3489589

10a
89 T 3−8T 2+24T−33 3 / ✘

T 5−14T 4+83T 3−264T 2+495T−596 2 / ✘
−3T 11+76T 10−867T 9+5817T 8−25015T 7+69069T 6−105124T 5−18207T 4+551044T 3−1581535T 2+

2716532T−3223675
10a

90 −2T 3+8T 2−17T+23 3 / ✘
−T 5+6T 4−21T 3+54T 2−93T+112 2 / ✘

−46T 11+484T 10−2682T 9+9896T 8−25384T 7+43004T 6−31694T 5−67178T 4+303043T 3−649251T 2+

973658T−1107829

10a
91 T 4−4T 3+9T 2−14T+17 4 / ✘

T 5−2T 4+2T 3−3T+4 1 / ✘
−4T 15+44T 14−264T 13+1114T 12−3646T 11+9614T 10−20640T 9+35540T 8−46146T 7+34424T 6+24066T 5−

147610T 4+331008T 3−535688T 2+698824T−761282
10a

92 −2T 3+10T 2−20T+25 3 / ✘
−9T 5+68T 4−216T 3+428T 2−622T+696 2 / ✘

−46T 11+668T 10−4398T 9+17640T 8−47504T 7+84728T 6−74418T 5−91608T 4+510424T 3−1141666T 2+

1742704T−1993154

10a
93 2T 3−8T 2+15T−17 3 / ✘

3T 5−18T 4+43T 3−58T 2+55T−48 2 / ✘
−46T 11+484T 10−2490T 9+8264T 8−19460T 7+31988T 6−27222T 5−32326T 4+184175T 3−418811T 2+

647254T−743609
10a

94 −T
4+4T 3−9T 2+14T−15 4 / ✘

−T 7+6T 6−20T 5+46T 4−76T 3+102T 2−115T+120 2 / ✘
−4T 15+44T 14−264T 13+1114T 12−3602T 11+9334T 10−19748T 9+33936T 8−45076T 7+37316T 6+12588T 5−

124774T 4+298564T 3−498992T 2+662384T−725710

10a
95 2T 3−9T 2+21T−27 3 / ✘

−5T 5+32T 4−114T 3+248T 2−384T+436 1 / ✘
−46T 11+580T 10−3724T 9+15330T 8−43220T 7+81217T 6−76687T 5−86010T 4+523458T 3−1207979T 2+

1875384T−2156765
10a

96 −T
3+7T 2−22T+33 3 / ✘

−7T 3+50T 2−147T+212 2 / ✘
−3T 11+65T 10−676T 9+4379T 8−19094T 7+55911T 6−97561T 5+28170T 4+379407T 3−1247439T 2+

2255010T−2716403

10a
97 −5T 2+22T−33 2 / ✘

−37T 3+242T 2−603T+788 2 / ✘
−1110T 7+11770T 6−45684T 5+52898T 4+185044T 3−903808T 2+1877164T−2352718

10a
98 −2T 3+9T 2−18T+23 3 / ✘

9T 5−60T 4+177T 3−348T 2+501T−564 2 / ✘
−46T 11+580T 10−3500T 9+13526T 8−35922T 7+63546T 6−55066T 5−68170T 4+372192T 3−821992T 2+

1244514T−1419244

10a
99 T 4−4T 3+10T 2−16T+19 4 /✔

0 2 /✔
−4T 15+44T 14−280T 13+1252T 12−4308T 11+11792T 10−25996T 9+45452T 8−58944T 7+40940T 6+43956T 5−

223272T 4+490756T 3−790884T 2+1031008T−1123172
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diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

knot
diag

nt
k Alexander’s ω+ genus / ribbon
ρ+1 unknotting # / amphi?

ρ+2

10a
100 T 4−4T 3+9T 2−12T+13 4 / ✘

2T 7−12T 6+39T 5−80T 4+128T 3−164T 2+192T−196 2, 3 / ✘
−4T 15+44T 14−264T 13+1080T 12−3358T 11+8348T 10−17054T 9+28652T 8−37952T 7+32828T 6+4876T 5−

91500T 4+227104T 3−384632T 2+513572T−563740

10a
101 7T 2−21T+29 2 / ✘

−129T 3+480T 2−942T+1148 2, 3 / ✘
−3970T 7+23261T 6−54849T 5+17078T 4+266070T 3−892577T 2+1622982T−1956873

10a
102 −2T 3+8T 2−16T+21 3 / ✘

−T 5+6T 4−19T 3+50T 2−89T+108 1 / ✘
−46T 11+484T 10−2602T 9+9272T 8−23062T 7+38124T 6−27844T 5−56540T 4+255508T 3−546326T 2+

818532T−931070

10a
103 2T 3−8T 2+17T−21 3 / ✘

5T 5−30T 4+93T 3−178T 2+254T−280 3 / ✘
−46T 11+484T 10−2682T 9+9736T 8−24744T 7+42412T 6−34738T 5−52854T 4+268863T 3−592065T 2+

898784T−1026427
10a

104 T 4−4T 3+9T 2−15T+19 4 / ✘
T 5−2T 4+2T 3−3T+4 1 / ✘

−4T 15+44T 14−264T 13+1127T 12−3758T 11+10119T 10−22179T 9+38976T 8−51583T 7+39019T 6+28643T 5−

175508T 4+397636T 3−648772T 2+850656T−928277

10a
105 T 3−8T 2+22T−29 3 / ✘

−T 5+14T 4−71T 3+184T 2−292T+332 2 / ✘
−3T 11+76T 10−843T 9+5429T 8−22209T 7+57859T 6−81558T 5−24647T 4+435458T 3−1192299T 2+

2002320T−2359193
10a

106 −T
4+4T 3−9T 2+15T−17 4 / ✘

−T 7+6T 6−20T 5+48T 4−82T 3+114T 2−134T+140 2 / ✘
−4T 15+44T 14−264T 13+1127T 12−3714T 11+9847T 10−21351T 9+37550T 8−50785T 7+42059T 6+17349T 5−

152654T 4+363300T 3−606354T 2+804302T−880947

10a
107 −T

3+8T 2−22T+31 3 / ✘
2T 3−8T 2+13T−16 1 / ✘

−3T 11+76T 10−843T 9+5439T 8−22449T 7+59569T 6−86720T 5−20673T 4+455420T 3−1269353T 2+

2145746T−2532423
10a

108 2T 3−8T 2+14T−15 3 / ✘
−3T 5+18T 4−41T 3+50T 2−40T+32 2 / ✘

−46T 11+484T 10−2410T 9+7608T 8−17130T 7+27900T 6−25988T 5−19500T 4+143690T 3−343758T 2+

543988T−629644

10a
109 T 4−4T 3+10T 2−17T+21 4 / ✘

0 2 /✔
−4T 15+44T 14−280T 13+1265T 12−4420T 11+12330T 10−27747T 9+49591T 8−65831T 7+47237T 6+48982T 5−

258674T 4+578213T 3−942244T 2+1236500T−1349987
10a

110 T 3−8T 2+20T−25 3 / ✘
T 5−14T 4+69T 3−160T 2+219T−236 2 / ✘

−3T 11+76T 10−819T 9+5001T 8−19243T 7+47881T 6−68512T 5−1695T 4+294196T 3−858279T 2+1483888T−1765063

10a
111 −2T 3+9T 2−17T+21 3 / ✘

−9T 5+60T 4−171T 3+316T 2−436T+480 2 / ✘
−46T 11+580T 10−3388T 9+12554T 8−32660T 7+59017T 6−58847T 5−37148T 4+296740T 3−700657T 2+

1092204T−1256703
10a

112 −T
4+5T 3−11T 2+17T−19 4 / ✘

T 7−8T 6+29T 5−68T 4+115T 3−152T 2+175T−180 2 / ✘
−4T 15+59T 14−417T 13+1922T 12−6560T 11+17642T 10−38436T 9+67716T 8−91668T 7+75828T 6+32745T 5−

281885T 4+672556T 3−1126302T 2+1497682T−1641830

10a
113 2T 3−11T 2+26T−33 3 / ✘

−5T 5+42T 4−167T 3+394T 2−623T+720 1 / ✘
−46T 11+748T 10−5648T 9+25794T 8−76986T 7+145614T 6−117514T 5−255630T 4+1219108T 3−2705320T 2+

4144962T−4750132
10a

114 −2T 3+10T 2−21T+27 3 / ✘
T 5−8T 4+30T 3−78T 2+140T−168 1 / ✘

−46T 11+652T 10−4286T 9+17272T 8−46282T 7+78916T 6−50318T 5−164528T 4+674605T 3−1427141T 2+

2136578T−2430881

10a
115 −T

3+9T 2−26T+37 3 / ✘
0 2 /✔

−3T 11+87T 10−1086T 9+7715T 8−34284T 7+95601T 6−139823T 5−67014T 4+906691T 3−2501541T 2+

4237736T−5008147
10a

116 −T
4+5T 3−12T 2+19T−21 4 / ✘

T 7−8T 6+30T 5−74T 4+132T 3−184T 2+217T−228 2 / ✘
−4T 15+59T 14−433T 13+2107T 12−7572T 11+21160T 10−47021T 9+82579T 8−107675T 7+75431T 6+

82565T 5−424869T 4+948046T 3−1547425T 2+2034530T−2222972

10a
117 2T 3−10T 2+24T−31 3 / ✘

−5T 5+38T 4−144T 3+330T 2−522T+600 2 / ✘
−46T 11+660T 10−4630T 9+20296T 8−59592T 7+113296T 6−96678T 5−181496T 4+918168T 3−2070126T 2+

3194612T−3669002
10a

118 T 4−5T 3+12T 2−19T+23 4 / ✘
0 1 /✔

−4T 15+59T 14−433T 13+2107T 12−7616T 11+21538T 10−48497T 9+85825T 8−111069T 7+72421T 6+

102765T 5−471225T 4+1020662T 3−1637067T 2+2130348T−2319612

10a
119 −2T 3+10T 2−23T+31 3 / ✘

−T 5+6T 4−26T 3+86T 2−175T+220 1 / ✘
−46T 11+660T 10−4518T 9+19360T 8−56222T 7+107420T 6−95606T 5−160436T 4+854797T 3−1953603T 2+

3032604T−3488847
10a

120 8T 2−26T+37 2 / ✘
166T 3−692T 2+1433T−1788 2, 3 / ✘
−7000T 7+47232T 6−123832T 5+53680T 4+602634T 3−2113516T 2+3903628T−4726242

10a
121 2T 3−11T 2+27T−35 3 / ✘

5T 5−42T 4+167T 3−396T 2+634T−732 2 / ✘
−46T 11+748T 10−5752T 9+27022T 8−83520T 7+164629T 6−142559T 5−285104T 4+1442616T 3−3276797T 2+

5082368T−5847247
10a

122 −2T 3+11T 2−24T+31 3 / ✘
−T 5+8T 4−34T 3+104T 2−211T+264 2 / ✘

−46T 11+740T 10−5368T 9+23306T 8−66398T 7+120832T 6−90292T 5−235524T 4+1074306T 3−2380716T 2+

3658132T−4198018

10a
123 T 4−6T 3+15T 2−24T+29 4 /✔

0 2 /✔
−4T 15+74T 14−642T 13+3512T 12−13724T 11+40844T 10−95026T 9+170958T 8−218948T 7+120966T 6+

292438T 5−1157586T 4+2450698T 3−3906248T 2+5074066T−5522810
10n

124 T 4−T 3+T−1 4 / ✘
−4T 7−6T 4−4T 2−6T 4 / ✘

−4T 15−T 14+3T 13−21T 12+12T 11−42T 10−13T 9+61T 8−169T 7−11T 6+21T 5−45T 4−278T 3+89T 2+168T−604

10n
125 T 3−2T 2+2T−1 3 / ✘

−T 5+2T 4−2T 3+3T−4 2 / ✘
−3T 11+10T 10−21T 9+31T 8−117T 7+359T 6−714T 5+833T 4−332T 3−967T 2+2468T−3173

10n
126 T 3−2T 2+4T−5 3 / ✘

T 5−2T 4+10T 3−12T 2+22T−20 2 / ✘
−3T 11+10T 10−61T 9+183T 8−379T 7+529T 6−476T 5−203T 4+1506T 3−3351T 2+4816T−5551

10n
127 −T

3+4T 2−6T+7 3 / ✘
2T 5−14T 4+32T 3−52T 2+67T−72 2 / ✘

−3T 11+40T 10−175T 9+491T 8−1013T 7+1625T 6−1708T 5+23T 4+4828T 3−12545T 2+20158T−23399
10n

128 2T 3−3T 2+T+1 3 / ✘
−13T 5+12T 4−3T 3−10T 2−9T+12 3 / ✘

−46T 11+68T 10+8T 9−162T 8−236T 7+1267T 6−2261T 5+2072T 4−1206T 3−1411T 2+5430T−7913

10n
129 2T 2−6T+9 2 /✔

−T 3−2T 2+14T−20 1 / ✘
−30T 7+292T 6−1254T 5+2408T 4−610T 3−7416T 2+18696T−24214

10n
130 2T 2−4T+5 2 / ✘

T 3−2T 2+19T−24 2 / ✘
−30T 7+84T 6−482T 5+1720T 4−2424T 3−1264T 2+8940T−13348

10n
131 −2T 2+8T−11 2 / ✘

5T 3−38T 2+87T−112 1 / ✘
−30T 7+420T 6−1602T 5+2296T 4+2212T 3−15936T 2+34028T−42728

10n
132 T 2−T+1 2 / ✘

2T 2+5T−4 1 / ✘
−2T 7−9T 6−23T 5+240T 4−494T 3+131T 2+804T−1469

10n
133 −T

2+5T−7 2 / ✘
T 3−14T 2+37T−48 1 / ✘

−2T 7+67T 6−267T 5+346T 4+692T 3−3683T 2+7612T−9519
10n

134 2T 3−4T 2+4T−3 3 / ✘
−13T 5+24T 4−33T 3+30T 2−41T+40 3 / ✘

−46T 11+156T 10−330T 9+536T 8−1222T 7+2588T 6−4008T 5+3308T 4+1036T 3−9290T 2+17912T−21870

10n
135 3T 2−9T+13 2 / ✘

T 3−6T 2+18T−24 2 / ✘
−158T 7+973T 6−2701T 5+2666T 4+6042T 3−28213T 2+55318T−67949

10n
136 −T

2+4T−5 2 / ✘
−T 3+4T 2−2T−4 1 / ✘

−2T 7+28T 6−166T 5+488T 4−428T 3−1664T 2+6032T−8592

10n
137 T 2−6T+11 2 /✔

−4T 2+24T−44 1 / ✘
−2T 7+50T 6−384T 5+1174T 4−362T 3−7364T 2+21934T−30098

10n
138 T 3−5T 2+8T−7 3 / ✘

−T 5+8T 4−22T 3+24T 2−11T+8 2 / ✘
−3T 11+43T 10−258T 9+879T 8−2110T 7+4545T 6−9021T 5+12202T 4−2701T 3−29233T 2+72448T−93647

10n
139 T 4−T 3+2T−3 4 / ✘

−4T 7−12T 4+5T 3−4T 2−16T+12 4 / ✘
−4T 15−T 14+3T 13−42T 12+54T 11−73T 10−20T 9+9T 8+16T 7−328T 6+209T 5+22T 4−619T 3+306T 2+72T−677

10n
140 T 2−2T+3 2 /✔

8T−8 2 / ✘
−2T 7+6T 6−84T 5+346T 4−438T 3−284T 2+1546T−2286

10n
141 −T

3+3T 2−4T+5 3 / ✘
T 3−8T 2+16T−20 1 / ✘

−3T 11+21T 10−72T 9+213T 8−604T 7+1415T 6−2369T 5+2238T 4+567T 3−6223T 2+12262T−14917
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ρ+2

10n
142 2T 3−3T 2+2T−1 3 / ✘

−13T 5+12T 4−13T 3+4T 2−17T+12 3 / ✘
−46T 11+68T 10−104T 9+130T 8−498T 7+1222T 6−2018T 5+1514T 4−60T 3−2832T 2+6042T−8012

10n
143 T 3−3T 2+6T−7 3 / ✘

T 5−4T 4+15T 3−28T 2+45T−48 1 / ✘
−3T 11+21T 10−112T 9+409T 8−1034T 7+1787T 6−1859T 5−90T 4+4851T 3−11727T 2+17942T−20529

10n
144 −3T 2+10T−13 2 / ✘

10T 3−44T 2+80T−96 2 / ✘
−158T 7+1154T 6−3268T 5+3318T 4+6542T 3−31940T 2+63710T−78770

10n
145 T 2+T−3 2 / ✘

2T 3+8T 2+6T−8 2 / ✘
−2T 7−15T 6−21T 5−24T 4−20T 3+17T 2+42T−523

10n
146 2T 2−8T+13 2 / ✘

T 3−8T 2+21T−28 1 / ✘
−30T 7+284T 6−1074T 5+1384T 4+3560T 3−19424T 2+41592T−52568

10n
147 −2T 2+7T−9 2 / ✘

−3T 3+12T 2−15T+12 1 / ✘
−30T 7+228T 6−648T 5+534T 4+2409T 3−10989T 2+23190T−29415

10n
148 T 3−3T 2+7T−9 3 / ✘

T 5−4T 4+18T 3−36T 2+62T−68 2 / ✘
−3T 11+21T 10−124T 9+480T 8−1276T 7+2284T 6−2430T 5−321T 4+7433T 3−18128T 2+28044T−32236

10n
149 −T

3+5T 2−9T+11 3 / ✘
2T 5−18T 4+55T 3−104T 2+149T−164 2 / ✘

−3T 11+51T 10−310T 9+1126T 8−2744T 7+4560T 6−4124T 5−2797T 4+19777T 3−45034T 2+68918T−78898
10n

150 −T
3+4T 2−6T+7 3 / ✘

−2T 5+12T 4−26T 3+38T 2−45T+44 2 / ✘
−3T 11+32T 10−151T 9+475T 8−1173T 7+2353T 6−3420T 5+2127T 4+4852T 3−18049T 2+32054T−38231

10n
151 T 3−4T 2+10T−13 3 / ✘

−T 5+6T 4−21T 3+42T 2−66T+72 2 / ✘
−3T 11+32T 10−199T 9+825T 8−2449T 7+5063T 6−6190T 5−607T 4+22450T 3−58731T 2+94984T−110493

10n
152 T 4−T 3−T 2+4T−5 4 / ✘

4T 7−7T 5+18T 4−7T 3−12T 2+45T−52 4 / ✘
−4T 15−T 14+19T 13−63T 12+66T 11−54T 10+21T 9−248T 8+755T 7−1352T 6+960T 5+420T 4−1696T 3+

764T 2+1612T−3089

10n
153 T 3−T 2−T+3 3 /✔

T 5−2T 4+T 3+2T 2−T 2 / ✘
−3T 11−9T 10+62T 9−154T 8+170T 7−130T 6+6T 5+337T 4−865T 3+608T 2+610T−1428

10n
154 T 3−4T+7 3 / ✘

−3T 5−6T 4+13T 3−47T+68 3 / ✘
−3T 11−12T 10+21T 9−7T 8−51T 7−79T 6+80T 5+569T 4−1172T 3−1191T 2+6320T−9295

10n
155 −T

3+3T 2−5T+7 3 /✔
−2T 3+12T 2−22T+28 2 / ✘

−3T 11+21T 10−84T 9+292T 8−858T 7+1942T 6−2952T 5+2081T 4+2523T 3−10550T 2+18548T−21974
10n

156 T 3−4T 2+8T−9 3 / ✘
T 5−6T 4+19T 3−30T 2+33T−32 1 / ✘

−3T 11+32T 10−175T 9+629T 8−1667T 7+3453T 6−5232T 5+3569T 4+7292T 3−29551T 2+54480T−65659

10n
157 −T

3+6T 2−11T+13 3 / ✘
−2T 5+22T 4−78T 3+148T 2−218T+240 2 / ✘

−3T 11+62T 10−461T 9+1901T 8−4925T 7+8242T 6−6996T 5−7102T 4+40729T 3−90405T 2+137240T−156904
10n

158 −T
3+4T 2−10T+15 3 / ✘

2T 2−7T+12 2 / ✘
−3T 11+32T 10−199T 9+851T 8−2585T 7+5493T 6−7016T 5+15T 4+24396T 3−66545T 2+109770T−128531

10n
159 T 3−4T 2+9T−11 3 / ✘

T 5−6T 4+26T 3−60T 2+98T−112 1 / ✘
−3T 11+32T 10−203T 9+871T 8−2523T 7+4850T 6−5382T 5−712T 4+17435T 3−42929T 2+67130T−77206

10n
160 −T

3+4T 2−4T+3 3 / ✘
−2T 5+12T 4−20T 3+14T 2−16T+12 2 / ✘

−3T 11+32T 10−127T 9+263T 8−479T 7+1331T 6−3238T 5+4663T 4−2098T 3−6717T 2+18466T−24425

10n
161 T 3−2T+3 3 / ✘

3T 5+6T 4−3T 3+4T 2+14T−12 3 / ✘
−3T 11−12T 10−3T 9−19T 8+7T 7−21T 6−158T 5+233T 4−462T 3+21T 2+512T−1153

10n
162 −3T 2+9T−11 2 / ✘

10T 3−38T 2+58T−68 2 / ✘
−158T 7+981T 6−2437T 5+2332T 4+4576T 3−22823T 2+46570T−58163

10n
163 T 3−5T 2+12T−15 3 / ✘

−T 5+8T 4−30T 3+62T 2−89T+96 1, 2 / ✘
−3T 11+43T 10−306T 9+1387T 8−4354T 7+9449T 6−12149T 5−766T 4+46055T 3−125001T 2+206644T−242035

10n
164 3T 2−11T+17 2 / ✘

T 3−10T 2+29T−40 1 / ✘
−158T 7+1311T 6−4363T 5+4630T 4+14424T 3−68123T 2+138116T−171663

10n
165 −2T 2+10T−15 2 / ✘

−5T 3+50T 2−146T+196 2 / ✘
−30T 7+564T 6−2870T 5+5272T 4+4562T 3−42360T 2+97092T−124566
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